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0. Introduction 

0.0. Scope 

The present thesis has two primary aims: 

1. To describe the formal structure of the yes/no-questions in the 
contemporary Bulgarian and Macedonian literary languages, and to 
establish in which respect they differ from and/or resemble other 
sentences, mainly assertions, in each language. 

2. To compare the form of the yes/no-questions in the two lan
guages. To a certain extent such comparisons will also be made 
within each language among different authors, who may display 
dialectal traits. 

0.1 Definitions 

0.1.1 What is a question? 

To define the concept yes/no-question, it is first necessary to define 
the concept question. This, however, is an extremely difficult, even 
impossible task, and most scholars dealing with questions fail to 
define the concept. Thus, Restan finds that the functions of inter
rogative sentences are so varied that any attempt to include them 
under one generalizing definition is doomed to failure (Restan, 1972, 
p. 497). Bolinger says: "For persons who demand rigorous defini
tions, the term question cannot be defined satisfactorily so as to in
clude the types that they themselves would spontaneously identify as 
Qs (= questions, B.E.). ... If Qs have an ultimate basis, it is an 
attitude, and is non-linguistic." (Bolinger, 1957, pp. 3-4.) Chafe says: 
"We should begin with the understanding that 'question' is an in
formal label that embraces sentences of several distinct types." (Chafe, 
1970, p. 309.) 



I will leave the concept question undefined, agreeing with Robert 
B. Lees when he says: "Questions are questions, no matter what kind 
of definitions we may formulate about them." (Cited from Restan, 
op. cit., p. 28.) 

0.1.2 WH-questions and yes/no-questions 

Most investigations on questions distinguish two kinds of inter
rogative sentences, WH-questions and yes/no-questions. A WH-
question demands as its answer a sentence-element. As a rule it con
tains an interrogative pronoun or adverb (cf. however 0.1.2.1). Other 
markers of interrogativeness can, but need not, be intonation and 
word order. 

A yes/no-question demands, as the name suggests, one of the an
swers "yes" or "no". It can, but does not need to, be formally singled 
out by means of a special marker of interrogativeness, a question 
particle (QP). A special intonation and/or word order can also be 
used to mark the interrogativeness of the sentence. As for Bulgarian 
and Macedonian yes/no-questions, it is well known that they can be 
formed with or without QP:s and that in questions not formed with 
a QP, a special intonation marks the interrogativeness. Whether 
word order might be a marker of interrogativeness in Bulgarian and 
Macedonian has not, however, been properly investigated. 

0.1.2.1 Can Bulgarian and Macedonian yes/no-questions be 
distinguished from WH-questions on purely formal grounds? 

Since this thesis deals with Bulgarian and Macedonian yes/no-
questions only in their formal aspect, it is desirable that the definition 
of the concept "yes/no-question" be based on formal criteria only. 
Furthermore, since the thesis is based exclusively on printed material 
and therefore does not deal with intonation, the definition should 
not refer to intonation. 

The following is a tentative definition based on the formal criteria 
that can be found in printed material: yes/no-questions are sentences 
that are followed by a question mark and that do not contain an 
interrogative pronoun or adverb. This definition is not fully ap
plicable, however, since there is one kind of sentence which ac



cording to the definition would be classified as a yes/no-question, 
but which, depending on the context, functions either as a yes/no-
question or as a WH-question. Consider the following examples: 

В — Маньо, черквата няма в момента никакви пари и не мога 
да ти платя заплатата. 
Маню вика: 
— Ами от ливадите парите? Ами от свещите? (НХ:ДР 98) 

M Келнерот: A Bue? 
Мирко: Еден шприцер! (КЧ:И 24) 

В — Когато се върнахте, имаше ли някой в къщи? А по пътя? 
(МХ:ГУ 47) 

M ... До потонот знаев каде пагам. А сега? (БП:СО 17) 

(Here, as in the following, Bulgarian examples are preceded by a B, 
Macedonian by a M. For word variants in the text separated by a 
slash (/), the Bulgarian variant is given first, e.g. нали/нели. When 
no such variant pair is given, the word is identical in the two lan
guages, e.g. дали.) 

These questions are elliptical, as the real question is never stated 
explicitly, but has to be understood from the context. In the first two 
examples, the implicit questions are WH-questions, and not yes/no-
questions: 

В Ами от ливадите парите? Ами от свещите? Къде са тези пари? 

M А Вие што сакате? 

In the last two examples, the implicit questions are yes/no-ques
tions: 

В А по пътя имаше ли някой? 

M A cera знам ли? 

These elliptical questions constitute only a minor share of the great 
bulk of all WH-questions and yes/no-questions. All the same, their 
formal identity makes an exclusively formal definition of either kind 
of question impossible. 

It can of course be argued that since the assigning of such questions 
to WH-questions or to yes/no-questions is based upon an implicit 



question, this question could also be used for the formal definition. 
In that case, those questions that function as yes/no-questions would 
fit perfectly well into a formal definition of yes/no-questions. This 
would mean, however, formally defining a sentence which does not 
exist explicitly but is supplied by the researcher on the basis of the 
function which he believes it to have in the given context. This is 
obviously unsatisfactory. 

The conclusion is thus that in Bulgarian and Macedonian, and 
most certainly in many other languages as well, it is not possible to 
give a formal definition of yes/no-questions which unequivocally 
singles them out as a class that does not include any other kinds of 
sentences. 

0.1.2.2 Definitions using functional criteria 

Since, then, the formal side of the sentence alone cannot be used to 
define the concept yes/no-question, the function of the sentence 
must also be taken into consideration. A question is usually put by 
one person to another, and its function can therefore be viewed 
from two standpoints: that of the person who asks the question and 
that of the person to whom the question is directed. 

From the standpoint of the person who asks the question, a yes/no-
question is a question to which he expects one of the answers "yes" 
or "no". Such a definition of yes/no-questions, however, makes as
signing certain questions to yes/no-questions or to WH-questions a 
hazardous matter, since such a classification depends on the context 
in which the question occurs. Consider the following question: 

Are you in Stockholm? 

If uttered in a telephone conversation by a person who lives in Stock
holm to a calling friend who does not live there but who often visits 
the city, the questioner clearly expects the friend to answer "yes" 
or "no". If, however, the same two persons meet on a Stockholm 
street, the Stockholmer might utter the same sentence (admittedly 
with a different intonation), either expecting no answer at all, or 
expecting an explanation of why his friend is in Stockholm, when the 
questioner thought him to be, say, in London. In the latter case the 



question is actually meant to function as a WH-question, something 
like 

Why are you in Stockholm? 

(cf. Musić, 1908, p. 186, Restan, op. cit., p. 511). 
Although the question in the latter case is not intended by the 

questioner as a yes/no-question, it can still be answered as if it were, 
i.e. from the standpoint of the person to whom the question is directed, 
it can function as a yes/no-question. The reason for this is what 
Conrad (1976, p. 79) terms "strukturelle Antwort-Determination", 
structural answer determination. He uses the term for the dependency 
of the number and form of a question's possible answers upon the 
structure of the question itself. In the given example this means that 
although the question might be intended to have the function of a 
WH-question, its form permits the answers "yes" and "no", and for 
the person to whom the question is directed, it can therefore function 
as a yes/no-question. 

Structural answer determination is the criterion by which I will 
assign sentences to the class of yes/no-questions. Thus, for the pur
poses of this thesis, all sentences will be called yes/no-questions that 
(1) are questions and (2) whose form is such that "yes" and "no" 
are linguistically appropriate answers to them. 

This does not solve the problem of the questions mentioned in 
0.1.2.1. According to this definition, all such questions have to be 
included in the material, regardless of their function in the given 
context. Because of their formal identity, this would cause no in
convenience as far as the description of the sentences is concerned. 
In the thesis, however, the various types of yes/no-questions will also 
be compared numerically, and therefore only questions that are in
tended and/or possible to understand as yes/no-questions can be in
cluded. To single out the yes/no-questions in this group, the definition 
is expanded so that sentences are included in the material that (1) are 
questions and (2) whose form is such that in the given context "yes" 
and "no" are linguistically appropriate answers. 

0.1.2.3 Are disjunctive questions yes/no-questions? 

Disjunctive questions present two (or more than two) alternatives 
and the answer is supposed to indicate which alternative is correct. 



The disjunctive question can be one of the following two kinds: 

a. The second alternative is the negation of the first: 

Do you want coffee or don't you (want coffee)? (Do you want 
coffee or not?) 

b. The second alternative is not the negation of the first one: 

Do you want coffee or (do you want) tea? 

Yes/no-questions are generally considered to be disjunctive ques
tions of the first kind, in which the latter part of the question, the 
second alternative, has been deleted (Chafe, op. cit., p. 322, Katz/ 
Postal, 1964, p. 100). Obviously, it is possible to answer "yes" or 
"no" to questions of the first kind, but the answerer usually adds 
a tag, i.e. he answers not only "yes" or "no" but "yes I do" or "no 
I don't" (cf. Pope, 1975, p. 65). In Bulgarian and Macedonian, the 
answers "да" and "не" are usually avoided after these questions, 
and instead the correct alternative is repeated. 

The second kind of disjunctive question, when functioning as a real 
disjunctive question, cannot be answered with "yes" or "no". The 
only possible answer is the repetition of the correct alternative. The 
reason for this must be that this kind of disjunctive question in itself 
contains two (or more) yes/no-questions, i.e. 

Do you want coffee or tea? 

is shorter for 

Do you want coffee or do you want tea? 

If such a question is answered with "yes" or "no", the questioner 
will not know whether the answer refers to the first or to the second 
yes/no-question. 

The situation is slightly different when a disjunctive question of 
the second kind is divided into two sentences in the text. This most 
probably signifies a pause in the speech, a pause which the questioner 
makes to get an answer to his first question, but then, getting none, 
he proceeds to ask a second question in the form of a disjunction. I 
believe that in such a case the listener's attention is focused on the 
second question, which then functions as a single yes/no-question to 



which it is possible to answer "yes" or "no". In my material, how
ever, there are isolated examples which do not confirm this hy
pothesis: 

В ... Студентът зад нея й прошепна: 
— Ще пьтуваш ли довечера? Или ще останеш? 
— Не ... Впрочем, да ... — Лицето и не изразяваше нищо. 
"Какво означава това не-да? — помисли разсеяно Стоянов. 
— Ще пътува или ще остане?" (МХ:ГУ 95) 

Nevertheless, according to the definition of yes/no-questions used 
in this thesis, the material includes disjunctive questions of the first 
kind, as well as those of the second kind in which the alternatives are 
presented in separate sentences. Disjunctive questions of the first 
kind are classified according to the structure of the first part of the 
question, i.e. that part which presents the non-negated alternative. 
Disjunctive questions of the second kind are counted as two, or some
times more than two examples, each question being classified sepa
rately. 

0.1.3 Formal structure 

As was said above, the present thesis deals with the formal structures 
of yes/no-questions. More specifically, the investigation will try to 
answer the following questions : 

1. Which special words, QP:s, are used to form yes/no-questions 
in Bulgarian and Macedonian, and what is their frequency in 
the material? What is the frequency of questions formed without 
a QP? 

2. Where does the QP occur in the sentence? 
3. What is the order of the sentence-elements in Bulgarian and 

Macedonian yes/no-questions? In connection with this, two problems 
will be given special attention, namely the order of the subject and the 
predicate, and the possible preposition of secondary sentence-elements, 
i.e. their occurrence before the subject and the predicate. 

Intonation is of course a part of the formal structure of a sentence. 
However, since for practical reasons the investigation is based on 
printed material, it has not been possible to examine the intonational 
features of yes/no-questions in this thesis. 



0.1.3.1 Question particles 

Particles that occur primarily in questions and serve to show the 
interrogativeness of the sentence are called QP:s. 

The Bulgarian QP:s are, according to Stojanov, ли, дали, нали, 
нима, а, мигар, белки(м) and чунки(м) (Stojanov, 1964, р. 442). 
In her work on the Bulgarian particles, Colakova finds that the 
Bulgarian QP:s are ли, дали, нали, нима, мигар, а, е, зер, хе, 
негли, беки and белки. According to her, the basic function of the 
first five particles is interrogative, whereas the other particles have 
some other basic function, although they are also used as QP:s (Cola
kova, 1958, p. 65). Popov asserts that the particles used to form 
Bulgarian yes/no-questions are ли, дали, нали, нима, мигар, a and e 
(Popov, 1963, p. 56). 

The Macedonian QP:s are, according to Koneski, ли, дали, али 
and зар (Koneski, 1967, p. 542). 

Among the Bulgarian scholars, there is thus not complete unanimity 
about the status of some particles, due to the fact that not only do 
certain particles used in questions have some other basic meaning 
than that of a QP, but some particles basically used in questions have 
other meanings as well. It is therefore not always easy to determine 
whether a particle in a given sentence has an interrogative function. 
These difficulties are found in Macedonian as well. 

The particles included in my material will be discussed below. 

0.1.3.1.1 Ли 

As is well known, ли can be used in conditional subordinate clauses 
(Popov, op. cit., p. 301; the following example is his): 

В Канят ли me — еж, гонят ли те — беж. 

Ли can also have an intensifying meaning, for instance when used 
after the interrogative pronoun or adverb of a WH-question and in 
some other cases (Colakova, op. cit., p. 48, 68. The following examples 
are hers, page 68): 

В — Ex, че време ли се отвар я! 
"Отворих раклите. Какво ли нямаше в тях!..." 

In such sentences, the original interrogative meaning of ли is lost, 
and the sentence is not a question. 



Ли in sentences like the following is closer to the original inter
rogative meaning: 

В Отиде си анкетата и след ден ли, два ли — носи ми разсил-
ният призовка да се явя пред следователя, в града! 
(НХ:ДР 125) 

M ... Таму учеа две, ученички ли студентки ли, Нико и Игор 
nocTojaHO се канеа да им прищат и nocTojaHO остануваа на 
тоа одвреме-навреме да им мавнат како лажни давеници; 
(ДС:ЗС 139) 

Obviously, however, such examples are neither intended nor 
understood as questions, and they are therefore not included in the 
material. 

Ли is also used in indirect questions, but since the present thesis 
deals only with direct questions, such examples are not included. 

0.1.3.1.2 Дали, нима, зар (зарем) 

Дали occurs, as far as I can see from the material, only in questions. 
It is used in both direct and indirect questions, but only the former 
are included in the material. Bulgarian нима and Macedonian зар 
(зарем) are also used only in questions. In questions formed with 
one of these QP:s, the punctuation can be misleading, since they are 
not always followed by a question mark. The reason for this is that 
they often have a rhetorical function (Restan, op. cit., pp. 593, 617). 

0.1.3.1.3 Нали/нели 

We encounter a similar problem in the case of the Bulgarian QP нали 
and to some extent in its Macedonian counterpart нели. It has been 
pointed out by e.g. Kostov (1939, p. 244), Colakova (op. cit., pp. 56-
57) and Nicolova (1974, p. 428) that нали does not always have an 
interrogative function. Only Kostov offers an opinion as to when 
нали loses its interrogativeness. According to him, this happens 
when the QP is used in final position (Kostov, op. cit., p. 244). How
ever, I include in the material all sentences containing нали. The 
same rule applies in Macedonian нели-sentences. Only a functional 
analysis can show whether нали/нели is always or only sometimes 
a QP, and, in the latter case, when. 
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0.1.3.1.4 Other particles 

I consider all other particles, whether they have been mentioned 
above or not, as QP:s if they occur in a sentence which fits the defini
tion of yes/no-questions given above and if they serve to show inter-
rogativeness. 

0.1.3.1.5 Да 

A special problem is presented by questions which contain да, where 
the predicate is often negated, and which are not formed with any 
of the QP:s mentioned so far. Да, of course, can have many functions 
in the sentence, and, depending on its function, it is classified as 
either a particle or a conjunction. It has never been classified as a QP, 
however, although in her article on the meaning of the Bulgarian 
QP:s, Nicolova deals with да, without maintaining that it is a QP 
(op. cit., p. 426). Popova, in her study on the use of да in yes/no-
questions, also draws the following conclusion: "Частицата да, 
без да твърдим, че може да бъде и въпросителна частица, в опре-
делени случаи поема и изпълнява функциите на такава частица." 
(1976, р. 416.) 

Nicolova distinguishes in да in non-negated questions two mean
ings, which she calls дах and да2. Дах is marked for necessity, да2 

for possibility (op. cit., p. 429). Nicolova gives the following examples 
of questions containing the two да (op. cit., p. 427): 

Дах: Да пътувам по море? 
Да2: Да си пътувал по море? 

Popova does not discern any difference between these two meanings 
of да in questions, and her conclusions regarding да:s character 
thus refer to both meanings. 

According to Nicolova, questions containing даь which are marked 
for necessity, are correlated either to imperatives or to assertions 
whose predicates contain трябва да. When a yes/no-question con
tains both да! and the QP ли, it can be rewritten as трябва ли да ...? 
As an example of this correlation of questions containing дах with 
the imperative, Nicolova gives the following (op. cit., p. 427): 

Пиши по-четливо! — По-четливо ли да пиша? 



The imperative form in her example, to which the questions con
taining дах are correlated is thus the so called synthetical imperative. 
In Bulgarian and Macedonian, however, the imperative can also be 
expressed otherwise, as the so called analytical imperative formed 
with да and the present tense of the verb (Gołąb, 1954, p. 76): 

Да пиша по-четливо! 
Да пишеш по-четливо! 
Да пише по-четливо! 
Да пишем по-четливо! 
Да пишете по-четливо! 
Да пишат по-четливо! 

It seems more probable that this is the imperative to which the 
questions containing дах are correlated, both in form and function. 
The function of дах in questions is the same as its function in these 
imperatives. It is therefore not correct to say, as Popova does, that 
дах has the function of a QP. This is further underlined by the fact 
that дах is also found in yes/no-questions formed with different QP:s 
and in WH-questions: 

Да пиша ли по-четливо? 
Дали да пиша по-четливо? 
Нима да пиша по-четливо? 
Защо да пиша по-четливо? 

Questions containing да2 are another matter. There are no other 
sentences correlated to them in the same way as the imperative is 
correlated to questions containing дах. Sentences containing да2, in 
my opinion, can only be questions. The presence of да in the question 
can be explained only in one way, namely it serves to mark the inter-
rogativeness of the sentence. I therefore consider да2 a QP. 

Just as the QP:s ли and дали, да2 can also be used in indirect 
questions. Genadieva-Mutafcieva gives the following examples 
(1970, pp. 66-67): 

Попитах я да не му e дала парите. 
Мислех си да не беше това неговият син. 
... младият адвокат разпитваше дяда Никола ... знае ли 
тази мера да e давана някога под наем на селяните. 



This similarity between ли, дали and да2 further confirms that да2 

is a QP. 
Дах alone cannot form an indirect question—ли or дали has to 

be added: 

Да пиша по-четливо? 
*Попитах го да пиша по-четливо. 
Попитах го да пиша ли по-четливо. 

0.2 Previous studies 

Yes/no-questions in Bulgarian and Macedonian have so far not been 
examined exhaustively. To be sure, they are mentioned in many 
studies, but mostly only in passing and incompletely. Attention is 
usually focused on their different meanings rather than on their form. 

Stojanov mentions only the QP:s used to form questions (op. cit., 
p. 442). Other studies also give some information on the meaning 
of both the QP:s and the questions formed without a QP (Sławski, 
1954, p. 157, Colakova, op. cit., pp. 64-68, Popov, op. cit., pp. 56-58, 
Koneski, 1965, p. 100, and 1967, p. 542, Nicolova, op. cit., Popova, 
op. cit.). 

Some studies also discuss the form of the questions, such as the 
place of the QP:s or the word order (Kostov, op. cit., pp. 242-245, 
Andrejcin, 1944, p. 496, Restan, op. cit., pp. 587-602 and 615-621, 
Krizkova, 1972, Hauge, 1976). The intonation in questions is treated 
by Ekimova (1972). 

Jotov (1966) uses Russian and Bulgarian material for a trans
formational analysis of the concepts "question" and "interrogative 
sentence". Marinova (1973) deals with the structural sentence types 
in questions and answers in dialogue. 

0.3 Material 

The material comprises in all 4 979 excerpts, of which 2 463 are 
Bulgarian and 2 516 are Macedonian. The excerpts have been taken 
from fiction published after 1945. In selecting authors, the principle 
has been to find authors born in different dialect areas. 



I believe this geographical spreading of the authors to be of im
portance especially in the case of Macedonian, which as a new literary 
language can be assumed to be less standardized than older literary 
languages. Possible differences in the language of different authors 
can then be assumed to derive from differences in their respective 
dialects. Bulgarian is also comparatively new as a modern literary 
language, but it is older than Macedonian and it is much more 
standardized. For that reason it is not so probable that dialectal 
differences will be found between the individual authors in this case, 
but for the sake of consistency the same principle has been adopted 
in the selection of the Bulgarian authors. 

The excerpted works have also been selected to meet another 
demand, namely that every work in one language should have a 
thematic counterpart in the other language. If, for instance, a Bul
garian historical novel is part of the material, then a Macedonian 
historical novel should be included as well. Unfortunately, it has been 
impossible to meet this demand completely, owing to differences 
between Bulgarian and Macedonian literature. 

The number of excerpted authors is in all 28, 12 of which are 
Bulgarian and 16 Macedonian. 

The excerpted works and their abbreviations in the text are: 

Bulgarian 

Асенов, Драгомир "Изпити" София 1970 ДА:И 
Галина, Лада "Кристали" София 1973 ЛГ:К 
Генов, Тодор "Вяра" in "Пиеси" София 1970, pp. 17-

108 ТГ:В 
Гулев, Димитър "Чудните нейни очи" София 1969 ДГ:Ч 
Мандаджиев, Атанас "Нападателят" in Септември, 4, 

1972, pp. 105-131 АМ:Н 
Мантов, Димитър "Хан Крум" София 1973 ДМ:ХК 
Радичков, Йордан "Човешка проза" Пловдив 1971 ЙР:ЧП 
Райнов, Богомил "Господин Никой" София 1971 БР:ГН 
Странджев, Коста "Храбростта да живееш" 

1st part in Септември, 1, 1972, pp. 3-50 КС:ХЖ 
2nd part in Септември, 2, 1974, pp. 3-62 КС:Х 

Хайтов, Николай "Диви разкази" Пловдив 1969 НХ:ДР 



Халачев, Марин "Границите на уравнението" Пловдив 
1974, pp. 5-107 МХ:ГУ 

Ханчев, Веселии "Отровен хляб" ВХ:ОХ 
"Злато" ВХ:3 

in "Избрани произведения" София 1969, pp. 267-316 

Macedonian 

Арсовски, Томе "Мали луге" TA:MJI 
"Кикот Kpaj реката" ТА:КР 

in "Стотиот чекор" Ciconje 1968, pp. 5-55 
Бошковски, JoBaH "Избор" CKonje 1969, pp. 24-170 JB:H 
Георгиевски, Ташко "Змиски ветар" CKonje 1969 ТГ:ЗВ 
Дракул, Симон "Бела нок" Ciconje 1969 СД:БН 
1аневски, Славко "Две Марии" Ciconje 1956, pp. 7-141 СГ:ДМ 
Конески, Блаже "JIo3je" Ciconje 1967 БК:Л 
Костов, Владимир "Нов ум" Ciconje 1970 ВК:НУ 
Малески, Владо "Синови" CKonje 1969 ВМ:С 
Момировски, Томе "Неспокои" Ciconje 1969 ТМ:Н 
Неделкоски, Миле "Трненки" Ciconje 1972 МН:Т 
Пендовски, Бранко "Смртта на орденот" Ciconje 1969 БП:СО 
Солев, Димитар "Слово за Игора" CKonje 1969 ДС:СИ 

"Зима на слободата" CKonje 1968, 
pp. 77-146, 185-209 ДС:ЗС 

Ташковски, Драган "Цар  e ja " Ciconje 1968 ДТ:ЦД 
Чашуле, Коле "Игра или Соци^алистичка Ева" Ciconje 

1969 КЧ:И 
Чинго, Живко "Пасквелща" Ciconje 1968 ЖЧ:П 
Ширилов, Петар "L]pHo6opje" Ciconje 1972 ПШ:Ц 

0.4 Method 

0.4.1 Statistical approach 

A simple statistical method is used in the thesis. In the beginning of 
the examination of each kind of yes/no-question will be found a 
table which accounts for the occurrence of that kind of question in 
each author, the percentage of all the author's questions formed in 



this way, the percentage of finite and non-finite questions (see 0.4.2.1 
and 0.4.2.2). In the division of the questions into types and subgroups 
will also be given information on the relative frequency of these types 
and subgroups among all the questions of that kind. 

An objection from the reader to this statistical method might be: 
are not the differences found, for instance in the frequency of the QP 
ли in Bulgarian and Macedonian, due to differences in the frequency 
of various functional types? This thesis does not deal with the func
tions of yes/no-questions, so the answer to this question is really 
beyond its limits, but as it is so important for many of the following 
discussions, I will nevertheless give it. 

A functional analysis of the material, which is to appear in a forth
coming publication, shows that different functional types are quite 
evenly represented in the two sets of materials. Differences in form are 
thus due to the fact that some functions are expressed in one way in 
Bulgarian and in another one in Macedonian. This does not mean, 
however, that all functions are expressed in different ways in the two 
languages. On the contrary, it seems that the formal differences are 
concentrated only to a few functions. 

0.4.2 Division of the material 

The basic criterion for the division of the questions in the material is 
whether they are formed with a QP or not, and, if they are, with 
which one. The QP:s are divided into two groups, orthotonic QP:s, 
i.e. such that take an accent, and non-orthotonic, i.e. such that do not 
take an accent. In the further division of the questions, the basis for 
the classification is whether the question is non-finite or finite. 

0.4.2.1 Non-finite questions 

Non-finite questions are questions that contain no finite verbal form. 
Some questions, however, do contain such a form, but are neverthe
less classified as non-finite. They are questions containing a full sub
ordinate clause referring to a non-finite main clause. 

A formal analysis of the elements of the non-finite questions can 
hardly be made without supplying a predicate, and, in some cases, 
other elements as well. The structural classification of the non-finite 



questions will therefore be based upon the notion constituent of the 
question. A constituent of a non-finite question is here understood to 
be that part of the question which would have constituted a sentence-
element if the question had been finite. The types are formed on the 
basis of the number of constituents of the question, and of the place 
of the QP, if any occurs. 

When the question contains only one constituent, the number of 
words by which it is expressed is the criterion for dividing the examples 
into subgroups. The term "a word" is here used in the sense "graphic 
word". 

In the structural schemes of the non-finite questions, Y is a symbol 
of either a) presumptive words and expressions (see Restan, op. cit., 
p. 183) like може би/можеби, значи, вероятно, сигурно and others; 
or b) the disjunctive conjunction или; or c) adversative conjunctions 
like а, ама, ами, но or d) different combinations of a-c. 

In the examinations of the different questions, the types consisting 
of non-finite questions will be presented before the types of the finite 
questions. 

0.4.2.2 Finite questions 

Finite questions are questions that contain a finite verbal form. As 
finite questions are also treated questions containing an active past 
particle without an auxiliary when used as predicate. 

The finite questions are divided into structural types and these are 
in turn divided into subgroups according to the following criteria 
(see also above 0.1.3): 

a. The position of the QP, if any occurs, in the sentence; 
b. The word order of the sentence-elements. 

The word order of the questions will be described in the traditional 
syntactical terms, i.e. subject, predicate and so on. When reference is 
made to the word order in other kinds of sentences, the theory of the 
functional sentence perspective is sometimes mentioned, since some 
of the cited studies on word order are based upon this theory. This 
thesis, however, dealing only with the formal structures of the ques
tions, is not intended as an investigation into the functional sentence 
perspective of yes/no-questions, and the information on that problem 
will therefore have a somewhat sporadic and non-exhaustive character. 



The following symbols will be used in the structural schemes: 

P—predicate. The symbol stands for all kinds of predicates, simple 
and compound, non-negated and negated. When the parts of a com
pound P are separated by another sentence-element, only the first 
part of P is represented in the scheme. 

In this symbol are also included the clitical forms of the personal 
pronouns in the role of objects. Functionally, they are not, of course, 
part of the P. However, the schemes aim at accounting for possible 
variations in the word order, and the place of the clitical forms in 
relation to the verb of the P is always fixed. 

S—subject. In certain descriptions ways of expressing the S will be 
accounted for. When it is said that the S is a noun or a pronoun this 
is to be understood as meaning that the S is expressed either by a 
single noun or a single pronoun or by a noun or a pronoun with 
attributes, respectively. 

X—secondary sentence-element/s/, i.e. object/s/ and/or adverbial/s/. 
Y—is a symbol of either a) presumptive word and expressions like 

може би/можеби, значи, вероятно, сигурно and others; or b) the 
disjunctive conjunction или; or c) subordinating conjunctions; or 
d) combinations of a-c. 

The structural schemes will account only for those sentence-
elements mentioned. Thus some words frequently used in questions 
are not included, namely certain conjunctions, appelations and so 
called incentive particles, like бре, хайде^де and others. The con
junctions are placed at the beginning of the sentence, whereas the 
place of the appelation and/or particle is freer. 

Optional elements in the structures will be given in brackets. 

0.4.2.3 Non-autonomous questions 

One group of questions that will not be examined are the so called 
non-autonomous questions. The term is found in Restan (неавто
номные вопросы) who uses it for questions consisting of only a 
secondary sentence-element which is closely linked syntactically with 
a preceding question (Restan, op. cit., p. 416). In the present thesis, 
the term will have a slightly wider application. As non-autonomous 
questions will be counted: 



a. questions which are so closely linked syntactically with a pre
ceding question that the two (or sometimes more than two) questions 
are actually one question, although divided into separate sentences. 
The non-autonomous question does not ask anything new, but is 
added because the speaker considers the first question incomplete 
and therefore possibly incomprehensible to the interlocutor. 

Examples: 

В Катя. (...) Възможно ли e един студент да живее с толкова 
пари, дори ако e безплътен като библейски ангел? И ако не 
се облича като потомствен аристократ? (ДА:И 38) 

M Да не e obój' HeKoj работник — помисли M. — што добил 
отказ од MojaTa фабрика? Па го дочекал oeoj момент за да 
застане лице в лице со мене? (ВК:НУ 98) 

Since the two questions are actually one, it is not possible to give 
one answer to the first question and another one to the second, some
thing which is perfectly possible if the questions are autonomous, as 
in the following example: 

M ... не, дали ти пиеше зошто си несрекен? Или крчмите те 
CTopnja несрекен? Или гладиолите и маслиновите стебла во 
паркот? (CJ.-ДМ 12) 

b. questions that are interrupted before they are completed: 

В Найден. ... Това не може да бъде! Как можаха ... Мойте 
другари! Не, не! Нима ... Не! (ТГ:В 54) 

M "Има еден кубур од стариот. Ка им го фрла. Зар да не..." 
(СД:БН 55) 

The non-autonomous questions are included in the tables showing 
the frequency of each QP but removed from the material before the 
division into formal types. 



1. Questions formed without a QP 

Table 1 (see appendix) shows that questions formed without a QP, 
hereafter called 0-questions, are on the average much more frequent 
in Macedonian than in Bulgarian. Among the Macedonian authors, 
however, there is considerable variation in the use of these questions, the 
extremes being Cingo, who uses this kind of question rather seldom, and 
Nedelkoski, who uses almost exclusively this kind of question. The 
differences among the Bulgarian authors are less striking, with the 
exception of Chancev and Genov, who both use 0-questions much 
more frequently than the other writers. 

0-questions can be either finite or non-finite. In both languages, 
these are the yes/no-questions with the highest share of non-finite 
questions. 

The number of non-autonomous questions is in Bulgarian 42, of 
which 12 are finite and 30 non-finite, and in Macedonian 60, 11 of 
which are finite and 49 non-finite. 

Table 2 shows the main types with subgroups, the number of oc
currences of each type and their percentage of the total number of 
0-questions of each language. 

Table 2 

Bulgarian 
number % 

Macedonian 
number % 

1. (Y + ) one constituent 
1 a. one word 
1 b. Y + one word 
1 c. several words 
1 d. Y + several words 

187 
65 
29 
78 
15 

38.2 
13.3 

5.9 
15.9 

3.1 

300 27.0 
168 15.1 

25 2.3 
98 8.8 
9 0.8 



Table 2 (сont.) 

Bulgarian Macedonian 
number % number % 

2. (Y+) several constituents 20 4.1 38 3.4 
2 а. several words 12 2.5 33 3.0 
2b. Y + several words 8 1.6 5 0.4 

3. (Y+)(X + )P( + X) 167 34.2 508 45.8 
3a. P( + X) 84 17.2 365 32.9 
3b. Y + P( + X) 50 10.2 65 5.9 
3c. X + P( + X) 16 3.3 68 6.1 
3d. Y + X + P( + X) 17 3.5 10 0.9 

4. (Y + )(X + )S + (X + )P( + X) 65 13.3 166 15.0 
4a. S + (X + )P( + X) 34 7.0 107 9.6 
4b. Y + S + (X + )P( + X) 28 5.7 42 3.8 
4c. X + S + (X + )P( + X) 2 0.4 12 1.1 
4d. Y + X + S + (X + )P( + X) 1 0.2 5 0.5 

5. (Y + )(X + )P + (X + )S( + X) 8 1.6 37 3.3 
5a. P + (X + )S( + X) 3 0.6 15 1.3 
5b. Y + P + (X + )S( + X) 3 0.6 6 0.5 
5c. X + P + S( + X) __ 12 1.1 
5d. Y + X + P + (X + )S( + X) 2 0.4 4 0.4 

1.1 Type 1. (Y+) one constituent 

Subgroup 1 a. one word 
Examples: 

В Марко. ... Арестувахме и отведохме Найден Баров. 
Станоев (...) Жив? (ТГ:В 88) 

M ".— Cé една и иста гада. Додевно e веке. Додевно е, мили." 
"Додевно?..." (ВМ:С 113) 

Subgroup 1 b. Y + one word 

The one word in the structure of subgroup 1 a is here preceded by: 

a. a presumptive expression (1 Bulgarian, 2 Macedonian examples): 

В — Слушай, що не дойдеш с мене? ... 
— Не съм много по мадамите, но ... 
Надигна се адски вой. Значи така? (АМ:Н 119) 



M Забележав дека откога до]*де на всуната, ниту еднаш не го 
спомна брата си Всудина. Можеби понатаму? (ВМ:С 80) 

b. или (2 Bulgarian, 3 Macedonian examples): 

В Партизанинът. ... Кой ли e дежурен тази сутрин? Боцман! 
Или Христина? Или Маестрото? (ВХ:ОХ 278) 

M Долу нешто тропна. Дали e госпогата. Но таа никогаш толку 
рано не доагала од работа. Или господинот? (БП:СО 85) 

c. an adversative conjunction (25 Bulgarian, 20 Macedonian ex
amples): 

В — He може да бъде! Хайде, да кажем аз не съм догледал, 
ами рецензентът? (МХ:ГУ 101) 

M и, гледа^и ме прекорно во очи ке ме запраша: Ти се 
врати, a moj? (JB:H 168) 

d. a combination of a) and b) (1 Bulgarian example): 

В Графа. А вие какво очаквате? Изповед? Или може би разкая-
ние? (ДА:И 30) 

Subgroup 1 с. several words 
Examples: 

В — Димов e мъртъв... 
— От четири хапчета? (БР:ГН 163) 

M Дали да по;|дам на закоп? Заради мртвиот? (ТМ:Н 77) 

Subgroup 1 d. Y + several words 

The structure of subgroup 1 с is here preceded by: 

a. a presumptive expression (3 Bulgarian, 3 Macedonian examples): 

В — Преди малко той беше при мене. 
— Тъй ли? Сигурно за оная работа с трудоваците? 

(АМ:Н 120-121) 

M Убава е, и не e чудно што два.ща црномазни и мазни 
млади луге {можеби персиски дипломати?) и се испулуваат ... 
(БК:Л 26) 



b. или (2 Bulgarian, 3 Macedonian examples): 

В — За началник ли e? — запита пчеларят. — Или за болен? 
(НХ:ДР 131) 

M Адвокатот: ... Како сака да го разведеме: Toj да биде вино
вен? Таа да биде виновна? Или пак — взаемна со гласно cm? 
(КЧ:И 51) 

c. an adversative conjunction (10 Bulgarian, 2 Macedonian ex
amples): 

В — ... В теб има съпротивителна сила срещу бацила на омра-
зата, на амбицията, на раненото честолюбие и още по-ране-
ната суета. 
"Ами ранената любое?" — попита себе си Ивайла. 

(ЛГ:К 99-100) 

M "Ништо не разбирам, Сандре. Me плашиш. За песна може 
да се плака ама за плаченое ...?' ' (ВМ:С 111) 

d. a combination of a) and b) (1 Macedonian example): 

M Мирко: ... Цигара? 
Ирена: Благо дарам. Може. 
Мирко: Морава? Вар дар? Или, можеби, еден Честерфилд? 
(КЧ:И 7) 

1.2 Туре 2. (Y+) several constituents 
The examples of type 2 mostly consist of two constituents, but some
times there are three or more. 

Subgroup 2 a. several words 
Examples: 

В A cera ходатайствувай, та ходатайствувай. Зетят — не-
прокопсаник — ти, бай Илия, ходатайствувай. И то пред 
него? (МХ:ГУ 26) 

M "Масло зошто не донесе?" прашуваше Петра, ... 
"Сиот тутун само за олку браигно?" пак се чудеше Петра. 
(ТГ :3В 133) 

2 of the Macedonian examples are disjunctive questions of the 
first kind, mentioned in 0.1.2.3. 



Subgroup 2b. Y + several words 

The structure of subgroup 2a is here preceded by: 

a. a presumptive expression (2 Macedonian examples): 

M Значи така eaiuuom историчар? — иронично му потфрли Ме-
тодща на поетот. — Значи така вашиот земрделец, вашиот 
испосник гито огледува култ спрема лебот?! (ВК:НУ 127) 

b. или (3 Bulgarian, 1 Macedonian example): 

В Старият Додев. ... Какво? Ще делите? Или всичките на нея? 
(ВХ:3 311) 

M ... не, дали ти пиеше зошто си несрекен? Или крчмите те 
CTopnja несрекен? Или гладиолите и маслиновите стебла во 
паркот? (С J : Д M 12) 

c. an adversative conjunction (4 Bulgarian, 2 Macedonian examples): 

В Соня наклони златистата си глава към поручик Манолов: 
— А кон за нея? (ДГ:Ч 110) 

M "Ти мирисам?" 
"Не. A jac тебе? Ху!" (МН:Т 34) 

d. a combination of a) and b) (1 Bulgarian example): 

В Венцеслав. Къде ше благоволи фройлайн да се разположи? 
Тук, в хола? Или може би вдясно, в моята стая? 

(ВХ:3 294) 

1.3 Туре 3. (Y+)(X+)P(+X) 

The examples of type 3 contain no explicit S. 

Subgroup 3a. P(+X) 

In its simplest form, the structure of this subgroup contains only 
the P (23 Bulgarian, 184 Macedonian examples): 

В Венцеслав (става, едва cera съзира пистолет ...) Ще стреляте? 
(ВХ:3 291) 

M Стариот (...) Што ти e тебе? Сонуваш? (TA:MJI 20) 



It is noteworthy that this structure is found in only three Bulgarian 
authors, namely Chancev, Genov and Strandzev, and that the latter 
is represented by only one example, the major part thus being found 
in only two authors. In Macedonian, the structure is found in all 
authors. 7 of the Macedonian examples are disjunctive questions. 

The structure can also be expanded by one or more secondary 
sentence-elements (61 Bulgarian, 181 Macedonian examples): 

В — Инвалид сте, нали? 
— Да, с единия крак. 

— Но работите още? (КС:Х 15) 
Найден. Водил съм. 
Пепеляшки. Но отричаш да си ги водил с Кузман Станоев по 
инструкции от ЦК и от двамата специални пратеници от 
Задграничното бюро в Москва? (ТГ:В 31) 

M Миелите на крштевагъето? (ВК:НУ 119) 
"Сакаш со качувагъето на македонскиот престол да го 
испереш Maj4unomo курва/ье? ..." (ДТ:ЦД 8) 

2 of the Macedonian examples are disjunctive questions. 

Subgroup 3b. Y+P(+X) 

Subgroup 3 b has the same structure as that of 3 a, as far as the P and 
the secondary sentence-elements are concerned. In addition to these 
elements, the examples of subgroup 3 b are begun by: 

a. a presumptive expression (22 Bulgarian, 29 Macedonian examples): 

В — ... Собствено аз съм тукашен. От Заберно. Може би сте 
чу вали рода на Бъксанови? (ЙР:ЧП 222) 

M ... Нема чекори ... Сигурно e крадец? (ТМ:Н 59) 

In the great majority of these questions, the presumptive expression 
commences the sentence, but there are occasional examples of it in 
other positions: 

В — Хитруваш, значи? (БР:ГН 193) 

M "Tu личам, можеби, на глупав калуг ер?" (СГ:ДМ 105) 



This holds for all subgroups containing presumptive expressions. 

b. или (13 Bulgarian, 17 Macedonian examples): 

В — А като няма никого — запита с понижен глас Гаврил, — 
откъде узна, че са си отишли? Или си ходи чак в село? 

(ДГ:Ч 25) 

M Долго и сомничаво ме гледаше. Или ме обвинуваше за нетто? 
(МН:Т 43) 

Most of these questions are the second alternative of a disjunctive 
question (see 0.1.2.3), and the sentence preceding it is then another 
yes/no-question. It can also be some other type of sentence, however, 
e.g. an assertion or a WH-question, as in the examples above. 

c. a subordinating conjunction (11 Bulgarian, 13 Macedonian 
examples): 

В — ... Посегна ли да я погалиш поне веднаж? Да ù пошепнеш 
в ухото една любовна дума, както си пошепнаха овцата и 
овена? (НХ:ДР 30-31) 
Здравка. Купих билети за "Лебедово езеро" ... 
Васил. А ако ни скъсат? (ДА:И 28) 

M — Што имаш да кажеш cera? — Ништо. — Дека сум како 
сите маьики? (ДС:СИ 98) 
"Ако останеш ке биде TBoja." 

"А, ако замшам?" ... (БП:СО 36) 

These examples thus consist of one or more subordinate clauses 
but no main clause. Functionally, they are elliptic and act either as a 
continuation of a former assertion or question, or as the beginning of 
a question which is never finished but has to be tacitly understood by 
the listener. 

d. a combination of a presumptive expression and a conjunction or 
of two conjunctions (4 Bulgarian, 6 Macedonian examples): 

В — щеше ли нашата страна да има кристали за квантовата 
електроника? Или може би щеше да ги има утре, а не днес? 
(ЛГ:К 133-134) 

M Мирко: До дека сум млад! ... 
Ирена: Или додека не сретнете неко]а turno ке умее со вас? 
(КЧ:И 17) 
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In this subgroup, 19 Bulgarian and 23 Macedonian examples con
sist of only the presumptive expression and/or the conjunction and the 
P, whereas in 31 Bulgarian and 42 Macedonian examples, the P is 
also followed by one or more secondary sentence-elements. 

Subgroup 3 c. X +P( +X) 

In this subgroup, the P is preceded by one or more secondary sentence-
elements (7 Bulgarian, 36 Macedonian examples): 

В — Днес не брах билки — ... 
— Но пък цветя си накъсала? (ЙР:ЧП 223) 

M "Od онаа страна kë наидат? ..." (СД:БН 108) 

In 9 Bulgarian and 32 Macedonian examples, the P is also followed 
by one or more secondary sentence-elements: 

В Марин А сега се надявате на мълчаливите трупове? 
(ТГ:В 103) 

M "Навистина сакаш да го родиш тоа дете?" (ТГ :3В 82) 

Subgroup 3d. Y +Х +Р( +Х) 

In subgroup 3d, the structure of 3с is preceded by the same types of 
words and expressions as in 3 b, namely: 

a. a presumptive expression (11 Bulgarian, 5 Macedonian examples): 

В — ... Хайде, оправяй се по-бързо, че Шефа може да получи 
удар. 
— Значи и с тебе e говорил? (AM:H 120) 

M ... (од Kaj знаеш што сум и рекол очи в очи? можеби реков 
само: Легни? можеби ништо не реков?) (ВМ:С 116) 

b. или (2 Bulgarian, 2 Macedonian examples): 

В Дали въздухът беше твърде хладен и чист? Или след месеците 
застоял живот се бе пораздвижил повече, отколкото трябва? 
(ДГ:Ч 54) 

M ... A cera кога размислувам за тоа, ми се чини, дека во оваа 
негова желба се криело нешто сосем друго, или само така 
ми се чини? ... (1Б:И 106-107) 



c. a subordinating conjunction (2 Bulgarian, 3 Macedonian examples): 

В Ти какво искаш да кажеш, че в България ходят боси?" 
(НХ:ДР 162) 

M ... Дали затоа што не сакаше по стотти пат да биде болно 
опечен од победничкиот cjaj на нивните очи — ...? дека се 
угите се насладуваат од споменот за неговите срамни пони
жу ваН: а, инсценырани од нив? (БП:СО 98) 

d. a combination of a-c (2 Bulgarian examples): 

В Мими. Последния път ... когато се разсърди ... ти изприказва 
такива приказки ... Или може би вече си ги забравил? 

(ДА:И 16) 

Secondary sentence-elements only before the P are found in 7 
Bulgarian and 5 Macedonian examples, and such elements after the P 
as well are found in 10 Bulgarian and 5 Macedonian examples. 

1.4 Type 4. (Y+)(X+)S+(X+)P(+X); 

In type 4, the S is explicit and the relative word order of the S and 
the P is straight, i.e. the S precedes the P. 

Subgroup 4 a. S +(X +)P( +X) 

13 Bulgarian and 40 Macedonian examples consist of only the S and 
theP: 

В — ... Ще видим, вика. И влезе при директора. 
— И ти се върна? (MX:ГУ 18) 

M — Bue не пушите госпогице? — рече Сидерос насмеан. 
(ПШ:Ц 76) 

One or more secondary sentence-elements after the P are found in 
18 Bulgarian and 44 Macedonian examples: 

В — Всички искате ...да настъпим? — пита императорът ... 
(ДМ:ХК 111) 

M — — А ако насадит поначесто можеш и до четиристотини 
да дотераш. ... 
— Па ти велит поначесто? — ... (БК:Л 98) 



Secondary sentence-elements can also be placed between the S 
and the P. This structure is found in 1 Bulgarian and 10 Macedonian 
examples: 

В Радан. ... Той нищо не знае за тяхното идване и ти — нито 
думичка! 
Ангел. Той нищо не знае? (ТГ :В 57) 

M Каде се наога Toj? 
Пред портата. Bue прв пат овде доагате? (ВК:НУ 267) 

In 2 Bulgarian and 13 Macedonian examples, secondary sentence-
elements are placed both between the S and the P and after the P: 

В Марин. (...) Значи, тука беше твоята армия, която cera се 
таи и дебне около нас ...И eue още разчитате на нея, господин 
Пепеляшки, и мълчите? (ТГ:В 105) 

M " Знаеш, й призна таа, гледаш ... ова што туку направи 
година, а веке друго носам ..." 
"Tu пак имаш дете во себе?" (ТГ:3В 117) 

Subgroup 4b. Y + S + (X +)P( +X) 

The examples of this subgroup have the same structure as these of 
subgroup 4 a, but are in addition preceded by words or expressions 
as follows: 

a. a presumptive expression (21 Bulgarian, 28 Macedonian examples): 

В — ... Нека всеки я кара, както разбира. Това e най-добрата 
политическа програма. 
— Значи, eue сте нещо като анархист? (БР:ГН 18) 

M Павле Иваноски умрел од сосема природна смрт. ... 
— Значи Павле Иваноски умрел, — ... (ЖЧ:П 92) 

b. или (2 Bulgarian, 7 Macedonian examples): 

В Венцеслав. ... Може би нямам право да попитам как e по-
паднала госпожицата тук? Или тя e свикнала да в лизав чу жди 
домове, без да ù се иска обяснение? (ВХ:3 294) 

M ... не, дали ти пиеше зошто си несрекен? Или крчмите те 
cmopuja несрекен? (СГ:ДМ 12) 



c. a subordinating conjunction (2 Bulgarian, 5 Macedonian examples): 

В — Axa, понеже mu мыслит да следваш до безкрай тая огърлица 
от убийства? (БР:ГН 204) 

M — Знам се што се случува — можам да ти кажам нешто за 
плановите на командата, ако господинот Cuòtpoc не те из-
вестил? (ПШ:Ц 55) 

d. a combination of a-c (3 Bulgarian, 2 Macedonian examples): 

В — ... Борбата на противоположностите. Или може би герман-
ците са по-силни? (MX:ГУ 26) 

M Или, можеби, впечатокот дека заличувам на Солунските 
момчШЬа ми се наложуваше само поради името на рестора-
нот, односно на хотелот, "Солун"? (МН:Т 58) 

Only the presumptive expression and/or the conjunction, the S 
and the P are found in 8 Bulgarian and 15 Macedonian examples; 
secondary sentence-elements occur after the P in 16 Bulgarian and 
22 Macedonian examples; secondary sentence-elements stand between 
the S and the P in 2 Macedonian examples and secondary sentence-
elements both after the S and after the P are found in 4 Bulgarian 
and 3 Macedonian examples. 

Subgroup 4c. X +S +(X +)P( +X) 

The examples of this subgroup are commenced by a secondary 
sentence-element, which is followed by the S and the P (1 Bulgarian, 
2 Macedonian examples): 

В — Мене, животът ми отива, а ти за хляба си мислиги? 
(НХ:ДР 187) 

M Мирко: (...) Некому, из г лед а, то а мое заминуваьье му треба? 
(КЧ:И 76) 

In 1 Bulgarian and 9 Macedonian examples, the P is in addition 
followed by one or more secondary sentence-elements: 

В — . . .И все пак eue сте имали някаква подбуда, за да избягате? 
(БР:ГН 16) 

M Тарзан: И ceKoja бож]а нок ти ги отвораш mue празни кон-
зерви? (TA:MJ1 17) 



There is also 1 Macedonian example of secondary sentence-elements 
between S and the P: 

M "Поправо maa nopano почна?" (С1:ДМ 56) 

Subgroup 4d. Y +X +S +(X +)P( +X) 

In the 1 Bulgarian and 5 Macedonian examples of this subgroup, the 
structure of subgroup 4c is expanded by a presumptive expression: 

В — Тогава сигурно eue cine авторът? — запитва девойката, ... 
(БР:ГН 107) 

M ".И еега таа, бездруго, те чека?" рече Дуко со копнеж. 
(JB:H 68) 

1 Bulgarian and 1 Macedonian example contain no other secondary 
sentence-element than that which occurs in preposition. In 2 Mace
donian examples, there are in addition such elements after the P, in 
1 Macedonian example there is a secondary sentence-element between 
the S and the P, and 1 Macedonian example has secondary sentence-
elements both between the S and the P and after the P. 

1.5 Type 5. (Y+)(X+)P+(X+)S(+X) 

As in type 4, the examples of type 5 have an explicit S. In this type, 
it follows the P, and the word order is thus inverse. 

Subgroup 5a. P+(X+)S(+X) 

9 Macedonian examples consist of only the P and the S: 

M — Што e, Crojne, — ..., — mu се паднал набиен компир? 
(БК:Л 98) 

Secondary sentence-elements follow the S in 3 Bulgarian and 5 
Macedonian examples: 

В Отстъпление ... 
Бягат и император ските отряди в центъра на бойния ред? 
(ДМ:ХК 116) 

M Анка: Tu ce empeeoa j'yna4Kume панталони од страв? 
(ТА:КР 50) 



1 Macedonian example has a secondary sentence-element between 
the P and the S: 

M — Што, не се догледува лесно Mojom имот? (БК:Л 5) 

Subgroup 5b. Y + P + (X + )S(+X) 

Here the structure of subgroup 5 a is preceded by: 

a. a presumptive expression (1 Bulgarian, 2 Macedonian examples): 

В — Сигурно e много сложно да се ръководи институт? 
(ЛГ:К 36) 

M "Значи, главни jymąu во драмата сте eue двсуцата?" 
(МН:Т 45) 

b. или (1 Bulgarian, 3 Macedonian examples): 

В Венцеслав. Не си успяла? Или не ти e харесала тази гробница? 
(ВХ:3 292) 

M Зар може навистина во една ваква ситуащца да се таи шанса 
што само вешто проблемско конструиран>е би ja создало? 
Или го лажат очите? (БК:Л 36) 

c. a subordinating conjunction (1 Bulgarian, 1 Macedonian exam-
ple): 

В Богдан. Мислиш ли, че това няма да бъде още по-страшно 
за него, Яно? Да го напусне неговата дыцеря? (ТГ:В 51-52) 

M — ... кога ми предложивте двадата во исто време! 
— Кога ти предложивте deająama? — ... (ДС:СИ 85) 

2 Bulgarian and 5 Macedonian examples contain only the presump
tive expression or conjunction and the S and the P, a secondary sen
tence-element after the S and the P is found in 1 Macedonian example 
and 1 Bulgarian example has a secondary sentence-element after the 
P. 

Subgroup 5 c. X +P +S( +X) 

All examples of this structure are Macedonian. 9 of them consist of 
the initial secondary sentence-element, the P and the S: 

M Ваква заштита може да му даде каменот ?! — се зачуди М. 



In 3 examples, another secondary sentence-element follows the S: 

M Мирко: Красно! Според оеа испага дека jac сиве овиеработы 
ги презедов, Bue да добиете трисобен стан? (КЧ:И 29) 

Subgroup 5d. Y +Х +Р +S 

Here, the structure of subgroup 5c is preceded by: 

a. a presumptive expression (1 Bulgarian, 1 Macedonian example): 

В Може би там се крие и сам Крум със свитата си? 
(ДМ:ХК 58) 

M — Значи, до тука дошле работите? (ДТ:ЦД 15) 

b. или (2 Macedonian examples): 

M Или и тоа не ей го допуштаат вашите градинари, вашите 
тутунари, вашите говедари?! (ВК:НУ 37) 

c. a combination of a presumptive expression and a conjunction (1 
Bulgarian, 1 Macedonian example): 

В Само за това ли? 
Или защото така много ми се иска да кажа, че тази пролет 
e последна в живота на Спас Дочев? (КС:Х 33) 

M А, можеби дека во хоте лот, noKpaj нас, гостите на помину-
eaihe, живее]а nocmojano и бегалци, цели семе]ства, од Еге]ска 
Македонца? (МН:Т 58) 

2 Bulgarian and 3 Macedonian examples contain only that sec
ondary sentence-element which is placed initially, whereas 1 Mace
donian example has another secondary sentence-element after the P. 

1.6 Preposition of secondary sentence-elements 

The preceding survey has shown that in questions formed without a 
segmental question marker, secondary sentence-elements can be 
placed in preposition, between the S and the P, or after the S and the 
P. Combinations of these possibilities are also common. 

The total number of 0-questions with secondary sentence-elements 



is in the Bulgarian material 175 and in the Macedonian 435. Of the 
Bulgarian number, 38, or 21.7%, have secondary sentence-elements 
that precede the S and the P, and the corresponding Macedonian 
figure is 111, or 25.5%. Quantitatively, the difference between the 
two languages in this respect is thus small. 

The majority of the secondary sentence-elements that are placed 
in preposition are adverbials (27 Bulgarian and 75 Macedonian 
examples, which equals 71.1% of the Bulgarian and 67.6% of the 
Macedonian examples in question). The similarity between the two 
languages is once again almost total. 

The adverbials in preposition are of different kinds. In both lan
guages, temporal adverbials are in the majority, being found in 12 
Bulgarian and 33 Macedonian examples. Spatial adverbials are found 
in 5 Bulgarian and 11 Macedonian examples. The other adverbials 
are: of manner—2 Bulgarian, 14 Macedonian; of cause—3 Bulgarian, 
2 Macedonian; of degree—5 Macedonian; of condition—1 Bulgarian 
and 3 Macedonian examples. There are, in addition, some sentence 
adverbials, namely 4 Macedonian examples of навистина, 1 Mace
donian of поправо, 1 Bulgarian of дори, and 3 Bulgarian and 2 
Macedonian examples of все пак/сепак. 

In Bulgarian assertions some of these adverbials normally occur 
before the P. This is true of temporal adverbials and often of spatial 
adverbials as well (Popov, op. cit., p. 228, Georgieva, 1974, pp. 49-
50). Both Popov and Georgieva give examples only of assertions, but 
my material thus shows that their observation is valid for 0-questions 
as well. No information is available on the placement of Macedonian 
adverbials in assertions or other kinds of sentences. There is, however, 
no reason to expect any differences between Bulgarian and Mace
donian in this respect, and the figures given above confirm their 
similarity. 

The placement of the sentence adverbials in preposition also cor
responds to their placement in assertions. 

The other adverbials, as well as the objects, that are found in 
preposition in the 0-questions do not normally have this position in 
assertions. If, however, they are the rheme of the sentence, such a 
position is quite possible (Georgieva, op. cit., pp. 75, 84). The ex
amples show that the functional sentence perspective is the reason 
for the preposition of these secondary parts in 0-questions as well. 



1.7 Straight and inverse word order 

It is well known that in many languages where yes/no-questions 
usually are formed without a segmental question marker, e.g. German 
and Swedish, inverse word order is used to signal interrogativeness. 
Does inversion have the same function in Bulgarian and Macedonian 
0-questions? 

The surveys of types 4 and 5 showed that in Bulgarian and Mace
donian 0-questions, both straight and inverse word order are possible. 
As table 2 shows, straight word order is strongly predominant. Thus, 
of all Bulgarian 0-questions with an explicit S, 89.0% have this word 
order, and the corresponding Macedonian figure is 81.8%. 

Judging from Restan's material, the proportion of Russian 0-ques-
tions with inverse word order equals that of such questions in Bul
garian and Macedonian (see the table in Restan, op. cit., p. 135). It 
is true that Restan deals in that chapter only with 0-questions that 
are commenced by the S or the P, i.e. corresponding to the structures 
here classified as belonging to subgroups 4 a and 5 a, whereas the 
Bulgarian and Macedonian figures given above refer to all subgroups 
of types 4 and 5. However, the proportional relationship between 
subgroups 4 a and 5 a is, in both languages, almost the same as that 
which exists between the two types. 

The very infrequent use of inversion in 0-questions in both Bul
garian, Macedonian and Russian suggests that inversion in these 
languages does not signal interrogativeness. Nevertheless, Restan's 
conclusion on the meaning of inverse word order in Russian 0-ques-
tions, not commenced by a secondary part, is: "Инверсия сама no 
себе не является формальным знаком категории вопроситель-
ности, поскольку она встречается не только в вопросительном 
предложении, но нередко и в повествовательном. Во многих 
случаях, однако, обратный порядок главных членов предло
жения (т. е. препозиция сказуемого) как будто внушает пред
ставление о вопросе (...)" (Restan, op. cit., pp. 167-168). This 
statement is based upon the reaction of Russian informants to a 
sentence with inverse word order. The sentence, Получил ты письмо, 
when presented without any punctuation mark, was almost auto
matically taken to be a question by all informants (Restan, op. cit., 
p. 166). 



I have undertaken a similar test with Bulgarian informants. They 
were presented with a number of sentences with inversion. The sen
tences did not contain any QP and were not followed by a punctua
tion mark. The informants were asked to fill in the punctuation mark. 
The result was that most sentences of the test were not understood 
as questions, but as assertions or exclamations, which goes for both 
those sentences I had thought up and those that were taken from the 
material and there actually functioned as questions. No sentence was 
understood as a question by all informants. 

The conclusion is that inversion in Bulgarian is not used to signal 
interrogativeness, nor does it suggest the idea of a question, as Restan 
maintains about inversion in Russian. As for Macedonian, no in
formants have been available, but I believe that the state of things is 
the same as in Bulgarian. As for Russian and Restan's conclusion on 
the meaning of inversion in 0-questions, it is unfortunate that the 
sentence tested on informants should have had an S in the 2nd person, 
considering Bolinger's just remark: "You occurs oftener than not in 
Qs. It therefore "means" "question", loosely and insufficiently, but 
enough so that a locution not otherwise identifiable as a Q becomes 
one (is reacted to as one) if you is present." (Bolinger, op. cit., p. 3). 

Inverse word order is in Bulgarian and Macedonian found not 
only in 0-questions. Georgieva shows that in Bulgarian, it is common 
when the P is a verb meaning existence, manifestation or appearance 
(op. cit., p. 39), when the S is the rheme, and also, in some cases, 
when the P is the rheme (op. cit., pp. 73-74). The Bulgarian 0-ques-
tions of subgroups 5 a and 5 b fit these explanations of inversion, 
with only one exception, where the S, however, is expressed by a sub
ordinate clause and therefore placed after the P. The majority of the 
Macedonian examples of subgroups 5 a and 5 b also fit these ex
planations, but it seems that the Macedonian inversion has a some
what wider spectrum of use than the Bulgarian. Whether this Mace
donian trait applies to all kinds of sentences is impossible to say, 
since nothing relevant to this chapter has been written on Macedonian 
word order so far, but I consider that such may well be the case. 

The inversion of the S and the P can also be caused by the preposi
tion of a secondary sentence-element. This can be the case when the 
initial secondary sentence-element is an object (Georgieva, op. cit., 
p. 75) or a spatial, or in some cases a temporal adverbial (Georgieva, 



op. cit., pp. 49-50). Most examples of subgroups 5 c and 5d, both 
Bulgarian and Macedonian, can be explained in this way, but some 
examples show that other kinds of adverbials can also have this effect 
on the word order of the S and the P. 

On the other hand, the examples of subgroups 4 c and 4 d show that 
also straight word order is possible when the sentence is introduced 
by one of the secondary sentence-elements mentioned by Georgieva. 
This is especially true in the Macedonian examples. Restan shows 
that in the corresponding Russian questions, the way of expressing 
the S in some cases determines the word order. Namely, when the S 
is a pronoun it is, as a rule, placed before the P, whereas an S ex
pressed by a noun can either precede or follow the P (Restan, op. cit., 
p. 278). The same rules obviously exist in Bulgarian and Macedonian. 
Thus, of the examples of subgroups 5 c and 5d, there are only three 
Macedonian cases of a pronoun as S. In two of them, the S is fol
lowed by a subordinate clause referring to the S, and the whole com
plex is placed after the P (cf. Restan, op. cit., p. 278). In subgroups 
4c and 4d, there are many examples of pronouns as S. 

Thus, in Bulgarian and most probably also in Macedonian, the 
relative word order of the S and the P in 0-questions is the same as in 
the corresponding assertions, and inverse word order consequently 
does not mark interrogativeness, nor does it in itself suggest the 
idea of a question. 



2. Questions formed with an 
orthotonic QP 

2.1 ДАЛИ 

Table 3 (see appendix) shows that дали is more frequently used in 
Macedonian, where it accounts for 4.9 % of the material, than in Bulga
rian, where only 1.7% of the material contains this QP. All Bulgarian 
authors, with the exception of Mantov, show a very sparse use of this 
QP. In Macedonian there are much greater differences between the 
authors. Some do not use дали at all, whereas Momirovski has it in 
as many as 20.8% of his questions. 

In the Bulgarian material дали is found only in finite questions 
(cf. Kostov, op. cit., p. 243). In Macedonian дали is found in non-
finite questions in six of the excerpted authors. 

Non-autonomous questions containing дали are found only in the 
Macedonian material. There are 7 of them in all, 2 of which are finite 
and 5 non-finite. 

The main structural types with subgroups, the number of occur
rences of each type and their percentage of the total number of дали-
questions are shown in table 4. 

Table 4 

Bulgarian 
number % 

Macedonian 
number % 

1. QP + one constituent 
1 a. QP + one word 

14 
4 

10 

11.4 
3.3 

1 b. QP + several words 8.1 

2. QP + (X + )P( + X) 25 
18 
7 

59.5 57 
45 
12 

46.3 
36.6 
9.7 

2a. QP + P( + X) 42.8 
2b. QP + X + P( + X) 16.7 



Table 4 (cont.) 

Bulgarian Macedonian 
number % number % 

3. QP + (X + )S + (X + )Р( + X) 8 19.0 22 17.9 
За. QP + S + (X + )Р( + X) 6 14.3 18 14.6 
3b. QP + X + S + Р( + X) 2 4.7 4 3.3 

4. QP + (X + )Р + (X + )S( + X) 6 14.3 21 17.1 
4а. QP + P + (X + )S( + X) 4 9.5 17 13.8 
4b. QP + X + Р + S( + X) 2 4.8 4 3.3 

5. 3 7.2 2 1.6 
5а. X + QP + P + X 1 2.4 — 

5b. X + QP + S + P + X 1 2.4 — 

5c. X + QP + X + P + S __ 1 0.8 
5d. S + QP + P + X 1 2.4 1 0.8 

2.1.1 Type 1. QP + one constituent 

Subgroup 1 a. QP + one word 

Examples: 

M ... Boroja Ников, кога си се скарал со бога? 
Дали 1920-та? ... 
Дали 1930-та? (ДС:ЗС 112-113) 

Subgroup 1 b. QP + several words 
Example: 

M ... Koj му го дал? Дали неговата дево]ка? (БП:СО 43) 

In the majority of the questions in this subgroup, or 8 examples, 
the word/s/ that follow the QP are in turn followed by a clause: 

M ..., зошто од Toj Hejзин поглед како да се точи нешто меко 
и во него e толку прщатна меката темничина, а во градите й 
скокнува нешто радосно? Дали затоа што, кога го виде си-
пока како си иде, таа помисли дека иде повеке за неа отколку 
за неговите дома, а тоа, еве, навистина било така? ... 
(СД:БН 36) 



2.1.2 Type 2. QP +(X +)P( +X) 

Дали-questions of type 2 contain no explicit S. The P can be preceded 
or followed by a secondary sentence-element. 

Subgroup 2 a. QP +P( +X) 

In its simplest form, the structure of subgroup 2 a contains only the 
QP and the P. This structure is found in 7 Bulgarian and 18 Mace
donian examples: 

В ... Наистина e любопитно как ще го посрещнат. Дали няма 
да млъкнат? (АМ:Н 124) 

M — . . .  Дали сум nujana? (ЖЧ:П 72) 

1 Macedonian example is disjunctive. 
More often, the structure is expanded and the QP and the P are 

followed by one or more secondary sentence-elements (11 Bulgarian, 
27 Macedonian examples): 

В ... А момчетата от бригадата? Дали ca се досещали, че започва 
неговото голямо пътуване, че животът му навлиза в едни 
жестоки, безмилостни дни, през които ще се гърчи от болката 
и напразно ще мисли за обратния път към Момина клисура. 
(КС:Х 25) 

M Што можев да правам? Дали можев да му одговорам на Мико 
за една ваква смислена нискост? (БК:Л 59) 

1 Macedonian example is disjunctive. 

Subgroup 2b. QP+X+P(+X) 

In subgroup 2 b, the P is preceded by a secondary sentence-element. 
The QP retains its initial position (3 Bulgarian, 2 Macedonian ex
amples): 

В Мисля си — дали някога ще станем единен народ? 
(ДМ:ХК 136) 

M — ... Некако не e cè во ред Kaj тебе. Дали понекогаш се за-
прашуваш? (ТМ:Н 67) 



In 4 Bulgarian and 10 Macedonian examples, another secondary 
sentence-element follows the P: 

В Да чука камъни! А дали след като започне да ги чука, няма 
да се замысли как да ги чука по-бързо и по-добре? (MX:ГУ 107) 

M "А дали без малку лага и воошто се може во жив omom?" се 
jaBH рапав глас на старец. (БП:СО 67) 

2.1.3 Туре 3. QP +(Х +)S +(Х +)Р( +Х) 

In the structure of type 3, the S is explicitly expressed and precedes 
the P. 

Subgroup 3a. QP+S+(X + )P(+X) 

2 Bulgarian and 4 Macedonian examples consist of only the QP, the 
S and the P: 

В Едно ме тровеше, докато стисках с краката разигралата 
се каца: Дали обръчите ще остискат? (НХ:ДР 157) 

M ... Од раскажуван>е знаев: разликата мегу мртвиот и живиот 
што спие e дишен>ето. Дали мама диши? (БП:СО 22) 

In 4 Bulgarian and 13 Macedonian examples, secondary sentence-
elements follow the P: 

В В Адрианопол и околността не се чува за никаква болеет. 
Но дали черната смърт няма да долети и дотук с вятъра или 
по някакъв друг начин? (ДМ:ХК 96) 

M ... три гроба заградени со железна ограда. Дали Стариот ке 
запре noKpaj нив? (ВК:НУ 180) 

There is also 1 Macedonian example of a secondary sentence-
element following the S: 

M ..., таа уште еднаш се прашуваше, уште еднаш сакаше да се 
увери: дали e тоа, дали тоа навистина ке биде така? 

(БП:СО 83) 



Subgroup 3b. QP +X +S +P( +X) 

In this subgroup, the S is preceded by a secondary sentence-element 
(1 Bulgarian, 1 Macedonian example): 

В Питам ce cera: Дали наистина тогава всичко ни e било толкова 
ясно? (КС:Х 36) 

M ... Но дали ке ce CMeeja и дали навистина смеата на лугето 
умре? (СГ:ДМ 11) 

In 1 Bulgarian and 3 Macedonian examples, another secondary 
sentence-element is found after the P: 

В Яна. Дали затова и eue не ми позволихте да замина? (ТГ:В 77) 

M ... Hrocoj не одел. Дали воопшто некоj оди по оваа врвица? 
Дали воопшто неко/ оди кон оваа кука? (БП:СО 26) 

2.1.4 Туре 4. QP+(X+)P + (X+)S(+X) 

The difference between types 3 and 4 is that in the latter, the order of 
the S and the P is reversed. 

Subgroup 4a. QP+P+(X + )S(+X) 

Only the QP, the P and the S are found in 1 Bulgarian and 8 Mace
donian examples: 

В "Дали не e късметът ми в тая меча кожа?" (НХ:ДР 183) 

M Тарзан: Стари ... дали си ти ... комунист? (TA:MJI 31) 

In 2 Bulgarian and 6 Macedonian examples, the P and the S are 
followed by secondary sentence-elements: 

В Какво ли готвят? 
Дали няма да последва нов, много no-силен пристъп — тоя 
път по цялата дължина на крепостната стена? (ДМ:ХК 127) 

M И дали ке dojdę таков час за мене? — пак се праша Иван. — 
Дали ке dojdę таков час за мене и за Ели? (ВК:НУ 232) 
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In 1 Bulgarian and 3 Macedonian examples, a secondary sentence-
element follows the P: 

В Партизанинът. ... Сигурно вече e съмнало. Дали наближава 
шест часып? (ВХ:ОХ 277) 

M — Дали ке биде тука синот? — рече старата ... (БК:Л 120) 

Subgroup 4b. QP +Х +Р +S( +Х) 

In this subgroup, a secondary sentence-element immediately follows 
the QP, thus preceding the P (2 Bulgarian, 3 Macedonian examples): 

В Дали и до Селимски не e стигнала клюката: Людмилова и 
Проданов са много близки. (МХ:ГУ 16) 

M "Дали и oeoj nam ке не послужи воената срека?", се прашу-
ваше во себе. (ДТ:ЦД 87-88) 

Secondary sentence-elements after the S as well are found in 1 
Macedonian example: 

M "Но дали така мислат и оние, на кои им го оставаш ceojom 
товар, без да ce oôsupaiu на тоа кога ги факаш под нозе своите 
нови патишта?" (ДС:ЗС 203) 

2.1.5 Туре 5 

The fifth type consists of questions where the QP is preceded by a 
sentence-element. This element is either the S or a secondary sentence-
element. 

The type is more heterogeneous than the four preceding ones. In 
some of the examples, the S is explicit, in others not. Where the S is 
explicit, the word order of the S and the P is in some examples straight, 
in one example inverse. Nevertheless, they have all been brought 
together in one type, both because of their important common charac
teristic, the position of the QP, and because of their very small total 



number. The division of the examples into subgroups may seem 
superfluous, but I have made it since I believe that this gives a clearer 
general view of the structures found. 

Subgroup 5a. X +QP +P +X 

В Колко дни вървяха тъй, дали си cno мнят сега? (КС:ХЖ 45) 

Subgroup 5b. X+QP+S +Р +Х 

В Дълго изреждат военачалниците престъпленията и наказа-
нията. Но после дали всеки от тях ще си спомня своите за-
дължения по същия тоя "Свещен закон99 ? (ДМ:ХК 33) 

Subgroup 5с. X + QP+X+P+S 

M ... Како да се постигне тоа? И на мойве години дали воопшто 
беьие можно тоа? (БП:СО 32) 

Subgroup 5d. S +QP +Р + Х 

В ... Така щедър трябва да e и българският хан. Синът му дали 
ще разбере това? (ДМ:ХК 89) 

M — О, о — тоа треба да го знае поручникот, зашто tboj'ot кон> 

може да ги онеспособи кобилите за служба ... A eue дали го 
предадовте вашиот? — му рече Сидерос на Флорин ... 

(ПШ:Ц 27) 

2.1.6 Preposition of secondary sentence-elements 

Secondary sentence-elements are found in 32 Bulgarian and 72 Mace
donian дали-questions. Of these, 13 Bulgarian and 21 Macedonian 
precede the S and the P, i.e. 40.6% of the Bulgarian and 29.2% 
of the Macedonian дали-questions with secondary sentence-elements. 
Preposition of a secondary sentence-element is thus found more often 



in дали-questions than in 0-questions, and more often in Bulgarian 
than in Macedonian. 

The secondary sentence-element which precedes the S and the P is 
here, as in 0-questions, usually an adverbial (11 Bulgarian, 20 Mace
donian examples). These adverbials are of the following kinds: 
temporal—6 Bulgarian, 7 Macedonian; spatial—2 Bulgarian, 1 Mace
donian; of manner—3 Macedonian; of cause—1 Bulgarian; наистина/ 
навистина—2 Bulgarian, 3 Macedonian and воопшто—6 Mace
donian examples. 

Kostov says (op. cit., p. 243) that in дали-questions the logical 
accent falls on the word which immediately follows the QP. This 
should entail a logical accent on the secondary sentence-element 
which precedes the S and the P in these questions. The examples 
show, however, that this is not necessarily so when that secondary 
sentence-element is a temporal or spatial adverbial, i.e. those that are 
normally found in this position in assertions. When the secondary 
sentence-element is an adverbial or object which is not normally 
placed in preposition, it does indeed carry the logical accent, in the 
same way as in assertions and 0-questions. The conclusion is thus that 
the preposition of a secondary sentence-element is found under the 
same circumstances in дали-questions as in assertions. 

2.1.7 Straight and inverse word order 

Kffzkovâ (op. cit., p. 243) says: "U bulh. a mak. dali se projevuje silnå 
tendence k slovosledu pnmému, ..." This statement is contradicted 
by the frequencies of types 3 and 4. It is true that in the Bulgarian 
material, there is a predominance of straight word order, but it is too 
slight to be taken as a sign of a strong tendency. In the Macedonian 
material, the number of дали-questions with inverse word order 
almost equals that of questions with straight word order. 

It is possible that a more comprehensive Bulgarian material would 
give different results. Tests with a Bulgarian informant show that the 
straight word order is indeed often preferred in дали-questions. 
However, the Macedonian material is big enough to permit the con
clusion that here, both word orders are equally common. 

In most cases of Bulgarian inversion, the P is the rheme and carries 
the logical accent. In other Bulgarian examples, the inversion is 



probably due to the expansion of the S, which makes it preferable 
to place it after the P, as in the example cited above under subgroup 
4 a, Дали няма да после два... On the whole, the word order of 
Bulgarian дали-questions is the same as that of Bulgarian assertions. 
In all such questions with an explicit S, what remains if the QP is 
removed is a quite correct assertion, as far as word order is con
cerned. 

As for Macedonian, straight word order seems to be the basic 
word order, just as in Bulgarian, since the many Macedonian ex
amples of inversion are mainly of one kind, namely questions where 
the S is a pronoun and the P is compound, one of its components 
being the copula e. The copula is enclitical, and it tends to occupy 
the second position in the sentence (cf. Korubin, 1974, p. 247), i.e. to 
follow the first orthotonic element of the sentence. In an assertion 
this orthotonic element can be, e.g., the S or the predicative, but in a 
дали-question it is usually the QP. The copula e in Macedonian thus 
adheres to Wackernagel's law for the placement of clitics, and this is 
what causes inversion in many дали-questions. In Bulgarian the 
copula съм is also enclitical, but it does not follow Wackernagel's 
law, and most Macedonian examples of inversion in дали-questions 
therefore lack Bulgarian counterparts. Thus the Macedonian "Дали e 
Toa претчувство?" (TM:H 92), according to Bulgarian informants, 
has to be translated as follows into Bulgarian: Дали това e пред
чувствие? The inversion is here completely rejected. 

Another kind of compound P, namely that formed with може + да + 
the present tense of the verb, is also found only with inversion in the 
Macedonian material. 

The explanations of the conditions for the different word orders 
are not absolute rules, but tendencies. In certain examples one word 
order is expected, but the other one is found. Thus, the expansion 
of the S, which it was established entailed inversion in Bulgarian 
дали-questions, does not seem to have the same effect in Macedonian. 
There are, on the contrary, quite a few Macedonian examples of a 
greatly expanded S which precedes the P: 

И дали присуството на гробови среде една новоградба каде kë 
цвети нов живот e психолошки и идеолошки оправдано? — 
прашуваше. (ВК:НУ 5) 



Furthermore, in this example inversion would also be expected 
because of the compound P. 

The conclusion is that in дали-questions, both languages as a rule 
have straight word order, but that a compound P in Macedonian 
usually calls for inversion. 

2.1.8 Position of the QP 
The QP дали is usually placed at the very beginning of the sentence 
(structural types 1-4). In some examples, the QP is preceded by either 
the S or a secondary sentence-element (structural type 5). 

That дали can be preceded by a sentence-element is mentioned by 
Krizkova, who says: v bulh. navic na rozdü od sch. a mak., kde 
tato cästice je prepozitivm, stoji dali velmi casto uprostred vëty: ..." 
(op. cit., p. 243-244). The restricted number of examples of this 
structure in the Bulgarian material does not seem to confirm that 
statement completely. In spite of that, tests with informants show 
that one must acknowledge Krizkova to be right as far as Bulgarian 
is concerned. The structure is indeed quite common. Although the 
few examples in the material are found in both dialogue (1 example) 
and in other kinds of text (2 examples), it might be that the structure 
is typical of the colloquial language and therefore poorly reflected 
in the material. 

Krizkova's remark on the Macedonian use of this structure, 
namely that it is not used at all, is contradicted by the material. 
Judging only on the basis of the examples there, the structure is almost 
as common in Macedonian as in Bulgarian. 

2.2 НИМА/ЗАР(ЗАРЕМ) 
The Bulgarian QP нима and the Macedonian зар, with alternate 

form зарем, have, according to Restan (op. cit., p. 617-618 note) 
the same meaning. In view of this, the difference in frequency of 
these QP:s in the two languages is striking (see table 5 in the appendix). 
Whereas нима comprises only 1.5 % of the Bulgarian material, as many 
as 9.5 % of the Macedonian questions contain зар (зарем). Another dif
ference is that there is only 1 example of нима in a non-finite question, 
whereas 9.2% of the Macedonian questions formed with зар or зарем 
are non-finite. 



From table 5 can be seen that some of the Macedonian authors 
have figures of occurrence of зар and зарем that are much above 
average, (Drakul, Taskovski), but this is clearly not the reason that 
the Macedonian average is so much higher than the Bulgarian, 
since all Macedonian writers below the average of 9.5% are still 
above the Bulgarian average of 1.5%, with the one exception of 
Casule. All this indicates a possible difference in meaning, or perhaps 
style, between нима and зар (зарем). 

The number of non-autonomous questions is in Bulgarian 1 ex
ample, which is non-finite, and in Macedonian 3, 1 of which is finite 
and 2 non-finite. 

The main structural types with subgroups, the number of occur
rences and the percentage of each type of the total number of нима/зар 
(зарем) - questions in each language is: 

Table 6 

Bulgarian Macedonian 
number % number % 

1. (QP + ) one constituent ( + QP) _ 15 6.3 
1 a. QP + one word — 4 1.7 
1 b. QP + several words — 10 4.2 
1 c. several words + QP — 1 0.4 

2. QP + two constituents — 5 2.1 

3. QP + (X + )P( + X) 14 36.8 104 43.3 
3a. QP + P( + X) 11 28.9 63 26.2 
3b. QP + X + P( + X) 3 7.9 41 17.1 

4. QP + (X + )S + (X + )P( + X) 16 42.1 46 19.2 
4a. QP + S + (X + )P( + X) 16 42.1 42 17.5 
4b. QP + X + S + P( + X) — 4 1.7 

5. QP + (X + )P + (X + )S( + X) 6 15.8 57 23.7 
5a. QP + P + (X + )S( + X) 6 15.8 43 17.9 
5b. QP + X + P + (X + )S( + X) — 14 5.8 

6. 1 2.6 10 4.1 
6a. X + QP + (X + )P + (X + )S — 2 0.8 
6b. S + QP + P( + X) 1 2.6 5 2.1 
6c. S + QP + X + P + X — 1 0.4 
6d. S + X + QP + P + X — 1 0.4 
6e. P + S + QP + X — 1 0.4 



2.2.1 Type 1. (QP +) one constituent ( +QP) 
Subgroup 1 a. QP + one word 

Example: 

M — На стрелан>е го водат прилепчанецот. 

— Зар така? (ВМ:С 73) 

Non-finite questions formed with нима are not found in the Bul
garian material, with one exception, in which нима alone forms a 
non-autonomous question. This does not mean that non-finite 
нима-questions are impossible in Bulgarian. It seems, however, that 
they are rather restricted in use. Thus, the only frequent non-finite 
question is the one where the QP alone constitutes the whole ques
tion, as in the following example: 

В Вчера бях у Шумкови...; те готвят годеж. — Нима? (Ст. 
Костов) (the example is cited in Popov, op. cit., p. 57) 

Subgroup 1 b. QP + several words 
Example: 

M — ... jac го напуштам театарот... 
— Невозможно. Зарем по oeoj успех? (1Б:И 110) 

3 of the examples of this subgroup consist of one or more words 
explained by a clause: 

M ... KpajoT негов доага полека, се развлекува, гавол да го 
вземе, зар сега кога завршува eojuama! (ТМ:Н 48) 

Subgroup 1 с. several words + QP 

This is the only non-finite question where the QP is not placed in 
initial position: 

M — Спасие, и велам, и цвекикьа почна да спасуваш. — И 
цвеки/ьа зар, ми вели таа ... (ДС:ЗС 191) 

2.2.2 Туре 2. QP + two constituents 
Example: 

Не e тате ... A Koj кашла? Мама велеше дека e болен ... но 
како? Зар без кон> — тугозем]анин? (СД:БН 27) 



2.2.3 Type 3. QP + (X + )P( + X) 

The questions of type 3 contain no explicit S. 

Subgroup 3 a. QP-fP(-fX) 

The structure of this subgroup contains in its simplest form only the 
QP and the P (2 Bulgarian, 15 Macedonian examples): 

В — ... Наистина как успя да залепиш толкова марки по аба
жура? 
— Светещата филателия ... Нима я помниш? (ЛГ:К 11) 

M заедно се прибраа во училницата, каде што Риса го 
доеше малечкото. 
"Зар ке легнуваьи?" праша Риса. (ТГ:3В 50) 

In 9 Bulgarian and 48 Macedonian examples, the P is followed by 
one or more secondary sentence-elements: 

В " и колцина ca щастливците, които вече ca се срещнали 
и опознали, не сме ли и ние двамата едни от тях?" Нима бе 
забравила гордостта си? (AM:H 108) 

M Зар не можеле да ми ги дадат просто старите Баневи чевли, 
отворено, без никаква измама, и jac ке ги примев, зашто 
морав да ги примам, и ке ги носев како што ги носам cera, но 
неманге да ja носам и оваа безмилосна навреда. Зар се плашеле 
од мене? (БК:Л 61) 

Subgroup 3b. QP+X+P(+X) 

In this subgroup a secondary sentence-element is placed between the 
QP and the P (1 Bulgarian, 19 Macedonian examples): 

В — Позволете ми да ви предложа поне едно кафе. 
— Нима чак до такава степен ме мразите? (БР.ТН 31) 

M Наеднаш, во мугрите скокна од постела, кога страотното 
"Ураа..а..а!" прелета над тврдината и се разнесе кон морето. 
— Зарем веке удриле?! — ... (ДТ:ЦД 51-52) 



In 2 Bulgarian and 22 Macedonian examples, another secondary 
sentence-element follows the P: 

В Яна. И ти вярваш, че той няма да разбере моята комедия? 
Нима вече си забравил кой e той? (ТГ:В 51) 

M ... Да побегне некаде далеку, далеку одовде, гризеше HeKoj 
црвец во него. Зар вака го сонуваше првиот ден, рагаььето на 
слободата? (ЖЧ:П 55) 

2.2.4 Туре 4. QP +(Х +)S +(Х +)Р( +Х) 

The structure of type 4 has an explicit S, and the relative word order 
of the S and the P is straight. 

Subgroup 4a. QP +S +(X +)P( +X) 

3 Bulgarian and 8 Macedonian examples consist of only the QP, the 
S and the P: 

В — Най-добре ни e в държавата на науката. 
"Боже мой! — въздъхна Слава. — Нима тази лаборатория 
не e тяхната държава?" (ЛГ :К 17) 

M ... Ке ме прашаат: Зар затоа што била силна, умре? Зар 
силните умираат?! (ВК:НУ 24) 

Secondary sentence-elements after the P are found in 13 Bulgarian 
and 28 Macedonian examples: 

В Ище бъдеш прав. Но нима аз твърдя, че това са твои мисли, 
твои думи? (КС:Х 42) 

M TopjaH (...): Не можам ... Уморен сум. (...) 
Анка (бесно): А неа — можеш!? Зар тоа детиште ти го заврте 
умот? (ТА:КР 39) 

Secondary sentence-elements between the S and the P are found 
in 1 Macedonian example: 

M PajKo: Осумнаесетта година! Па вие сте веке независна 
жена, полнолетна и општоземено интелектуалка! Зар некоj 
вам да ви командува? (ТА:KP 46) 



Secondary sentence-elements both between the S and the P and 
after the P are found in 5 Macedonian examples: 

M ..., но никако да открие што прави Добра, тажи ли по CBojaia 
сестра Пелагщ'а или Ленка й го полни срцето и дущата? Зар 
Добра за сите овие денови не осетила волка по мене? 

(ТГ :3В 117) 

Subgroup 4b. QP +Х +S +Р( +Х) 

A secondary sentence-element precedes the S and the P in 2 Mace
donian examples: 

M Ил>о се штрекна, но пак ништо не одговори. Зар навистина 
одредот e разбиен? (1Б:И 37) 

In 2 Macedonian examples, another secondary sentence-element 
follows the P: 

M А кои можат да бидат?! Зар животот не ве научил да ja пра
вите разликата мегу "оние горе" и "оние долу"?! Зар некого 
воопшто животот не го научил на таа раз лика?! 

(ВК:НУ 195) 

2.2.5 Туре 5. QP +(Х +)Р + (Х +)S( +Х) 

Туре 5 is characterized by the inversion of the P and the S. 

Subgroup 5a. QP +P +(X +)S( +X) 

3 Bulgarian and 24 Macedonian examples contain only the QP, the P 
and the S: 

В ..., толкова по-ясно различавах свежото и лице, тежкия 
кичур златисти коси, тъмните нейни очи. 
Нима, помислих си, може да съществува такава хубост? 

(ДГ:Ч 42) 

M — Toa e разумно — jac го ценам коренот и крвта... 
— Не e л omo што ice ja смешаме со нивната, зар ем не e по
требно да ja обновиме и нашата, господине? (ПШ:Ц 78) 



Secondary sentence-elements follow the S in 1 Bulgarian and 15 
Macedonian examples: 

В Нима може професията да изчерпва един човек, какъвто e 
нашият случай? (КС:Х 19) 

M Тоа ми e потребно, му o6jacHHB, за MojaTa одмазда да си 
остане таква каква што е, праведна. 
"Зар не e поважно да ja извршиш, отколку тоа, како ке ja 
извршиш?" ... (МН:Т 24) 

In 2 Bulgarian and 3 Macedonian examples, a secondary sentence-
element is placed between the P and the S: 

В Кому можеха да бъдат нужни? Нима са потребни някому 
мъртви птици? (ЙР:ЧП 214) 

M Нетто го изненадува. Зар може навистина во една ваква си
ту aąuj а да се таи шанса што само вешто проблемско коист-
pyupahbe би ja создало? (БК:Л 36) 

In 1 Macedonian example, there are secondary sentence-elements 
both between the P and the S, and after the S: 

M А ЗОШТО, зар не би постапил ceKoj како него и зар e  ajnoc e 
cerno тоа важно, кога e сигурно дека Марко го сака? (БК:Л 8) 

Subgroup 5b. QP +Х + Р +(Х +)S( +Х) 

In 10 Macedonian examples, the P is preceded by a secondary sentence-
element: 

M ..., чу само како и таа свирна. Зар толку силно можела таа 
да свири? ... (СД:БН 36) 

3 Macedonian examples also have secondary sentence-elements 
after the S: 

M — И зар тебе воопшто не те интересира животот на лугето 
во oeoj моментно малечок град? (БП:СО 76) 

In 1 Macedonian example there is, besides the secondary sentence-
element which precedes the P, another one between the P and the S: 

M Дине не се вмеша уште еднаш во разговорот иако се нерви-
раше од отворената фалба Поскова дека имал син што се бори 
и зар за тоа треба nocmojno да му се симина капа? (ТГ:3В 55) 



2.2.6 Type 6 

As in type 5 of the дали-questions, this type is more heterogeneous 
than the five preceding ones. The common characteristic of the type is 
that the QP is preceded by one or more sentence-elements, usually 
the S, occasionally also by a secondary sentence-element or a part of 
the P. 

Subgroup 6a. X +QP +(X +)P +(X +)S 

This structure is the only one in type 6 with the P and the S in reverse 
order. The initial secondary sentence-element, the QP, the P and the 
S are found in 1 Macedonian example: 

M " А денеска зарем не се прав am грешки. ..." (БГТ.СО 60) 

In 1 Macedonian example, the structure is expanded with secondary 
sentence-elements both before and after the P: 

M Сепак — го праша Toj гробарот — зар навистина може да 
биде важно за еден поко]ник како kë го пренесуваат до него-
виот гроб — брзо или бавно? (ВК:НУ 89) 

Subgroup 6 b. S +QP +Р( +Х) 

2 Macedonian examples contain only the QP, the S and the P: 

M ... Зарем Toa не e денов во тебе. И она бучеьье на белите бра-
нови, разу лав ени под дрвеното мовче, што ги носит по свеста, 
зарем не e ден. (СД:БН 47) 

In 1 Bulgarian and 3 Macedonian examples, the P is followed by a 
secondary sentence-element: 

В ... Има ли сили да обича, да се среща с някого, да мисли за 
него ... Мъката, загнездена в сърцето ù, нима може да из-
чезне от друга ласка? (ЛГ:К 161) 

M — Жената зар може да биде срекна со маж, ако длабоко не ja 
интересира неговата работа, npocßecuja? (БП:СО 76) 

Subgroup 6с. S +QP +Х +Р +Х 

The structure is found in 1 Macedonian example: 

M За сите се наде место ... A moj, зар неа ja одбрал оваа вечер! 
(ТМ:Н 60) 



Subgroup 6d. S +X +QP +P +X 

The difference between this structure and that of subgroup 6 c is in 
the place of the QP, which here follows the first secondary sentence-
element: 

M "He молете ja жени, ma maa ако била жена и ма]ка зар мо-
жела вакви срамои пред очи да ни донесё\ ... (ТГ:3В 29) 

Subgroup бе. P + S +QP +Х 

In this structure the P is divided into two parts, separated from each 
other by both the S and the QP: 

M TopjaH: Ти да молчиш. Туга стока продаваш. 
Анка: Каква стока? Нема ти зарем да решаваш за кого jac ке 
ja мажам Mojama керка? (ТА:КР 49) 

2.2.7 Preposition of secondary sentence-elements 

In Macedonian зар (зарем)-questions secondary sentence-elements 
are placed immediately after the QP and thereby before the S and the 
P more frequently than in Bulgarian нима-questions. Thus, the total 
number of Macedonian зар (зарем)-questions containing secondary 
sentence-elements is 168, and of these 61, or 36.3%, are placed before 
the S and the P. In the Bulgarian нима-questions, secondary sentence-
elements are found in 29 examples, and of these only 3, or 10.3%, 
are placed before the S and the P. As table 6 shows, such secondary 
sentence-elements are not found at all in нима-questions with an 
explicit S, whereas they are quite common in the corresponding 
Macedonian зар (зарем)-questions. 

In the corresponding subgroups of the дали- and 0-questions, the 
secondary sentence-element preceding the S and the P is usually an 
adverbial. The same is characteristic of the нима/зар (зарем)-ques
tions. In all 3 Bulgarian examples the secondary sentence-element 
which immediately follows the QP is an adverbial, and in the 61 
Macedonian examples, an adverbial precedes the S and the P in 41 
examples, or in 67.2% of the cases. The share of adverbials in the 
preposed secondary sentence-elements is thus the same in зар (зарем)-
questions as in 0-questions (see 1.6). 



The adverbials that occur before the S and the P are of the following 
kinds: temporal—1 Bulgarian, 14 Macedonian; spatial—1 Mace
donian; adverbial of cause—1 Bulgarian, 5 Macedonian; of manner— 
5 Macedonian; of degree—1 Bulgarian, 5 Macedonian; навистина— 
10 Macedonian and воопшто—1 Macedonian example. 

Kostov maintains that in Bulgarian нима-questions, just as in 
дали-questions, the logical accent falls on the word which immediately 
follows the QP (op. cit., p. 243). In the examination of the preposition 
of secondary sentence-elements in дали-questions, it was found that 
the preposed secondary sentence-element does not necessarily carry 
the logical accent, if it is of a kind which usually occurs in this position 
in assertions. The same would then be expected in нима-questions, 
as well as in the Macedonian зар (зарем)- questions. It seems, how
ever, that the secondary sentence-element immediately following the 
QP carries the logical accent more often in these questions than in 
дали-questions, even if it is a temporal or spatial adverbial. The 
reason for this difference between the дали-questions and the нима/ 
зар (зарем)-questions may be the strong emotional and modal 
character of the QP (cf. Kostov, op. cit., p. 243, Koneski, 1967, 
p. 542), through which it attracts, as it were, the sentence-element 
that carries the logical accent. 

So called emphatical or emotional word order, in which the rheme 
precedes the theme (Georgieva, op. cit., p. 71), may thus be more 
common in нима/зар (зарем)-questions than in other types of 
questions and in assertions. Apart from that, there is no difference 
in the placement of the secondary sentence-elements in нима/зар 
(зарем)-questions and in other sentences. 

2.2.8 Straight and inverse word order 

The preceding survey has shown that in нима/зар (зарем)-questions, 
both straight and inverse word order is used, but that whereas in 
Bulgarian straight word order is strongly predominant, in Mace
donian both word orders are equally frequent. 

The нима/зар (зарем)-questions completely parallel the дали-
questions, not only in the frequency of the two word orders, but also 
in the conditions for their use. 

Thus, the basic word order of these questions is straight word 



order. Inversion is used in both languages if the S is a subordinate 
clause. Other cases of a greatly expanded S can also cause inversion, 
as can the functional sentence perspective or the preposition of 
certain secondary sentence-elements. 

Most cases of Macedonian inversion in зар (зарем)-questions 
which lack Bulgarian counterparts have a compound P with the 
copula e as one component. The adherence of the copula to Wacker-
nagel's law makes it immediately follow the QP. Bulgarian нима-
questions, just as Bulgarian дали-questions, have straight word 
order even if the P contains the copula съм, since the copula does not 
follow WackernagePs law but is usually enclitical to the S. 

Although straight word order is thus the rule in Bulgarian нима-
questions where the P is a predicative with a copula there are also 
3 examples of such a P preceding the S, in which case the copula is 
enclitical to the QP. In 2 examples the explanation is that the S is a 
subordinate clause. The third example, found in Radickov, was 
quoted under subgroup 5 a, and it is very difficult to explain the in
version here. According to informants, straight word order would 
have been equally possible. 

Likewise, although inverse word order is the rule in Macedonian 
зар (зарем)-questions where the P is a predicative with a copula, 
there are also 2 examples of straight word order in such questions. 
The word order is then conditioned by the logical accent, which falls 
on the S. 

Another kind of compound P, formed with the auxiliary може + 
да + the present tense of the verb, usually precedes the S in нима/зар 
(зарем)-questions, just as in дали-questions. 

A consequence of the different places of the copula is that in Bul
garian нима-questions with an explicit S, the copula and the predica
tive are in a position of contact, whereas in such Macedonian зар 
(зарем)-questions, the copula and the predicative are often separated 
by the S, although it is also possible to place the S after the predicative. 
Both variants in the place of the S are equally common, and there are 
even examples of completely identical questions, found in one author, 
but differing in the place of the S: 

— Зарем e можно moa? — (ДТ:ЦД 15) 
— Сурова пресметка! Зарем e moa можно? (ДТ:ЦД 16) 



That the Bulgarian copula and predicative are not separated by the 
S in any example in the material does not mean that they cannot at 
all be separated by the S or another sentence-element. In the fol
lowing example, the two parts of the P are separated by an adverbial: 

— За мен хората се питат: нима e още жив? (ЛГ:К 65) 

Cf. also Georgieva, op. cit., p. 87. What has been said about the 
possible separation of the two parts of the P in нима/зар (зарем)-
questions is of course also valid for дали-questions. 

2.2.9 Position of the QP 

The position of нима/зар (зарем) in the sentence is exactly the same 
as that of дали, i.e. the QP is usually found preposed but can also be 
preceded by a sentence-element. 

2.3 НАЛИ/НЕЛИ 

Table 7 (see appendix) shows that in the Bulgarian material нали is 
quite frequent, accounting for 10.0% of the questions. The Mace
donian material has a lower frequency of нели, 6.4%. The QP is 
found in questions in all Bulgarian authors, whereas among the Mace
donians, Sirilov and Nedelkoski do not use it. In both languages 
нали/нели can be used in finite as well as non-finite questions, al
though non-finite questions with this QP are more common in Mace
donian than in Bulgarian. 

The number of non-autonomous questions formed with нали/нели 
is in Bulgarian 3 and in Macedonian 16. They are all non-finite, and 
the QP is the only element of the sentence: 

В — Нека бе, Кирчо, аз да ходя да купувам киселото мляко! 
Иде — върне се човек, хора види, хора го видят, "прошари 
се", дето се вика ... Нали? (НХ:ДР 58) 

M "Сигурно и инаку..." 
"Навистина. Нели Боге. ..." (СД:БН 98) 

Functionally, the QP refers to the preceding sentence, and it can 
of course be argued that the question then has to be considered as 
autonomous. Since the present thesis, however, deals with the ques-
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tions from a strictly formal point of view, this type of question is 
nevertheless classified as non-autonomous. 

The division of the нали/нели-questions into types is based upon 
the position of the QP in the question; it can be placed in initial, final 
or medial position. 

The structural types with subgroups, their number of occurrences 
and percentage of the total number of нали/нели-questions in the 
two languages are: 

Table 8 

Bulgarian Macedonian 
number % number % 

1. one constituent + QP 5 2.0 12 7.4 
1 a. one word + QP 4 1.6 1 0.6 
1 b. several words + QP 1 0.4 11 6.8 

2. several constituents + QP 1 0.4 3 1.8 

3. QP + one constituent 3 1.2 1 0.6 

4. QP + (X + )(S + )(X + )P( + X)( + S) 
( + X) 167 67.8 72 44.4 
4a. QP + P( + X) 102 41.5 23 14.2 
4b. QP + X + P( + X) 23 9.3 7 4.3 
4c. QP + S + (X + )P( + X) 31 12.6 15 9.3 
4d. QP + X + S + P( + X) 3 1.2 3 1.8 
4e. QP + P + (X + )S( + X) 5 2.0 11 6.8 
4f. QP + X + P + S( + X) 3 1.2 13 8.0 

5. (X + )(S+)(X + )P + (X + )(S+)(X + ) 
QP 51 20.7 53 32.7 
5a. P + (X + )QP 19 7.7 15 9.3 
5b. X + P + (X + )QP 13 5.3 11 6.8 
5c. S + (X + )P + (X + )QP 14 5.7 18 11.1 
5d. X + S + P + (X + )QP 2 0.8 2 1.2 
5e. P + (X + )S + (X + )QP — 4 2.5 
5f. X + P + S + QP 2 0.8 2 1.2 
5 g. complex sentence + QP 1 0.4 1 0.6 

6. 16 6.5 5 3.0 
6a. X 4- QP + P( + X) 3 1.2 2 1.2 
6b. X+P+QP+X — 2 1.2 
6c. S + QP + P( + X) 12 4.9 — 

6d. X + QP + S + P + X 1 0.4 — 

6e. X + QP + P + S — 1 0.6 



2.3.1 Type 1. one constituent + QP 

Subgroup 1 a. one word + QP 
Examples: 

В — ... А кой ми определи среща на рю дьо Прованс? Bue, 
налы? А кой не дойде на срещата? Bue, нали? (БР:ГН 86) 

M —... Само тоа: што мислат Нико и Игор за своите тат-
ковци поодделно. ... Просто, нели? (ДС:ЗС 97) 

Subgroup 1 b. several words + QP 
Examples: 

В — Хубав ден, нали? — ... (БР:ГН 185) 

M — гаволско време, нели ... (ЖЧ:П 28) 

2.3.2 Туре 2. several constituents + QP 

Examples: 

В — He съм ти показал най-хубавото място в тази къща. 
— Кухнята с електрическите печки и хладилника "Дженерал 
мотърснали? (ЛГ:К 94) 

M Ирена: А становите во неа со парно отопление и сите три-
собни, нели? (КЧ:И 15) 

2.3.3 Туре 3. QP + one constituent 

Examples: 

В Павлина. За съжаление, хазайката e една старомодна креа
тура ... Нали така, Графе? (ДА:И 80) 

M Можеби. Што можеби? За онаа, темнина во Koja беше еднаш. 
Нелине? (СД:БН 46) 

2.3.4 Туре 4. QP +(Х +)(S +)(Х +)Р( +Х)( + S)( +Х) 

In type 4, the QP is in initial position. 



Subgroup 4 a. QP +P( +X) 

This subgroup contains no explicit S. In its simplest form, the struc
ture consists of only the QP and the P (37 Bulgarian, 13 Macedonian 
examples): 

В — Да бяхме взели оръжието от дома! Нали си го допел? 
(ДГ:Ч 143) 

M — Те познавам. Паталец како што сум и jac. Нели си Маке
донец (1Б:И 84) 

In 65 Bulgarian and 10 Macedonian examples, one or more sec
ondary sentence-elements follow the P: 

В Мими. Искам да говоря с Графа... 
Васил. Нали бете решила да скъсаиг? (ДА:И 60) 

M — Тие треба заслужено да се одморат. 
Нели не мате нигито против да живее ме заедно? — ... 

(ВК:НУ 15) 

Subgroup 4b. QP +Х +Р( +Х) 

In this subgroup, the P is preceded by a secondary sentence-element 
(14 Bulgarian, 5 Macedonian examples): 

В Старият Додев. ... Прах. Нищо. Нали това искахте? 
(ВХ:3 307) 

M Ирена: ... Дека Ви се доделува трисобен стан во новата 
зграда како свадбен подарок од Вашето претпрщатие. 
Нели тоа го сакавте. (КЧ:И 29) 

In 9 Bulgarian and 2 Macedonian examples, the P is in addition 
followed by another secondary sentence-element: 

В — Откъде у тебе толкова пари? — ... 
— Нали оня ден ми платихте заплатата? (БР:ГН 76) 

M Cè ми се чини дека уште не си има отидено. Нели некни овде 
примате медал! (ВК:НУ 272) 



Subgroup 4c. QP +S +(X +)P( +X) 

In this subgroup, the S is explicit and precedes the P (11 Bulgarian, 
4 Macedonian examples): 

В — Щом сте пенсионер, защо трябва да работите? Нали никой 
не ей принуждава? ... (КС:Х 16) 

M Но мислата го свртува на друго: Сотка и e внуче на Спа-
cnja, близок род се, како ке му o6jacHyBa зошто му e нужна 
сликата, нели секо]а лага ке биде плитка и жалосна, ... 

(БК:Л 83) 

In 12 Bulgarian and 9 Macedonian examples the P is followed by a 
secondary sentence-element: 

В — ... E, ще речеш — само въпросите нищо не са. Да, но нали 
всичко започва от въпросите? (МХ:ГУ 86) 

M Зошто цел ден се внатре? Нели mue ги оставаат гавраните 
цел ден да се перчат на брегот? (ТМ:Н 15) 

A secondary sentence-element occurs between the S and the P in 
4 examples in Bulgarian and once in Macedonian: 

В Мигар аз знам за какво e суматохата! Та нали и аз за туй 
питам! (ЙР:ЧП 89) 

M "Добро. Нели ти и Jo64e тогаш ми рековте: " 
(БП:СО 58) 

Secondary sentence-elements both between the S and the P and 
after the P are found in 4 examples in Bulgarian and once in Mace
donian: 

В Изведнъж едно досещане го кара да притвори очи: нали ония, 
тримата, Докум, Диценг и Големият Цок, като решавали да 
изпратят при Тангра някой надарен българин, казвали, че над 
кыцата му се бил по явил син пламък. (ДМ:ХК 90) 

M Нели ние често се срекаваме на оно] пат — му рече — по кого 
се вракавме со жената ми од вилата на доктор Чоланче! 

(ВК:НУ 294) 



Subgroup 4d. QP +X +S +P( +X) 

Here, a secondary sentence-element precedes the S (3 Bulgarian 
examples): 

В Конете ca зажаднели за прясна трева. А нали тъкмо сега в 
Загоре, по пътя към Адрианопол, младата трева започва да 
нише? (ДМ:ХК 92) 

In the 3 Macedonian examples, the P is in addition followed by 
another secondary sentence-element: 

M Тарзан: Tu, стари, пели дека и по затворите човек може 
по нетто да научи? (ТА:МЛ 31) 

Subgroup 4е. QP +Р +(Х +)S( +Х) 

As in the two preceding subgroups, the S is here explicitly expressed. 
In this structure, however, it follows the P (2 Bulgarian, 6 Macedonian 
examples): 

В — А бе, ако питаш мене, аз тъй ще река. Ама нали ни e казано 
да не пречукваме без нареждане. (БР:ГН 160) 

M "Трпе, душко, нели e убав денов? ..." (ВМ:С 33) 

In 3 Bulgarian and 3 Macedonian examples, a secondary sentence-
element follows the S: 

В Станоев Нали трябва да се разиграват легалните комедии, 
за да си вършим нашите работи. (ТГ :В 60) 

M и нели трепереше зашто Toj друг го гледаш со jaMa на 
чело? И нели свиреа ветровите во неговата празна уста? 
(СГ:ДМ 42) 

In 2 Macedonian examples, a secondary sentence-element is placed 
between the P and the S: 

M — . . .  CeKoj  има право на л»убов и од него зависи дали ке ja 
оствари. ... 

— Нели e доцна сега, Споменка да се отпочне со таков живот? 
(ДТ:ЦД 145) 



Subgroup 4f. QP +X +P +S( +X) 

In this structure, the P is preceded by a secondary sentence-element 
(3 Bulgarian, 12 Macedonian examples): 

В Хелем напипах слабото му място: 
— Налы — казвам — скоро ще бъдат изборите? (НХ:ДР 39) 

M "Jac сум површен. Веруваш ли дека ке можам да те сакам," — 
Нели така ти рече moj? (ТМ:Н 106) 

In 1 Macedonian example, there is in addition a secondary sentence-
element after the S: 

M Нели само со него, и со nuKoj друг, стана таква работа во 
дворот! (БК:Л 93) 

2.3.5 Туре 5. (X +)(S +)(Х +)Р +(Х +)(S +)(Х +)QP 

In the questions of type 5, the QP is in final position. 

Subgroup 5 a. P+(X+)QP 

12 Bulgarian and 9 Macedonian examples consist of only the P and 
the QP: 

В — Бре-ей! Ти ме — казва — лъжеш бе! Лъжеш ме, налы? 
(НХ:ДР 110) 

M — — со таков нос би требало веднаш да погодите. По
году вате, нели? (ЖЧ:П 74) 

In 7 Bulgarian and 6 Macedonian examples, one or more secondary 
sentence-elements follow the P: 

В — Ще дойдеш с мен, нали? — ... (ЛГ :К 9) 

M — За OBoj град, за блиските луге, за познатите улици. Збору-
вам како од учебник, нели? (ДС:СИ 87) 

Subgroup 5b. X+P+(X+)QP 

The P is here preceded by a secondary sentence-element (11 Bulgarian, 
4 Macedonian examples): 



В — ... А аз почернявам като циганка! И без това съм си черна, 
налы? (ДГ:Ч 88) 

M Младичот: ке бидам зафатен cè до наесен. Што се може! 
Денес e времето на стручноста, нели? (КЧ:И 58) 

Another secondary sentence-element after the P is found in 2 Bul
garian and 7 Macedonian examples: 

В Груев. Познавам си го! 
Станоев. ... А и мене познавате добре, господин Груев, нали? 
(ТГ:В 90) 

M — "Не задоцнува^ не e другарски да задоцнуваш." 
Така mu пишува над перницата, нели? (ДС:ЗС 137) 

Subgroup 5с. S +(Х +)Р +(Х +)QP 

In this subgroup, the S is explicitly expressed and precedes the P 
(6 Bulgarian, 8 Macedonian examples): 

В Катя. Подмятането за Сирма e измислица, нали? (ДА:И 90) 

M " Toj Томе може да биде добар маж, нели?" (ТГ:3В 84) 

Secondary sentence-elements after the P are found in 7 Bulgarian 
and 9 Macedonian examples: 

В — И mu гласува за мен, нали? — ... (ЛГ:К 12) 

M — Што зборуваше никаквицата? Таа зборуеаше за мене, 
нели? (ЖЧ:П 71) 

Secondary sentence-elements both between the S and the P and 
after the P are found in 1 Bulgarian and 1 Macedonian example: 

В — Bue, доколкото знам, ползувате колата му, нали? 
(БР:ГН 140) 

M — Bue просто чувствувате како режат, го слушате moj 
звук, нели? (БК:Л 19) 

Subgroup 5d. X+S+P+(X+)QP 

The S and the P are here preceded by a secondary sentence-element 
(1 Bulgarian example): 

В — А там и оръжието не достига, нали? (ДГ:Ч 132) 



In 1 Bulgarian and 2 Macedonian examples, there is another sec
ondary sentence-element after the P: 

В Венцеслав. Тогава mu направи голям удар, налы? (ВХ:3 309) 

M Младичот: А сега додека Bue ги приготвувате nemomjadap-
ките, jac би можел да ja погледам сликата на ... Вашата 
жена, не ли? (КЧ:И 60) 

Subgroup 5е. Р +(Х +)S +(Х +)QP 

Examples of this subgroup are only found in the Macedonian material. 
The S is explicit and follows the P (2 Macedonian examples): 

M Ирена: Ред e и ние еднаш да излеземе како вистински маж 
и жена — нели? (КЧ:И 89) 

In 1 Macedonian example, a secondary sentence-element follows 
the S: 

M Тарзан: ...Tu доага Хитлер во посета, нели? (ТА:МЛ 15) 

In 1 Macedonian example, a secondary sentence-element is placed 
between the P and the S: 

M Ирена: ... He би мену в ало ништо и Mojom маж ... лично ...да 
Ви го дал клучот, нели? (КЧ:И 84) 

Subgroup 5f. X+P+S+QP 

A secondary sentence-element precedes the P: 

В Старият Додев Тебе гони полицията, нали? (ВХ:3 312) 

M Стариот. Сега e се в ред, нели? (ТА:МЛ 32) 

Subgroup 5 g. complex sentence + QP 

1 Bulgarian and 1 Macedonian example form a special subgroup, 
since they consist of a complex sentence, after which the QP occurs: 

В — Искаш да съм тъжен, a mu да ми съчувствуваш, нали? 
(ЛГ:К 11) 

M Ирена: ... Ouoj момент кога kë се сетите сигурен во станот, 
kë се разведеме, moj стан kë Ви остане Вам, а оваа гарсониера 
мене, нели? (КЧ:И 15) 



2.3.6 Type 6 

In the examples of type 6, the QP is preceded by one or more sentence-
elements, usually a secondary sentence-element or the S. 

Subgroup 6 a. X 4-QP +P( +X) 

In 1 Bulgarian and 1 Macedonian example, the QP is preceded by a 
secondary sentence-element and followed by the P: 

В — А бе какви сте вие, учените, да не се знаете! Иван Татаров, 
нали го запомни. (ЛГ :К 47) 

M И она turno се жолтее така мазно и што излегува од 
еднава грмушка, нели го гледаш. (СД:БН 47) 

In 2 Bulgarian and 1 Macedonian example, there is another sec
ondary sentence-element after the P: 

В Пепеляшки Ей тъй, да го чуя ... за тези ... как ги каз-
вате — легални преговори с опозицията по Народния фронт, 
по Соболева нали получихте инструкция от Вашия ЦК? 

(ТГ:В 30) 

M И на неа нели ги гледаьи грмушките, што стануваат се по
чести на песоков. (СД:БН 47) 

Subgroup 6b. X+P+QP+X 

This structure is found in 2 Macedonian examples, both from Ar-
sovski: 

M PajKo: ... Сега сме исти, нели, на истиот фронт? (ТА:КР 44) 
Момчето: А канаринките затоа и ги ловат, нели, — да пеат? 
(ТА:МЛ 11) 

Subgroup 6 с. S +QP +Р( +Х) 

The characteristic of this structure found only in the Bulgarian 
material, is that the QP occurs between the S and the P (4 Bulgarian 
examples): 

В — Потрай още малко! 
— Че аз нали трая — ... (ЙР:ЧП 174) 



In 8 Bulgarian examples, secondary sentence-elements follow the P: 

В — AM a mu налы имаш три деца, като картинки са... 
(КС:Х 57) 

Subgroup 6d. X +QP +S +Р +Х 

As in the preceding subgroup, the S is here explicit and precedes the 
P, which is followed by a secondary sentence-element. Another sec
ondary sentence-element and the QP precede the S (1 Bulgarian 
example): 

В — През юли нали всички бяхме при него. (ЛГ:К 109) 

Subgroup бе. X +QP + Р +S 

A secondary sentence-element precedes the QP, and the order of the 
P and the S is inverse (1 Macedonian example): 

M — За оваа замагленост матна на светов околу нас нели се 
само зборовиве: замисленост, сон, 6ecKpajw демнеьье и нем 
оча/ на нема есен? (БП:СО 125) 

2.3.7 Preposition of secondary sentence-elements 

The total number of нали/нели-questions containing secondary 
sentence-elements is in Bulgarian 162 and in Macedonian 88. Of these, 
50 (30.9%) in Bulgarian and 44 (50%) in Macedonian occur before 
the S and the P. Of the Macedonian examples, however, 11 are iden
tical, being a question which is repeated at intervals in a short story. 
When these questions are counted as one, the share of Macedonian 
нели-questions with secondary sentence-elements preceding the S 
and the P is 43.6%. It is noteworthy that in Bulgarian, secondary 
sentence-elements occur before the S and the P more often in нали-
questions of type 5, where the QP is in final position, than in type 4, 
where the QP is in initial position. 

As in the other questions examined so far which contain secondary 
sentence-elements before the S and the P, in нали/нели-questions 
adverbials occur in this position more often than objects. Thus, in 
the Bulgarian нали-questions 29 examples, or 58 % of the total num-



ber of 50, are adverbials, and the corresponding Macedonian figure 
is 29 adverbials, which is 65.9% of the total number of 44; or, when 
the 11 identical examples are counted as one, the figure is 19 out of 
34, i.e. 55.9%. The adverbials are of the following kinds: temporal— 
11 Bulgarian, 12 Macedonian; spatial—8 Bulgarian, 2 Macedonian; 
of cause—5 Bulgarian, 1 Macedonian; of manner—2 Bulgarian, 
12 Macedonian; все пак—3 Bulgarian; можеби—1 Macedonian and 
за жал—1 Macedonian example. The high figure for Macedonian 
adverbials of manner is due to the 11 identical examples. 

The proportion of adverbials and objects placed before the S and 
the P, as well as of the different kinds of adverbials in this position, 
are almost exactly the same as those found in the other types of ques
tions examined so far. Kostov finds that in Bulgarian нали-questions, 
the word which carries the logical accent occurs immediately after the 
QP, when this is found in initial position (op. cit., p. 243). The ma
terial shows that preposed secondary sentence-elements as a rule 
have the logical accent only if they would have had it in the corre
sponding assertion. The situation is thus the same as in the дали-
questions, and the conclusion is that the relative word order of the 
secondary parts and the S and the P in нали/нели-questions does not 
differ from that of assertions. 

2.3.8 Straight and inverse word order 

Table 8 shows that in the Bulgarian нали-questions, straight word 
order is strongly predominant, accounting for 63 examples, or 86.3 % 
of the total of 73 examples with an explicit S, whereas in the Mace
donian нели-questions, the table shows that inversion is almost as 
common as the straight word order. It must be noted, though, that 
of the 31 examples of inversion, 11 are identical, and the real number 
of examples of inversion in Macedonian is then 21. The 38 examples 
of straight word order thus account for 64.4% of all Macedonian 
нели-questions with an explicit S. Even so, inversion is considerably 
more common in Macedonian than in Bulgarian. The figures of 
table 8 show that the most considerable differences between the two 
languages in this respect are found in questions where the QP is in 
initial position. 



When the QP is in final position, inversion is not very frequent in 
either language. When the P is the first element of such a sentence 
(a structure which is found only in the Macedonian material), the 
reason for inversion in 3 examples is that the S is a subordinate 
clause. In the fourth example, the S is a noun, and inversion is prob
ably called for by the logical accent, which falls on the S. When the P 
is preceded by a secondary sentence-element, all Macedonian ex
amples have inversion since the P in these examples contains the 
copula e which, as has already been noted, tends to follow the first 
orthotonic element. In the two Bulgarian examples, the preposition 
of a secondary sentence-element causes inversion in the same way as 
was mentioned in connection with 0-questions. The conclusion is 
that in нали/нели-questions with the QP in final position, the word 
order of the S and the P is the same as in assertions. 

When нали/нели is used initially, the basic word order is in both 
languages straight word order, in spite of the high frequency of in
version for Macedonian. Some of the reasons for inversion are the 
same in both languages and as in the questions examined so far. They 
are thus the expansion of the S, the preposition of certain secondary 
sentence-elements, the functional sentence perspective. In addition, 
the Macedonian examples of inversion that lack Bulgarian counter
parts are due to the already established adherence of the copula e to 
Wackernagel's law in Macedonian but not in Bulgarian. 

2.3.9 Position of the QP 

Like дали and нима/зар (зарем), нали/нели can occur in absolute 
preposition or between two sentence-elements. Apart from this, the 
QP can also occur in final position, in which case it is usually ortho-
graphically separated from the sentence by a comma. In non-finite 
questions the QP is usually in final position. 

2.3.9.1 The position of the QP and the meaning of the sentence 

It was noted in the introduction (0.1.3.1.3) that not all sentences 
containing нали/нели are followed by a question mark. In the ma
terial, such sentences are more common in Bulgarian, where as many 



as half of all нали-sentences are not followed by a question mark, 
whereas in the Macedonian material, one fourth are not followed by 
a question mark. 

The material shows that the place of нали/нели in the sentence is to 
a certain extent connected with its function. Thus, in non-questions 
the particle is almost exclusively in initial position. The medial posi
tion is also found in a few examples. In questions, on the other hand, 
the QP is found with more or less the same frequency in both final 
and initial position, with the exception of Macedonian non-finite 
questions, where the QP is found only in final position. These findings 
contradict Kostov's statements on the place of нали in questions and 
non-questions (op. cit., p. 244), since he asserts that in questions 
formed with нали the QP stands at the beginning of the sentence, 
whereas нали-sentences with the QP in final position have lost their 
interrogativeness. 

2.4 A 

This QP, which accounts for 2.0% of the Bulgarian and 1.4% of 
the Macedonian questions in the material, is distributed unevenly 
among the different authors, as can be seen from table 9 (see appendix). 
In both languages as many as one fourth of the writers do not use it at 
all. Others, as the Bulgarians Genov and Rajnov and the Macedonians 
Drakul and Maleski, use it quite frequently. 

A is used in both finite and non-finite questions, to the same degree 
in both languages. 

There are 3 non-autonomous questions in Bulgarian and 7 in 
Macedonian. They are all non-finite and of the same kind as the cor
responding нали/нели-questions, i.e. the QP alone forms a question, 
functionally referring to a preceding or following sentence: 

В — Mora и да престана да пиша. А, Спасе? (КС:Х 62) 

M Го потчукна при]'ателски по плеки. 
Ааа? Ке се ожениш ли? (ВК:НУ 131) 

The structural types with subgroups, their number of occurrences 
and percentage of the total number of a-questions in the two lan
guages are: 



Table 10 

Bulgarian Macedonian 
number % number % 

1. (Y + ) one constituent + QP 14 28.6 7 20 
1 a. one word + QP 5 10.2 4 11.4 
1 b. Y + one word + QP 2 4.1 — 

1 c. several words + QP 7 14.3 3 8.6 

2. several constituents + QP 2 4.1 1 2.9 

3. (Y + )(X + )P + (X + )QP 18 36.7 17 48.6 
За. P + (X + )QP 8 16.3 12 34.3 
3b. Y + P + (X + )QP 2 4.1 2 5.7 
Зс. X + P + (X + )QP 8 16.3 3 8.6 

4. (Y + )S + (X + )P + (X + )QP 9 18.4 3 8.6 
4a. S + (X + )P + (X + )QP 2 4.1 2 5.7 
4b. Y + S + P + (X + )QP 3 6.1 — 

4 c. complex sentence + QP 4 8.2 1 2.9 

5. (X + )P + S + QP 3 6.1 — 

5a. P + S + QP 2 4.1 — 

5b. X + P + S + QP 1 2.0 — 

2.4.1 Type 1. (Y +) one constituent + QP 

Subgroup 1 a. one word + QP 
Examples: 

В А той: Мръсотия, a? (БР:ГН 164) 

M "... Би сакал да напишам нешто за тебе. Елеггда, а?" 
(СГ:ДМ 55) 

Subgroup 1 b. Y + one word + QP 

A presumptive expression before the one word is found in 1 Bulgarian 
example: 

В — Значи албум, a? — ... (МХ:ГУ 56) 

A presumptive expression after the one word is found in 1 Bulgarian 
example: 

В — Земляк, значи, а? (ДГ:Ч 62) 



Subgroup 1 с. several words + QP 
Examples: 

В — Ама пътуване, а? (ДГ:Ч 117) 

M — Силно момне, а? (ВК:НУ 180) 

2.4.2 Туре 2. several constituents + QP 

Examples: 

В Марин. Измислил си го по викторовски! С любовта срещу 
врага, а? (ТГ:В 79) 

M — А ти, Славе, така со мене, а? (ВМ:С 24) 

2.4.3 Туре 3. (Y +)(Х +)Р +(Х +)QP 

Subgroup За. P+(X+)QP 

Only the P and the QP are found in 4 Bulgarian and 5 Macedonian 
examples: 

В — Извинявайте, но трябва да вървя при жена си. ... 
— Да го пуснем, а? — ... (АМ:Н 119) 

M ... Коле го виде таков ... 
— Онеме, а? (ВМ:С 92) 

In 4 Bulgarian and 7 Macedonian examples secondary sentence-
elements follow the P: 

В Виктор. ... А ти, Яно, какво? Искала си да отидеш при Бог
дана, а? (ТГ:В 76) 

M ... И му велам не ти e лошо тебе, а? (ТГ :3В 112) 

Subgroup 3b. Y +Р +(Х +)QP 

A presumptive expression is found before the P in 2 Bulgarian ex
amples: 

В — Мошеник! Мошеник с мошеник! Значи, казва, си съгласен, 
а? (НХ:ДР 166) 



In 2 Macedonian examples there are also secondary sentence-
elements after the P: 

M "Сигурно тажи no момчето turno ù останало зад границата, 
а,?... (ТГ:ЗВ 101) 

Subgroup Зс. X+P+(X+)QP 

A secondary sentence-element precedes the P in 6 Bulgarian and 2 
Macedonian examples: 

В ..., ако от къщи не бе излязъл стопанинът и не бе набил 
животното. "Тикви ще ядеш, а?" — викаше той. (ЙР:ЧП 34) 

M — Koj ти рече така Уранща? За moa си бледа и тажна, а? 
(ПШ:Ц 132) 

Another secondary sentence-element after the P is found in 2 Bul
garian and 1 Macedonian example: 

В Марин ... (Сочи Яна и Богдан.) Любовна среща ни устройваш 
тук, а? (ТГ:В 79) 

M Тарзан (...): Cera сме навистина ... сега навистина прилегаме 
на болница ... а, смрчко? (TA:MJI 29) 

2.4.4 Туре 4. (Y +)S +(Х +)Р +(Х +)QP 

Subgroup 4а. S +(Х +)Р +(Х +)QP 

1 Bulgarian example contains no secondary sentence-element: 

В Станоев Тая работа не e детнешка, а? (ТГ:В 71) 

In 2 Macedonian examples secondary sentence-elements follow the 
P: 

M ... Jac уште еднаш го пуштам гласот и пак му велам А бре 
Пелагща имала машка рака, а? (ТГ :3В 114) 

In 1 Bulgarian example there is a secondary sentence-element be
tween the S and the P: 

В Пепеляшки. ... Дыцеря mu медицина следвала, доктор в къщи, 
а? (ТГ:В 29) 
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Subgroup 4b. Y +S +P +(X +)QP 

A presumptive expression precedes the S in 1 Bulgarian example: 

В — Та, значи, работа ни предстой, а? — ... (БР:ГН 55) 

Secondary sentence-elements are found after the P in 2 Bulgarian 
examples. The presumptive expression occurs before the S in one 
example and after it in one: 

В — JIuda май не беьие в кыцщ а? (БР:ГН 128) 

Subgroup 4с. complex sentence + QP 

Here are found all examples which cannot be classified in other sub
groups because of their complexity, i.e. they consist of two or more 
clauses each of which belongs separately to different subgroups 
(4 Bulgarian, 1 Macedonian example): 

В ..., все това питаше: Mapo, да се изтупам тук, па вътре да се 
събуя, а? (КС:Х 58) 

M — "Има ли власт!" В ласт бараш, Maj чин сине, в ласт ти за-
требала, а? (ВМ:С 74) 

2.4.5 Туре 5. (X +)Р +S +QP 

Subgroup 5а. Р + S + QP 

В ... Нали все някой трябва първи да побие лопатата. Възмо-
жно eue това да e смисълът, а? (КС:Х 21) 

Subgroup 5b. X+P+S + QP 

В Пепеляшки. ... Думичка не e продумал нашият герой, а? 
(ТГ:В 23) 

2.4.6 Preposition of secondary sentence-elements 

Of the secondary sentence-elements found in 20 Bulgarian and 15 
Macedonian a-questions, 12 in Bulgarian and 4 in Macedonian are 
preposed (60% of the Bulgarian and 26.7% of the Macedonian 
a-questions with secondary sentence-elements). 



The Bulgarian figure is in comparison with most other yes/no-
questions unusually high, but it is interesting to compare it with the 
corresponding figure for нали-questions of type 5, i.e. where the QP 
is placed finally, like a. In those нали-questions, 17 (53.1 %) of a total 
of 32 secondary sentence-elements occur in preposition (cf. also 
He-questions below, 2.5). 

Adverbials as preposed secondary sentence-elements are unusually 
rare in Bulgarian, comprising only 4 examples (3 spatial, 1 conditional), 
whereas in Macedonian there are 3 (1 temporal, 1 of cause, 1 of 
manner). 

2.4.7 Straight and inverse word order 

The number of a-questions with an explicit S is very small, and only 
in the Bulgarian material are there examples of both straight and in
verse word order. The former predominates. 

The reasons for the 3 Bulgarian examples of inversion are: the S is 
a subordinate clause (2 examples), and, in 1 example, the object is 
preposed (cf. 1.7). 

The number of a-questions in the material is rather small. It is 
therefore not possible to draw safe conclusions on their word order, 
either regarding the position of the secondary sentence-elements, or 
the word order of the S and the P. 

2.4.8 Position of the QP 

According to Colakova (op. cit., p. 65), a is used initially, finally and 
independently. She does not, however, give any examples of an 
initial a, and it is not clear what she has in mind, since it is typical 
of this QP that it is used only finally or independently (see the non-
autonomous questions cited in 2.4). 

2.5 HE 

As a QP, не occurs in final position. It is found only in the Mace
donian material, and there only in three authors. There are 12 ex
amples in all. The structures found will be accounted for in terms of 
the types and subgroups established for a. 



Type 1. (Y +) one constituent + QP 

Subgroup 1 c. several words + QP 
3 examples: 

M — Огромна раз лика, не? (БК:Л 134) 

Туре 2. several constituents + QP 
1 example: 

M — ... Лма поарно така одоьито умрен, не? (ВМ:С 57) 

Туре 3. (Y +)(Х +)Р +(Х +)QP 
Subgroup 3b. Y +Р +X +QP 

1 example: 

M — Зошто те затвориле? Сигурно нема нигито опасно, не? 
(ВМ:С 91) 

Subgroup Зс. X + Р + QP 
4 examples: 

M "Од дубравана ke dojdam, не? ..." (СД:БН 108) 

Туре 4. (Y +)S +(Х +)Р +(Х +)QP 

Subgroup 4а. S +Р + Х +QP 
1 example: 

M — Мал безистен треба да e тука некаде, не? (ВМ:С 71) 

Subgroup 4 с. complex sentence + QP 
1 example: 

M — ... И jac можам еднаги да згрешам и да ми биде простено, 
не? (ВМ:С 26) 

Туре 5. (X + )Р + S + QP 

Subgroup 5b. X+P+S+QP 
1 example: 

M —За  теб е  e  moa  н е ч е с на  mp z o eu j a ,  н е ?  (ВМ:С 88) 



Preposition of secondary sentence-elements 
What is particularly striking about the finite He-questions is that 
preposed secondary sentence-elements are found in so many examples, 
namely in 5 out of a total of 8 examples containing secondary sentence-
elements. The same phenomenon was noted in Bulgarian a-questions 
and нали-questions with the QP in final position, i.e. the same posi
tion occupied by не. 

2.6 ДА 

The 1 Bulgarian example found here is not formed with the QP да 
examined elsewhere, but with the affirmative particle, which is used in 
the same way as не above: 

В Груев. Днес, da? (ТГ:B 27) 

2.7 АЛИ 

This QP is found in 3 Macedonian examples. In one of them, the QP 
occurs in a shorter variant, ал. In all examples, the QP occurs before 
the P: 

M "He cßamuja, ал гледаш ..." (СД:БН 91) 
— И тогаш ... лов али сакаш! (ВМ:С 26) 
— Што, баб о, али го позна? (1Б:И 167) 

2.8 ИЛИ 

The conjunction или can in some cases function as a question marker. 
The questions meant here are those begun as a disjunctive question 
but interrupted after the disjunctive conjunction (2 Bulgarian, 3 Mace
donian examples): 

В ".Вашето поведение бете предизвикателно или? ..." 
(БР:ГН 14) 

M Келнерот: ... (На Мирко.) Bue ке останете на гиприцер или?... 
(КЧ:И 35) 



2.9 МИГАР 

Examples of this QP are found only in the Bulgarian material and 
only in one author, Radickov. There are 8 of them in all. They will be 
accounted for in terms of the types and subgroups established for 
нима/зар (зарем): 

Type 3. QP + (X + )P( + X) 

Subgroup 3a. QP+P+X 
6 examples: 

В — Мигар не знаете, че лисицата обича да се преструва на 
умряла! (ЙР:ЧП 40) 

Туре 4. QP +(Х +)S +(Х +)Р( +Х) 

Subgroup 4а. QP+S+P+X 
2 examples: 

В Мигар аз знам за какво e суматохата! (ЙР:ЧП 89) 

2.10 ЧУНКИМ 

This QP is found in 1 Bulgarian example: 

В "Чужим uje дойде някой в такова време да контрабандисва?" 
(ЙР:ЧП 147) 



3. Questions formed with a 
non-orthotonic QP 

3.1 ли 
Table 11 (see appendix) shows that there is a considerable differ

ence in the frequency of the QP ли in Bulgarian and Macedonian. 
Thus, 60.4% of all Bulgarian questions in the material are formed 
with ли, whereas only 30.0% of the Macedonian questions contain 
this QP. 

The figures for the different Bulgarian authors are close to the 
arithmetical average, with two exceptions, Chancev and Genov, who 
both use ли much less frequently than the other writers. In Mace
donian, the greatest differences are found among the authors be
longing to the western Macedonian dialects. Here two groups can be 
distinguished: authors using ли in not more than 20% of their ques
tions, i.e. Casule, Koneski, Nedelkoski, Momirovski and Drakul, 
and those who use ли in more than 30% of their questions, i.e. Ar-
sovski, Maleski, Cingo and Kostov. In the latter group Cingo, with 
his high figure of 58.8%, is unique. This quantitative difference in the 
use of ли may be dialectally conditioned. The authors of the first 
group were all born in the northern part of the western Macedonian 
dialect area. Casule, Koneski and Nedelkoski are all from Prilep, 
Momirovski is from Kicevo and Drakul from Debar. In the second 
group, Arsovski and Kostov are from Bitola, Cingo is from Ohrid 
and Maleski from Struga. This group thus originates from a territory 
lying to the south of the first area. 

A comparison between the figures of frequency of 0-questions and 
these of the ли-questions shows that practically all authors who have a 
low frequency of ли-questions have a high frequency of 0-questions, 
and vice versa. It therefore seems reasonable to assume that certain 
types of questions can be formed either with ли or without a seg
mental question marker. 



In both languages, only a minor part of all ли-questions are non-
finite. Their proportion in Bulgarian is higher than in Macedonian. 

There is 1 non-autonomous question in Bulgarian and in Mace
donian there are 5. All are finite. 

The following table shows the main types with subgroups, the 
number of occurrences of each type and the percentage of the total 
number of ли-questions in the two languages that belong to the dif
ferent types: 

Table 12 

Bulgarian Macedonian 
number % number % 

1. one constituent + QP 102 6.8 20 2.6 
1 a. one word + QP 63 4.2 10 1.3 
1 b. several words + QP 39 2.6 10 1.3 

2. constituent + (QP + ) constituent 
( + QP) 9 0.6 2 0.3 
2 a. constituent + QP + constituent 7 0.5 2 0.3 
2b. constituent + constituent + QP 2 0.1 — 

3. (X + )(S+)(X + )P + QP( + X)( + S) 
( + X) 1 108 74.5 650 86.2 
3a. P + QP( + X) 761 51.2 472 62.6 
3b. X + P + QP( + X) 73 4.9 13 1.7 
3c. S + (X + )P + QP( + X) 110 7.4 12 1.6 
3d. X + S + (X + )P + QP( + X) 10 0.7 1 0.1 
3e. P + QP + (X + )S( + X) 143 9.6 141 18.7 
3f. X + P + QP + (X + )S( + X) 11 0.7 11 1.5 

4. (X + )S + QP + (X + )P( + X) 79 5.3 20 2.6 
4a. S + QP + (X + )P( + X) 74 5.0 19 2.5 
4b. X + S + QP + P( + X) 5 0.3 1 0.1 

5. (S + )(X + )X + QP + (X + )(S + )P 
( + SX + X) 172 11.5 57 7.6 
5a. X 4- QP + (X + )P( + X) 119 8.0 36 4.8 
5b. X + X + QP + P( + X) 6 0.4 2 0.3 
5c. X + QP + S + P( + X) 2 0.1 5 0.7 
5d. S + X + QP + (X + )P( + X) 28 1.9 3 0.4 
5e. X + QP + (X + )P + S( + X) 17 1.1 11 1.4 

6. clause + QP 17 1.1 — 



3.1.1 Type 1. one constituent + QP 

Subgroup 1 a. one word + QP 
Examples: 

В — Осем души сме... Ншцо, скоро ще останем седем — ... 
— Кой ще отпадне, аз ли? (БР:ГН 89) 

M — IToHeicaj ! Не може таму — ... 
— Зошто? 
— Има луге. 
— Пакли? (1Б:И 61) 

A considerable subgroup among the Bulgarian examples of this 
group is formed by questions consisting of the adverb така, or its 
synonym тъй, and the QP: 

В Васил. Мими, вече не си дете, налага се да погледнеш исти-
ната право в очите! 
Мими. Не ме обича, така ли? (ДА:И 61) 
— ... Преди малко той беше при мене. 
— Тъй ли? (АМ:Н 120-121) 

Subgroup 1 b. several words + QP 

When the constituent is expressed by two or more words, ли usually 
follows the whole word-group (35 Bulgarian and 6 Macedonian 
examples): 

В — Какво да чакаме? Нови лъжи ли? (БР:ГН 78) 

M Да, тоа e оден>е во icpajHocT. А каде, според тебе, треба да се 
оди, ако не во icpajHOCT? По средината ли? (ВК:НУ 134) 

In a few examples, ли does not follow the whole word-group, but 
occurs after one of the first words of the group (3 Macedonian 
examples): 

M — Ho uiTO, будалице, — рече другарот Раштаков придржу-
BajKH ja, — од што сте се исплашиле, по г аволите ...Од ова 
ли врашко палтенце, — ... (ЖЧ:П 192) 

Cf. also 3.1.9.2. 



In a special variant of this structure, a word or clause follows and 
refers to the word/s/ to which ли is enclitical (4 Bulgarian and 1 
Macedonian example): 

В — ..., да вървиш с нас да те направим ей на тоя апапин жена. 
— На тоя ли, дето не cu e още обрисал лигите? (НХ:ДР 19) 

M Во што се состой моето непристо^о поведение? — ... 

Во тоа ли што терам магаре? — ... (ВК:НУ 246-247) 

3.1.2 Туре 2. constituent + (QP +) constituent ( + QP) 

Subgroup 2 а. constituent + QP + constituent 

In most examples of type 2, ли occurs after the first constituent: 

В Павлина. Уча... 
Хазайката. Пак ли алгебра? (ДА:И 55) 

M Борис ... ке опцуе Kaj бре MajnnH, и ти ли Kaj оние мои 
HepaHUMajKoeiju! (ТГ :3В 17) 

Subgroup 2 b. constituent + constituent + QP 

There are only a few examples of ли after the second constituent of 
the sentence: 

В — Ти за първо или за второ се мъчиш? — попита я тихо 
работничката. ... 
— За първо, ти за второ ли? (ЛГ:К 42) 

This structure is not found in the Macedonian material. 

3.1.3 Type 3. (X + )(S + )(X + )P + QP( + X)( + S)( + X) 

The main characteristic of type 3 and its subgroups is that ли is 
enclitical to the P. 

Subgroup 3 a. P+QP(+X) 

In the structure of the first subgroup of type 3, the P and the 
QP are always present. The S is not explicitly expressed. 294 Bul



garian and 190 Macedonian examples consist of only the P and the 
QP: 

В — ... Косата й малко ще погалиш — ти видя ли как овенът 
среса козината на овцата? Погалваш я с ръка — овенът 
нямаше ръка, а ти я имаш! Раз бра ли? (НХ:ДР 33) 

M ..., ненаде^о се чу притушен глас, ... 
— Слушна ли? — рече преплашено Драган. (ДТ:ЦД 39) 

3 Bulgarian and 3 Macedonian examples are disjunctive. 
In 467 Bulgarian and 282 Macedonian examples, one or more 

secondary sentence-elements follow the P: 

В Виктор. ... И мат ли много провокатори сред вас? (ТГ :В 74) 

M — Кажа ли нетто пред умирачка? (ДС:ЗС 125) 

8 Bulgarian and 2 Macedonian examples are disjunctive. 

Subgroup 3b. X +P +QP( +X) 

In the examples of subgroup 3 b, a secondary sentence-element 
precedes the P. As in the preceding subgroup, the S is not explicitly 
expressed. 

41 Bulgarian and 3 Macedonian examples consist of only the 
initial secondary sentence-element and the Р + ли: 

В Ученика. Довечера след часовете свободна ли си? (ДА:И 20) 

M Мегутоа, мету момчшьата го немаше синот на Марко По-
сков, но затоа пак неговите пет керки cera беа шест. Борис 
со потсмев и со злоба дофрли тогаш. 
"А моми не задржувате ли?" (ТГ :3В 48) 

In 32 Bulgarian and 10 Macedonian examples there are also sec
ondary sentence-elements after the Р + ли: 

В Станоев (сочи касата). А за тази каса не знаехте ли нещо? 
(ТГ:В 89) 

M ... Jac знам, Mapnja, лекар сум, како што можев да бидам cè 
друго — часовничар, дрводелец, морнар ...А ако бев друго, 
те прашувам во себе, kë бев ли друг за тебе? (С1:ДМ 20) 



Subgroup 3c. S +(X +)P +QP( +X) 

In this subgroup the S is explicit and precedes the P, and the sentence 
thus has straight word order. 

39 Bulgarian and 5 Macedonian examples consist of only the S 
and the Р+ли: 

В ... и неудобно се размърдвам в креслото си. 
— Нещо безпокои ли ви? — ... (БР:ГН 26) 

M Tu знает ли, Mapuja? ... (СГ:ДМ 63) 

Secondary sentence-elements after the P are found in 63 Bulgarian 
and 7 Macedonian examples: 

В — Счетоводителят няма да се съгласи, другарю началник! 
— Защо? Tu — казва — познаваш ли се със счетоводителя? 
(НХ:ДР 163) 

M "... Сакам да видам и да научам нешто ново. Освен тоа, за 
истата работа што ja работам тука", рече синот деловно, 
"таму ке ме плакаат пет пати повеке." 
"Cè може да биде, jac не знам", рече старецот сомнева^и се. 
"Но нашата зем}а нема ли нужда од млади учени луге? ..." 
(БП:СО 35) 

1 Macedonian example is disjunctive. 
Secondary sentence-elements between the S and the P are found in 

4 Bulgarian examples: 

В — Я се махай с тая лула бе, Влахов. Tu новите наредби спа-
зваш ли? — ... (MX:ГУ 75) 

Secondary sentence-elements both between the S and the P and 
after the P are found in 4 Bulgarian examples: 

В — Тина мене ще дадеги ли човек? — ... (ЛГ :К 46) 

The S is a noun in 32 Bulgarian and 8 Macedonian examples, a 
pronoun in 78 Bulgarian and 3 Macedonian examples, and a sub
ordinate clause in 1 Macedonian example. 

Subgroup 3d. X +S +(X +)P +QP( +X) 

This subgroup also has straight word order, but the S is preceded by a 
secondary sentence-element. 



Only the initial secondary sentence-element, the S and the P + ли 
are found in 4 Bulgarian examples: 

В — Защо бе, попе? Той като може да черни, аз] не мога ли? 
(НХ:ДР 97) 

Another secondary sentence-element follows the P in 5 Bulgarian 
examples and in 1 Macedonian example: 

В — Отвън лампата не свети ли червено? (ЛГ:К 132) 

M — Признавам. Не те изведував никаде. Точно. Но одговори 
ми само на едно: во последно време и jac самиот излегував ли 
некаде? (БП:СО 103) 

Secondary sentence-elements both after the P and between the S 
and the P are found in 1 Bulgarian example: 

В "Има, казвам, такива дето ходят боси — ..." "Че cera има 
ли боси хора? — викна той. — Боси хора ти сега видял ли си 
да ходят в България? ..." (НХ:ДР 162) 

The S is a noun in 4 Bulgarian examples, and a pronoun in 6 Bul
garian examples and in 1 Macedonian example. 

Subgroup 3e. P+QP +(X +)S( +X) 

In this subgroup the S follows the P, which is the first sentence-element. 
Only the Р + ли and the S are found in 69 Bulgarian and 62 Mace

donian examples: 

В Графа (изтървава нервите си). Не мога да те понасям — 
трудно ли e да се отгатне това? (ДА:И 17) 

M — Ja гледате грмушкана? Е, зад неа ке отпочинеме. 
— Што? Те издадоа ли нозете, стрико Дуко? — весело дофрла 
првиот BojHHK ... (ВМ:С 21) 

2 Macedonian examples are disjunctive. 
Secondary sentence-elements after the S are found in 50 Bulgarian 

and 64 Macedonian examples: 

В ..реших да се срещна с бай Илия, но постепенно ми излезе 
от ума — може ли да знае той какво e казал баща ми преди 
смъртта си? (МХ:ГУ 85) 

M Мирко: Разбираьи ли ти македонски? (КЧ:И 45) 



1 Bulgarian example is disjunctive. 
Secondary sentence-elements between the P and the S are found in 

21 Bulgarian and 12 Macedonian examples: 

В Виждат ли всичко това великите боили? (ДМ:ХК 17) 

M "Роди ли добро нивата?" праша Риса. (ТГ:3В 111) 

Secondary sentence-elements both between the P and the S and 
after the S are found in 3 Bulgarian and 3 Macedonian examples: 

В Можете ли тогава Спас Дочев да предположи, че към този 
толкова обикновен случай ще се връща след време? (КС:Х 23) 

M — ... Можам ли noKpaj вас и jac по малку да учам? 
(ДС:СИ 94) 

The S is a noun in 65 Bulgarian and 47 Macedonian examples, a 
pronoun in 53 Bulgarian and 78 Macedonian examples and a sub
ordinate clause in 25 Bulgarian and 16 Macedonian examples. 

Subgroup 3f. X+P + QP+(X+)S(+X) 

The last subgroup of the third type also has inverse word order. The 
P is preceded by a secondary sentence-element. 

Only the initial secondary sentence-element, the Р+ли and the S 
are found in 9 Bulgarian and 8 Macedonian examples: 

В Венцеслав. ... Но тебе те ще направят щастлива. 
Непознатата (замислено). А чудеса могат ли да извършват 
те, о, честити принце? (ВХ:3 302) 

M ... Без црната наметка на нокта, ке станете ли играта на 
в Jby6eHume возвишен романтичен идеал? (БП:СО 93) 

Secondary sentence-elements after the S as well are found in 2 
Bulgarian and 3 Macedonian examples: 

В — Искам да си изясня нещо: ако Кирил бете заминал за 
чужбина, щете ли натата страна да има кристали за кван-
товата електроника? (ЛГ:К 133-134) 

M "А за Mojom живот треба ли некоj да чувствува одговорност?" 
(БП:СО 94) 



The S is a noun in 5 Bulgarian and 3 Macedonian examples, a 
pronoun in 3 Bulgarian and 8 Macedonian examples and a sub
ordinate clause in 3 Bulgarian examples. 

3.1.4 Type 4. (X + )S + QP + (X + )P( + X) 

In the examples of type 4, ли is enclitical to the S. In comparison 
with the preceding type, this one is not very frequent. 

Subgroup 4a. S +QP +(X +)P( +X) 

In the first subgroup, the S is the first sentence-element, followed by 
the P (38 Bulgarian, 12 Macedonian examples): 

В — ... Стражарска душа си ти — ... 
Синеокият се поразмърда. 
— Аз ли съм "стражарска душа"! Аз! (ЙР:ЧП 195) 

M Момчето: А што прават комунистите? И mue ли се ... како 
нас? (ТА:МЛ 31) 

In 35 Bulgarian and 7 Macedonian examples, the S and the P are 
followed by one or more secondary sentence-elements: 

В — Човекът e прав да се тревожи. Муци ли ще вкарва голове 
във вратата на италианците? (AM:H 120) 

M — "Бев во партизанскиот одред", исцедил и чекал. Toj 
таму се облактил на перницата и сврескал: 66Tu ли ме рани во 
општината, бе, мамката meoja мрсна македонска?" 

(ВМ:С 65) 

In 1 Bulgarian example there are secondary sentence-elements both 
between the S and the P and after the P: 

В Той ли до скор о носеше това име? (ДМ:ХК 11) 

Subgroup 4b. X +S +QP +Р( +Х) 

In the second subgroup, the first sentence-element is a secondary 
sentence-element. 



The initial secondary sentence-element, the S + ли and the P are 
found in 3 Bulgarian examples and in 1 Macedonian example: 

В — Как кой?! ... Никак не e малко Трифон Райчев да одобри 
някого. 
Футболистът махна с ръка, сякаш искаше да каже: Сега това 
ли e най-важното? (AM:H 131) 

M — Л онде Нико ли живееше? (ДС:ЗС 96) 

Another secondary sentence-element follows the P in 2 Bulgarian 
examples: 

— Аз те питам: ако се откажет, пак Beco Чолаков ли ще 
изпълва ... вакума? (ЛГ:К 156) 

3.1.5 Туре 5. 
(S +)(Х +)Х + QP +(Х +)(S +)Р( + S)( +Х) 

The fifth structural type comprises questions where ли is enclitical 
to a secondary sentence-element. That element is either an adverbial 
(102 Bulgarian and 45 Macedonian examples), or an object (66 Bul
garian and 12 Macedonian examples). 4 Bulgarian questions where 
ли is enclitical to an objective predicative have also been included in 
this structural type, which has five subgroups. 

Subgroup 5a. X +QP +(X +)P( +X) 

In this subgroup, the secondary sentence-element to which ли is en
clitical occurs in preposition, followed by the P (62 Bulgarian, 16 
Macedonian examples): 

В Станоев. По това, за което говорихте досега, няма какво 
да приказваме. 
Пепеляшки. Така ли миелите? (ТГ:В 34) 

M "... 8вечкарка како да се преметнува околу тебе." 
"За скакулците ли зборуваш?" (ТГ:3В 93) 

The question can contain other secondary sentence-elements be
sides that one which occurs in preposition. In the structure of sub
group 5a, such other secondary sentence-elements usually follow the 



P. There are 53 Bulgarian and 16 Macedonian examples of this 
variant of the structure: 

В ... А така много ми се искаше да тръгна с войската! Цял 
живот ли ще кръжа около големите събития, без да мога да 
се докосна до тях? (ДМ:ХК 103-104) 

M ... Таа cé така благо насмевната праша: 
— Навистина ли не сакаш смоква? (ЖЧ:П 32) 

In 2 Bulgarian and 3 Macedonian examples there is another sec
ondary sentence-element between the initial one and the P: 

В Графа. ... Наистина ли вече никога няма да ме потърсиш? 
(ДА:И 66) 

M — Секогаш ли тука го чекаш? (1Б:И 119) 

In 2 Bulgarian examples and in 1 Macedonian example there is 
both a secondary sentence-element between the initial one and the P, 
and one after the P: 

В Затова ли ca насъбрали тая огромна войска, затова ли по 
цялата империя от два месеца се говори за унищожаването 
на варварите-българи. (ДМ:ХК 40) 

M Затоа ли подоцна се вракав кон тебе ...? (С1:ДМ 39) 

Subgroup 5b. X+X+QP +Р( +Х) 

The smallest subgroup of type 5 is 5 b, where the secondary sentence-
element to which the QP is enclitical is preceded by another sec
ondary sentence-element (5 Bulgarian examples and 1 Macedonian 
example): 

В ... и като видя, че вземат само по една книжна чаша, искрено 
възкликна: — Защо само по една бира? След малко пак ли ще 
се редите?!... (ЛГ:К 116) 

M ... Затоа ли подоцна се вракав кон тебе и затоа уште ли се 
вракам? (СГ:ДМ 39) 

In 1 Bulgarian and 1 Macedonian example another secondary 
sentence-element follows the P: 
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В — Това нещо още ли смягпаш да го държиш в гардероба? — ... 
(МХ:ГУ 84) 

M — ... Cera право ке ми кажеш: кога запеав по namom од Bpôjauu 
за Todueje, гпака ли мислеше за моето neefbe како што ми 
рече? (ВМ:С 26) 

Subgroup 5 с. X +QP +S + Р( +Х) 

Here the S is explicitly expressed and occurs between the secondary 
sentence-element to which the QP is enclitical and the P. 

5 Macedonian examples consist of the initial secondary sentence-
element, the S and the P: 

M ..., се обидуваат да го Haj дат почетокот. Пак ли по четокот 
да биде тоа? Пак ли почетокот да биде од урнатина? 

(ДС:ЗС 194) 

In 2 Bulgarian examples there are in addition secondary sentence-
elements after the P: 

В — E? Питам те! За това ли затъвахме в кал и вода до кръста, 
за това ли камънакът ни затрупваше живи по тунелите? 

(КС:Х 53) 

The S is a noun in 1 Bulgarian and 4 Macedonian examples, and a 
pronoun in 1 Bulgarian and 1 Macedonian example. 

Subgroup 5d. S + X + QP + (X + )P( + X) 

The structure of subgroup 5d is similar to that of subgroup 5 c. Both 
subgroups have an explicitly expressed S which precedes the P. The 
difference is in the relative word order of the secondary sentence-
element followed by ли and the S. In subgroup 5d, the S precedes 
this secondary sentence-element. 

The S, the secondary sentence-element to which ли is enclitical and 
the P are found in 18 Bulgarian and 2 Macedonian examples: 

В Задава въпроси. Бедни и богати няма ли да има? А силни и 
слаби? Критиката, отправена от силния към слабия и от 
слабия към силния, еднаква стойност ли ще има? (MX:ГУ 51) 

M "Тоа страшно ли те занима? ..." (СГ:ДМ 123) 



Another secondary sentence-element after the P is found in 9 
Bulgarian examples and in 1 Macedonian example: 

В — Ама ти май наистина си опечален — забелязва черно-
косата почти с изненада. 
— А ти сега ли откриваш, че човек може да има и някакви 
човешки чувства. (БР:ГН 105) 

M Мирко: Морава? Вар дар? Или, можеби, еден Честерфилд? 
Ирена: Bue секогаш ли имате толкав избор на цигари? 

(КЧ:И 7) 

Another secondary sentence-element is placed after the one to 
which ли is enclitical in 1 Bulgarian example: 

В Станоев. ... Bue наистина ли нищо не знаехте за моето арес
ту ване през 1940 година? (ТГ :В 90) 

The S is a noun in 7 Bulgarian examples and a pronoun in 21 
Bulgarian and 3 Macedonian examples. 

Subgroup 5e. X+QP+(X + )P+S(+X) 

In subgroup 5e, the first element is the secondary sentence-element 
to which ли is enclitical. It is followed by the P and the S. 

Only the initial secondary sentence-element, the P and the S are 
found in 12 Bulgarian and 9 Macedonian examples: 

В Тук ли ca ония, тримата — Докум, Диценг и Големият Цок? 
(ДМ:ХК 17) 

M "Но би сакал во cBoja кука да си умрам." 
"Толку ли e важно тоа?" (БП:СО 37) 

Secondary sentence-elements after the S are found in 4 Bulgarian 
and 2 Macedonian examples: 

В Затова ли извира злобата от черв ama ми. (MX: ГУ 71) 

M ..., така ли те учете napmujama, Кириле Давидоски, во господа 
да се крстиш, — ... (ЖЧ:П 135) 

A secondary sentence-element between the initial one and the P is 
found in 1 Bulgarian example: 

В — И затова ли тук ме посрещна стена от мълчание? 
(ЛГ:К 39) 



The S is a noun in 14 Bulgarian and 9 Macedonian examples, a 
pronoun in 3 Bulgarian examples and in 1 Macedonian example, 
and a subordinate clause in 1 Macedonian example. 

3.1.6 Type 6. clause + QP 

Certain Bulgarian finite ли-questions cannot be included in types 3, 
4 and 5. In these types, the QP follows a certain sentence-element and 
refers to this element, which is expressed by one or more words. In 
questions of types 4 and 5, however, the element to which ли refers 
cannot contain a finite verb, i.e. the subject, object or adverbial to 
which ли is enclitical in these structural types cannot be expressed by a 
subordinate clause. In questions of type 6, ли follows and refers to a 
whole clause, either main or subordinate. In most questions of this 
type, ли is found in final position, which further underlines the dif
ference between this type and types 3, 4 and 5. 

The first five types of the ли-questions are divided into subgroups 
on structural grounds, but this is difficult to do in the sixth type. 
Here, other, functional and semantical, criteria must also be used to 
describe the questions. 

The type comprises only 17 examples and has been found only in 
Bulgarian. Because of its unusualness, all examples will be quoted. 

Grouping according to functional criteria 

10 examples are elliptical questions which are functionally either 
suggested answers to another question or repetitions of utterances. 

5 examples are suggested answers to a WH-question. The question 
and the suggested answer are uttered by the same person: 

В С малко думи ханът изразява недоволството си. Какво e 
правил Цок през последните седмици? Защо не e превзел 
крепостта? 
Не му стигат силите ли? (ДМ:ХК 134) 
И пак се питам: как баща ми от обикновен боил e станал 
хан? Kamo e поразил другите боили с хладнокръвието, ума и 
смелостта си ли? (ДМ:ХК 65) 
— Хайде бе! Какво чакаш? Да почне да еика ли? 

(БР:ГН 188) 



— ... Ти какво си мислиш — че няма да се явя ли? 
(MX:ГУ 88) 

— ... Ще имаш много време. 
— Какво искаш да кажеш ... за времето? Няма да бъда вече 
директор ли? (ЛГ:К 120) 

In the following example, the WH-question is not explicit, but it can 
easily be supplied: Какво искаш (трябва) да правя? 

В , и пак остава време — да скръстя ръце ли? (КС:ХЖ 29) 

These questions are thus elliptical. If they were completed, the QP 
would be enclitical to the verb which is now omitted, and the present 
questions would function as adverbials (the first two examples) or 
objects (the following four examples). For instance, the first question 
would in its complete state be: He e ли превзел крепостта, защото 
не му стигат силите? The third example would be: Чакаш ли да 
почне да вика? 

The second, third and fourth examples are subordinate clauses. 
Apart from the cases in type 6, there is only one Bulgarian example 
of a subordinate clause, followed by ли. Since it does not contain 
other sentence-elements than the P, its structure coincides with that 
of type 3, subgroup 3a, and has been included there: 

В — Ти за какво дойде? Да дискутираме ли? (ЛГ:К 40) 

4 examples in type 6 are repetitions of utterances. In the first two 
examples, this utterance is a WH-question which is never explicitly 
expressed in the text, but it is understood from the context that it 
has been asked: 

В Къде e силата на Спас Дочев ли? (КС:Х 14) 
— ... Искаш да ти поясня повече по този въпрос? Какво e 
моето мнение ли? (КС:Х 7) 

In the other two examples, the question is a repetition of a state
ment: 

В — He e вярно! — извика той. "Не e вярно ли? ..." 
(МХ:ГУ 101) 

— Добре де — каза той. — Нека стой кърпата! Докато се 
върнем, ще изсъхне. 
— Докато се върнете ли? — попита Елка. (ЙР:ЧП 230) 



As in the preceding six examples, if these four elliptical questions 
were completed, ли would have to be enclitical to the now omitted 
verb, and the present questions would function as objects. The first 
example would thus be: Питаш ли къде e силата на Спас Дочев?, 
and the third would be Казваш ли, че не e вярно? Of these four 
examples, only the fourth one is a subordinate clause. 

Ли in elliptical but finite questions is not used by all Bulgarian 
authors in the material, but concentrated to a few of them. Mantov, 
Strandzev and Chalacev have more than one example each. Since 
they are from different dialect areas, this use of ли is probably not 
dialectally conditioned. 

Grouping according to semantical and structural criteria 

6 examples can be grouped together on semantical and structural 
criteria. There, a subordinate clause is the object of a P from the group 
of verba sentiendi. In four examples, the subordinate clause with ли 
follows the P: 

В — Смяташ, че ни подслушват ли? (БР:ГН 35) 
— И мислиш, че ще имаги неприятности ли? (ДГ :Ч 140) 
— Цветя ли? Тук не берат цветята. ... 
— Мислиш тогава, че някой ù ги e дал ли? (ЙР:ЧП 223) 
— А ти какво, искаш да ме биеш ли? — ... (БР:ГН 63) 

In two examples, the structure is broken up, and the subordinate 
clause followed by ли precedes the P. They are therefore a border 
case between type 6 and type 5, subgroup 5 a: 

В — Да ме обидит ли искаш? (ДГ:Ч 123) 
— Да ни застреляш ли искаш? ... (ЙР:ЧП 213) 

Since this structure is found in only three authors, all of whom are 
from the western Bulgarian dialect area, it is reasonable to assume 
that it is a dialectal trait. It is not, however, found in the Macedonian 
material. 

Example outside groups 

The last example of type 6 cannot be included in any of the mentioned 
groups: 



В Когато се появила испанската муха, добитъкът и хората 
мрели като мухи, във всички дворища се носел дим, защото 
горели мокра слама и смрадлвиви треви. Ще требиш му-
хата ли! (ЙР:ЧП 50) 

The structure of type 6 presents solutions to the problem of how to 
use ли enclitically to an object or adverbial which has to be expressed 
by a subordinate clause. The problem can also be solved in other 
ways. One is to generalize the clause as a pronoun or adverb, after 
which ли then follows: 

В Ученика. ... Обучението ще се проведе през август — така 
ли да съобщя? (ДА:И 97) 

M "... — Никола, време e да им направиме пат на помладите." 
Е, Никола, Никола, и тоа ли го доживеа — на млади години и 
старец да ме направат? (БП:СО 62) 

Another solution is to separate elements of the subordinate clause 
and place them initially, before both the main and the subordinate 
clauses: 

В — Това нещо още ли смяташ да го държииг в гардероба? — .. 
(MX:ГУ 84) 

3.1.7 Preposition of secondary sentence-elements 

3.1.7.1 Questions where ли is enclitical to the P 

The total number of Р+ли-questions containing secondary sentence-
elements is in Bulgarian 706 and in Macedonian 393. Of these, 94 
(13.3 %) in Bulgarian and 25 (6.4%) in Macedonian occur before the P. 

In the other types of questions examined so far, preposed sec
ondary sentence-elements are usually adverbials. In Р + ли-questions 
this is so only in the Macedonian material, where 18 of the 25 pre
posed secondary sentence-elements are adverbials. In Bulgarian, 
though, objects predominate, occurring in 52 of the 94 examples of 
preposed secondary sentence-elements. 

The adverbials are of the following kinds: temporal—19 Bulgarian, 
3 Macedonian; spatial—4 Bulgarian; of condition—14 Bulgarian, 
6 Macedonian; все пак/сепак—1 Bulgarian, 5 Macedonian; вистина 



—2 Macedonian; всъщност—2 Bulgarian; а пропо—1 Bulgarian; 
воопшто—1 Macedonian; впрочем—1 Macedonian and иначе—1 
Bulgarian example. 

In comparison with most questions examined so far, Р + ли-ques-
tions have preposed secondary sentence-elements less frequently. In 
this respect, however, there are also considerable differences between 
the two languages, since Macedonian has preposed secondary sen-
tence-elements only half as frequently as Bulgarian. Furthermore, the 
Macedonian examples are distributed among only 7 authors, namely 
Maleski, Arsovski, Kostov, Georgievski, Pendovski, Janevski and 
Boskovski. Of these, the last four have more than one example each. 

The high frequency of objects among the Bulgarian preposed 
secondary sentence-elements is difficult to explain. I believe that 
further research into the functional sentence perspective of ли-ques-
tions might offer some solution to this problem. 

3.1.7.2 Questions where ли is enclitical to the S 

When ли is enclitical to the S, secondary sentence-elements usually 
follow the S and the P, but they can also be preposed. In Bulgarian 
this occurs with about the same frequency as in Р + ли-questions. 
Thus, in a total of 41 examples containing secondary sentence-
elements, 5 (12.2%) are preposed. The number of Macedonian ex
amples is in both subgroups too small to permit any certain conclu
sions about the frequencies of the two word orders. 

The preposed secondary sentence-element is in 3 Bulgarian ex
amples an object. A temporal adverbial is found in 1 Bulgarian ex
ample, an adverbial of condition in 1 Bulgarian example and a spatial 
adverbial in 1 Macedonian example. 

Thus, in the Bulgarian examples, objects predominate in preposed 
position, just as in Р + ли-questions. 

3.1.7.3 Questions where ли is enclitical to a secondary sentence-
element 

When ли is enclitical to a secondary sentence-element, that element is 
usually preposed. Thus, of the Bulgarian total of 172 Х + ли-ques-
tions, 138 (80.2%) have Х + ли in preposition, and the corresponding 
Macedonian figures are 52 (91.2%). 



It is obvious that the preposition of the secondary sentence-element 
to which ли is enclitical cannot be compared with the preposition of 
secondary sentence-elements in the other questions examined so far. 
It should instead be compared with the preposition of other sentence-
elements to which ли is enclitical, which will be done in 3.1.9.3. 

The material also contains some examples of preposed secondary 
sentence-elements other than those immediately followed by ли. 
Such examples thus have two different secondary sentence-elements 
in preposition. Their very small number indicates that this structure is 
usually avoided. In the examples of my material, a preposed object is 
found in 1 Bulgarian example, a temporal adverbial in 2 Bulgarian 
and 1 Macedonian, an adverbial of condition in 2 Bulgarian, of 
reason in 1 Macedonian and в края на краищата in 1 Bulgarian 
example. 

3.1.8 Straight and inverse word order 

3.1.8.1 Questions where ли is enclitical to the P 

In Bulgarian Р + ли-questions the straight and inverse word orders 
are almost equally common, inversion predominating only slightly. 
Thus, of all Bulgarian Р + ли-questions, 43.8% have straight and 
56.2% inverse word order. In Macedonian the picture is different. 
There only 7.9% of the Р + ли-questions have straight word order, 
thus leaving 92.1 % with inversion. 

3.1.8.1.1 Bulgarian 

That Bulgarian P + ли-questions have either straight or inverse word 
order with almost equal frequency has been noted by Restan (op. cit., 
p. 740) and Knzkovä (op. cit., p. 243). These authors do not give any 
information, however, as to whether a certain word order is pre
ferred under certain circumstances. 

In the examination of the four subgroups in question different 
ways of expressing the S were accounted for, since this might possibly 
affect the word order. The results are not unequivocal, however. 
When the S is expressed by a noun, the chances are in favour of in
version, since in 70 such questions the S follows the P whereas in 36 



it precedes it, and when the S is expressed by a pronoun, straight 
word order is more common, being found in 84 questions as against 
inverse word order in 56. However, these figures are such that how 
the S is expressed obviously does not alone determine the place of the 
S in the sentence. Only when the S is a subordinate clause is inversion 
obligatory, as in other types of questions. 

It is noteworthy that the questions with straight word order are 
found almost exclusively in dialogue (115 examples, or 95.8% in 
dialogue and only 5 examples, or 4.5% in other kinds of text). Inverse 
word order, in contrast, is common not only in dialogue (76 examples, 
or 60.3% are found in dialogue, and 50 examples, or 39.7% in other 
kinds of text. These figures do not include questions where the S is a 
subordinate clause). 

It is also worth noting that questions with an S in the second person 
singular or plural of the personal pronouns, ти and вне, almost always 
have straight word order. There are thus 62 examples of straight word 
order with such an S, but only 8 with inversion. Because of the 
meaning of these pronouns, most of these examples are found in 
dialogue. 

Through dialogue, the author represents spoken language, and it 
can therefore be expected that at least certain authors attempt to 
approach the colloquial language in this kind of speech, and that the 
dialogue will therefore have a less bookish character than other parts 
of the work. It thus seems that the colloquial language uses both 
word orders in free variation and that in more bookish language 
inversion is preferred. Furthermore, when the S is a noun, inversion 
is more common, when it is a pronoun, straight word order is more 
common. 

3.1.8.1.2 Macedonian 

The very small number of Macedonian examples of straight word 
order in Р + ли-questions resemble the corresponding Bulgarian 
examples. The S can be either a noun (3 examples) or a pronoun, 
which is more common (9 examples). Of the pronouns, 6 are ти or 
вие. In Macedonian, however, inversion is more common, when the 
S is one of these pronouns, being found in 30 examples. Unlike Bul
garian, there is also 1 Macedonian example of a subordinate clause 
as S preceding the P. 



11 of the 13 examples of straight word order are found in dialogue. 
Straight word order in P + ли-question is found in only 7 of the 

Macedonian authors, namely in Koneski, with three examples, 
in Janevski, Arsovski, Pendovski and Kostov, with two examples 
each, and in Georgievski and Maleski, with one example each. It is 
noteworthy that with the exception of Koneski, all these authors have 
examples of preposed secondary sentence-elements in Р+ли-ques-
tions. 

3.1.8.2 Questions where ли is enclitical to the S 

In both languages only the straight word order is possible in questions 
where ли is enclitical to the S. 

3.1.8.3 Questions where ли is enclitical to a secondary sentence-
element 

An explicitly expressed S in Х + ли-questions has three possible 
places in the sentence. In the first variant, it occurs before the sec
ondary sentence-element to which ли is enclitical, thus at the begin
ning of the sentence. In the second variant, the S occurs after the 
secondary sentence-element to which ли is enclitical but before the P. 
These two variants thus have straight word order. In the third 
variant, the S follows the P. 

The relative word order of the S and the P can thus in Х + ли-
questions be either straight or inverse. Table 12 shows that straight 
word order in Bulgarian is almost twice as common as inversion. 
In Macedonian inverse word order is more common, but its pre
dominance is only slight. 

The circumstances under which the two different word orders are 
used resemble those that were found in Р + ли-questions, at least as 
far as Bulgarian is concerned. Thus, when the S is a noun, inversion 
is found in 14 Bulgarian and 9 Macedonian examples, and straight 
word order occurs in 8 Bulgarian and 4 Macedonian examples. When 
the S is a pronoun, straight word order is more common, being found 
in 22 Bulgarian and 4 Macedonian examples, against inversion in 
3 Bulgarian and 1 Macedonian example. 



In Bulgarian P + ли-questions the pronouns ти and вие as S almost 
always precede the P. The same is true of Bulgarian X +ли-questions, 
where the S is one of these pronouns in 16 of the total of 30 questions 
with straight word order. Among the questions with inverse word 
order, there is only 1 example of ти as S. 

In both Bulgarian and Macedonian, the variant of the straight 
word order where the S precedes the secondary part to which ли is 
enclitical, is found almost exclusively in dialogue. The only exception 
is one Bulgarian example in so called half-direct speech, but this 
example is a literal repetition of a question which first appeared in 
dialogue. The examples of that variant of straight word order where 
the S follows after Х + ли are in Bulgarian also found in dialogue, in 
Macedonian 3 examples are from dialogue and 2 from other kinds 
of text. Inversion, on the other hand, is in Bulgarian found both in 
dialogue (12 examples) and other kinds of text (5 examples). All the 
Macedonian examples of inverse word order, however, are from 
dialogue. 

3.1.9 Position of the QP 

Ли is enclitical and can follow almost any sentence-element. 
When the element to which ли is enclitical is expressed by one 

word, ли of course follows that word. In many cases, however, ли is 
enclitical to a sentence-element which is expressed by more than one 
word. The exact place of the QP in such cases will be examined below. 
After that, the position of the QP in the sentence will be accounted for. 

3.1.9.1 Position of ли in the P 

As is well known, many clitics can cluster around a Bulgarian or 
Macedonian verb, and one of them is the QP ли. The other clitics 
in question are the short dative and accusative forms of the personal 
and reflexive pronouns, hereafter symbolized by му and ro, re
spectively, the present tense of the copula and auxiliary съм/е, the 
particles ще/ке, да and Macedonian би, and the negation не. 

The following survey will show the relative order of these clitics 
as well as their place in relation to the verbal elements. First will be 
examined the non-negated P, then the negated. 



3.1.9.1.1 Non-negated P 

A P not containing the negation не can have the following structures; 
When the verbal part of the P consists of : 

a. One finite verb (vf) 

Bulgarian Macedonian 
vf + ли( + му)( + го) (му+)(го + )vf + ли 

Examples: 

В — ... Представят ли си ги, ... (ЛГ :К 106) 

M Bu се претставив ли? — (BK:НУ 159) 

In both languages, ли follows the vf. The structures given above 
are found both in the beginning, the middle and the end of sentences. 
The personal pronouns are thus always enclitical to the vf in Bul
garian when ли is part of the clitical cluster, and always proclitical to 
the vf in Macedonian. That the Macedonian му and ro are always 
proclitical in this kind of P is a well-known fact (see, e.g. Kepeski 
1950b, p. 155). The Bulgarian му and ro, however, are usually said 
to be enclitical to the vf only if the P is the first sentence-element; 
otherwise they are proclitical (see, e.g. Andrejcin, op. cit., p. 491, 
Georgieva, op. cit., p. 42). The material shows, though, that even if 
the P is preceded by the S, an object, adverbial or conjunction, the 
order of ли, му and ro will remain as in the scheme, i.e. the pronouns 
will still be enclitical to the verb. The ordinary rules for the placement 
of му and ro are thus not applicable if ли is included in the clitical 
cluster. This interesting fact has eluded most Bulgarian linguists. The 
only mention of it seems to be in footnotes in Sławski (1946, p. 52) 
and Cychun (1968, p. 48). It has also been observed by Hauge 
(1976, p. 29 ff.). 

b. Two finite verbs, the first of which is usually a modal auxiliary 
(aux), followed by да and the present tense of the second verb. The 
structure is the same in both languages: 

aux + ли + да + (му+)(го + ) vf 

Examples: 

В Антоанета. Мога ли да си услужа с вашия телефон? 
(ДА:И 32) 

M "А може ли да ja 'порачам' пеачката?" (МН:Т 10) 



c. A vf or an active past participle (pp), which is preceded by one of 
the particles ще/ке, да or Macedonian би. The structure is usually 
the same in both languages: 

Bulgarian Macedonian 
particle + (му 4- )(ro + )vf/pp + ли 

(ще + ли + (му + )(го + )vf) 

Examples: 

В — Да mu кажа ли, защо се дърпат? ... (БР:ГН 53) 
Райна (...). Ще ми кажеш ли нещо бе, братко? (ТГ:В 45) 

M "Да ти расправам ли, свети оче?" (СГ:ДМ 111) 
— Ке ми го исполнит ли тоа ветуван>е, Вети? (ДС:СИ 88) 
Би го интересирало ли моето десетдневно отсуство во бракот? 
(СГ:ДМ 73) 

This is thus an instance of proclitical Bulgarian му and го. Ли is 
not part of the clitical cluster, but is placed separately, after the vf 
or pp. In Bulgarian constructions with ще, another structure, (given 
above in brackets) is possible (see Andrejcin, op. cit., p. 247, Ćola-
kova, op. cit., p. 35, Stojanov, op. cit., p. 366). Here, ли is placed 
among the other clitics. Stojanov gives the following examples: ще 
ли се върне? ще ли заминеш? 

d. A pp and the present tense of the auxiliary съм/е: 

Bulgarian Macedonian 
pp+ли + aux( + му)(+го) (aux + )(му + )(го + )рр + ли 
рр + ли + (му + )(го + )аих 

Examples: 

В Васил (...). ... Казала ли си му вече? (ДА:И 12) 
Уморил ли ce e вече и той? (ДМ:ХК 29) 

M — ... Си ja видел ли? (ВМ:С 91) 

All the clitics are enclitical to the pp in Bulgarian. They are pro
clitical in Macedonian, with the exception of ли. In Bulgarian, when 
the aux is in the 3rd person singular, it is found after the pronouns, 
in other cases it stands between ли and the pronouns. In Macedonian, 
the aux is omitted in the 3rd person, both in the singular and the 
plural. 



e. The present tense of the copula (cop) съм/е and a noun, used as 
predicative (pr): 

Bulgarian Macedonian 
pr + ли + (му + )/(го + )cop 

(cop + ли + pr) 
(му + сор + pr + ли) 

Examples: 

В —Горещоливие?—... (ЛГ:К113) 

M — А нам? лесно ли ни e нам? (ВМ:С 47) 

Of the three possible Macedonian structures, only the first one is 
frequent in the material. The Bulgarian and Macedonian construc
tions are thus the same. A pronoun can occur only when the cop is in 
the 3rd person. In d. above it was shown that the same order of the 
clitics is found in the Bulgarian perfect tense if the aux is in the 3rd 
person singular. 

In Macedonian sentences not containing ли, the cop can, according 
to Kepeski, be either proclitical or enclitical when used with a pr 
(Kepeski, 1950 a, p. 128). Kepeski points out, however, that not all 
forms of the cop can be proclitical if the P is the first element of the 
sentence. The forms e, сте and ce, if used as the cop, cannot stand at 
the beginning of a sentence, and the forms си and сме are seldom 
used in this position (Kepeski, op. cit., pp. 128-129). In an article 
published a quarter of a century later, Korubin asserts that if the P 
is the first sentence-element, the cop is usually found after the pr, 
and that nowadays this word order is sometimes found not only 
when the P is the first sentence-element (Korubin, op. cit., p. 247). 
In view of this, the place of ли is as expected, although, as the brack
eted types indicate, my material contains some examples of a pro
clitical cop, in which case ли is enclitical either to the cop or to the pr: 

M — Си ли ти член на младината? (ЖЧ:П 70) 
— Tu e жал ли? — ... (ДС:СИ 84) 
Тарзан: ... — Tu e здодевно ли тебе, малечок? (ТА:МЛ 14) 

A Bulgarian example, similar to the first Macedonian example 
above, is the following, found in a textbook on law and quoted by 
Hauge (op. cit., p. 2): 

В E ли деянието на Костова престъпление и ако e — какво? 



In both the perfect tense and the construction with a predicative, 
the structures are the same if some other sentence-element precedes 
the P. As is the case when the P consists of a vf, the rules usually 
given for the place of the clitics in Bulgarian are thus incomplete 
(cf. Georgieva, op. cit., pp. 53, 54). 

3.1.9.1.2 Negated P 

The negation of the P, i.e. the addition of another clitic, не, causes 
certain changes in the structures given above. 

The following structures are found; 
When the verbal part of the P consists of: 

a. One vf: 

Examples: 

В — He смяташ ли, че животът става твърде парадоксален? 
(ЛГ:К 33) 

Не се ли появиха толкова много клеветници ... (ДМ:ХК 102) 
M Ирена: ... Не Bu се чини ли дека малку се одалечуваме? 

(КЧ:И 9) 

In Bulgarian ли is thus moved to a position before the vf if му 
and/or ro are used. Ли occurs as the third clitic in the cluster (Cychun, 
op. cit., p. 57). According to Cychun (ibid.) Macedonian has in this 
case the same order of clitics as Bulgarian. The material shows 
clearly, however, that this is not so, since the productive structure in 
Macedonian is the first one, where the addition of не does not cause 
any changes in the order of the other clitics. The first of the two 
bracketed Macedonian types, which has the same structure as Bul
garian, is found in only one writer, Boskovski: 

M "He mu ли се чини дека птицана како да ни потскажува за 
залудноста на ова наше меткан>е по улициве?" (1Б:И 15) 

Bulgarian Macedonian 

не + vf + ли 
не + му/го + ли + (го + )vf 
(не+vf+ ли + го) 

не + (му+)(го + )vf+ли 
(не + му + ли + го + vf) 
(не+ли + го+vf) 



The other bracketed types also occur in one writer only, the Bul
garian one in Chajtov and the Macedonian one in Taskovski: 

В — He познавате ли ги, (НХ:ДР 76) 

M — Кафкан Синиша?! Koj ли ке биде Toj? — ... 
— Не ли го познавате, стратегу? (ДТ:ЦД 108) 

It should be noted that in the Macedonian example не лй does not 
have the same meaning as the QP нели, which is quite clear from the 
context. 

b. Two finite verbs: 

Bulgarian Macedonian 
не + aux+ли + да + (му4-)(го + ) vf 

Examples: 

В — Абе не може ли да си направим един майтан? ... 
(НХ:ДР 185) 

M Мирко: ... не може ли сета работа да се сврши само со 
фиктивна прел>уба! (КЧ:И 71) 

The negation is thus proclitical to the first verb, while the rest of 
the structure remains the same as in a non-negated P. 

c. A vf or pp preceded by the particles ще/ке, да or Macedonian би: 
here, different structures are found when the P is negated. 

The negated future tense can in both languages be expressed either 
by не, placed before ще/ке, or by няма/нема followed by да and the 
present tense of the verb. The latter construction is the more common 
in both languages (Stojanov, op. cit., p. 367, Koneski, 1967, p. 487). 
This is also reflected in the material, where the first type is not found. 
In the construction with няма/нема, ли is placed according to the 
scheme given in b) under Non-negated P above. 

В — Няма ли да eu отчаят хората? (ЛГ:К 37) 
M — Нема ли да си одиме веднаш? — ... (JB:H 124) 

No negated sentences with би occur in the material. 
The particle да precedes the negation: 

Bulgarian Macedonian 
да + не + му/го + ли + (го + )vf 

да + не + (му + )(го + )vf + ли 
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Examples: 

В Да не му ли го дам? 
Да не му го дам ли? 

M "Да не се грижам ли?" ... (СГ:ДМ 131) 

There are very few examples in the material of the full scheme. 
The Bulgarian schemes have been derived from examples given by 
informants. According to them, the first variant is the more probable 
one. Hauge (op. cit., p. 30) asserts that the second structure is found 
only in interrogative repetitions, but this was not confirmed by all 
Bulgarian informants. 

d. A pp and the present tense of the aux съм/е: 

Bulgarian Macedonian 
не + aux+ли + (му+)(го + )рр не + (aux+)(му+)(го + )рр + ли 
не + му/го + ли + (го + )аих + рр 

Examples: 

В Катя. ... За кола не сте ли се пазарили? (ДА:И 82) 
Пепеляшки. ... К не ви ли e направило впечатление, че ние, 
полицейските зверове, оставяхме на спокойствие този разпа-
лен защитник (ТГ:В 35) 

M Ирена: А не сте помислиле ли некогаш дека би можеле и да 
се ожените? (КЧ:И 17) 

The structure of the Macedonian negated perfect tense is thus the 
same as that of the non-negated, and не is simply added to the existing 
pattern. In Bulgarian, the addition of не causes changes in the clitical 
cluster. Whereas the clitics in the non-negated perfect tense are all 
enclitical to the pp, the addition of не makes them proclitical to the 
pp. The place of ли is the same as in the clitical cluster of a negated 
one-word P, i.e. it is the third clitic from the left in the cluster. The 
clitic preceding ли is either the aux (if not in the 3rd person singular), 
or a personal pronoun. 

e. A pr and the cop: 

Bulgarian Macedonian 
не + cop + ли + pr 

не + му/го + ли + cop + pr 
не + сор+ли + му+ pr 



Examples: 

В Но не e ли това една лека носталгия ... (КС:Х 4) 
Не те ли e срам, ... (БР:ГН 164) 

M ..., ама не e ли тоа отворен страв дека kë умрам? (ТГ :3В 74) 

The structure is thus the same in both languages if no personal 
pronouns occur. When this happens, Bulgarian has the same order of 
clitics as in the perfect tense. The Macedonian material does not 
contain any example of a negated pr with a personal pronoun. The 
third Bulgarian structure, where the cop is not in the 3rd person 
singular, is found in 1 example only: 

В — ... He ca лини овцете общи? (НХ:ДР 82) 

3.1.9.1.3 Discussion and conclusions 

The preceding survey has shown differences in the place of ли in 
Bulgarian and Macedonian. Thus, in a Bulgarian P "ft is placed im
mediately to the right of the first stressed element within the verb 
constituent" (Hauge, op. cit., p. 20). In the Macedonian P, ли always 
follows the finite verb/predicative/participle. Another difference 
between the two languages is that in Bulgarian, ли is often part of a 
clitical cluster, whereas in Macedonian it is not. In Bulgarian ли 
thus has a great deal in common with the short forms of the personal 
and reflexive pronouns as far as position is concerned. 

In his work on the flexible clitics in Bulgarian, Sławski divides the 
clitics into clitical particles, e.g. ли, and flexible clitics, e.g. му and 
ro. Clitics of the latter kind can refer either to one word or to the 
whole sentence (Sławski, 1946, p. 3). In Bulgarian and Macedonian, 
му and ro have changed from clitics referring to the whole sentence 
into clitics referring to one word, i.e. to the P, and in connection with 
this change, му and ro have become proclitics (Sławski, op. cit., 
pp. 64, 70). The preceding survey has shown that in Bulgarian, ли 
can prevent this change of му and ro into proclitics, but that ли, on 
the other hand, can also shift to a position before the verb/predicative/ 
participle of the P, namely if the P is negated. Ли is always enclitical, 
though, i.e. it can be placed before the verb/predicative/participle, 
but it has to be enclitical to another part of the P, another clitic. All 
the same, there is in this respect great similarity between ли on the 



one hand, and му and ro on the other. For it is well known that al
though the latter are often proclitical to the P, in Bulgarian they 
cannot be absolute proclitics, i.e. stand at the beginning of the sen
tence. These facts indicate that in Bulgarian, му, го and ли are clitics 
of the same kind, i.e. those which refer to one word (cf. Sławski, 
op. cit., p. 24 text and foot-note). 

Admittedly, ли is in Bulgarian not always part of the clitical cluster. 
Thus when a non-negated P is commenced by да or ще, му and го 
will be part of the clitical cluster, whereas ли will follow the finite 
verb. The reason for this is that ли cannot precede the stress, which 
in this case falls on the finite verb. It is interesting, though, that in 
this construction, ли does not prevent му and ro from becoming 
proclitics. 

In Macedonian, ли is not part of the clitical cluster. The cluster 
is in Macedonian found in absolute proelise, a position which, 
judging from the development in Bulgarian, seems to be impossible 
for ли. Ли in Macedonian has thus been detached from the develop
ment of му and ro and is not a clitic of the same type as they. 

The reason for this difference between ли in Bulgarian and Mace
donian is found in the accent systems of the two languages. As a 
clitic, ли tends to follow Wackernagel's law, i.e. to follow the first 
stressed sentence-element. In Bulgarian, with its free accent, this 
placement is both possible and the rule, at least within the P (as to 
the question of whether ли:8 place in the sentence conforms to Wacker
nagel's law, see 3.1.9.4). In Macedonian, however, where the stress 
falls on the antepenult of the word or accentual unit, ли can occur 
after the first stressed sentence-element or element of the P only 
when the P is not negated, because in such a P the finite verb/predi
cative/participle has the stress, all proclitics being unstressed (Koneski, 
1967, p. 166). 

The addition of the negation не, however, causes changes in the 
accentuation of the Macedonian P. The stress will now lie on the 
antepenult of the whole P, thus including proclitics (Koneski, op. cit., 
pp. 166-167). The antepenult can lie within the verb/predicative/par
ticiple, if this has three syllables or more, but it is often the negation 
or one of the other clitics. If ли now were to occur after the first 
stressed element of the P, the place of the QP would depend entirely 
upon the number of syllables of the verb/predicative/participle and 



the number of clitics in the cluster. Moreover, if this rule for the 
position of ли were to be used in Macedonian, it would often produce 
a curious result: if the antepenult is one of the clitics and ли is placed 
immediately after it, the antepenult would shift to the QP, which 
then would have to bear the stress. Since this seems to be impossible, 
the rules for the position of ли in Macedonian differ from those in 
Bulgarian. 

3.1.9.2 Position of ли in the noun phrase 

When ли is enclitical to an S or a secondary sentence-element ex
pressed by more than one word, i.e. a noun phrase (NP), the position 
of the QP is not quite as fixed as in the P. Usually, the QP occurs 
after the last word of the NP: 

В — Само no мокрите и сухи покриви ли познаваш годишните 
времена? ... (ЛГ:К 80) 

M "... Ваша жена ли милував?" (СГ:ДМ 78) 

It is also possible, however, to place ли after the first stressed 
word of the NP: 

В — Ами това що e, божичко? Че тя през Великата ли порта 
ще влезе? (С. Загорчинов, "Ден последен" София 1974, стр. 
255) 

M Белите кругови во очите cera станаа црвени — оган ли некоj 
ги запали? (ДС:ЗС 100) 

As a rule, this position of the QP is possible only when the NP is 
a noun with an agreeing attribute. Only 1 example has been found 
of ли after the first element of the NP but with a non-agreeing at
tribute: 

В ..., в гърдите му кънтят конски копита — сърцето ли му 
бие толкова силно? (ДМ:ХК 12) 

The position of ли here may have been influenced by its position in 
the corresponding P. As a result, му in the example above is under
stood as referring to the verb as well, thus acting as a kind of object. 

The placement of ли after the first stressed element of the NP is in 
Bulgarian found in older writers, or in modern literature with a his



torical theme. In spoken language it is regarded as a dialectal trait. 
The same probably holds for Macedonian. 

In view of the conclusions drawn in 3.1.9.1.3, the position of ли 
in the NP is certainly a stumbling-block. We would expect, at least in 
Bulgarian, that the QP should occur after the first stressed element of 
the NP, but as we have seen, this is not always the case. I have no 
explanation of this unexpected position of ли in the NP in the literary 
languages. 

3.1.9.3 Position of ли in the sentence 

Ли is enclitical and usually in Bulgarian and always in Macedonian 
occurs in connection with a certain sentence-element. In the majority 
of the examples in both languages, this element is the P. It can also, 
however, be the S or a secondary sentence-element. This is more com
mon in Bulgarian than in Macedonian. Thus, of all finite questions 
where ли is enclitical to a certain sentence-element, 18.5% of the 
Bulgarian, but only 10.6% of the Macedonian examples are enclitical 
to the S or to a secondary sentence-element. In Bulgarian the QP also 
has another possible position not found in Macedonian, namely en
clitical to a clause. 

When ли refers to a certain sentence-element, as it does in the vast 
majority of all examples, that element usually occurs initially. Al
though this holds for both languages, there is nevertheless a consider
able difference between them in the frequency of this position. Types 
3, 4 and 5 comprise in Bulgarian 1 359 and in Macedonian 727 ex
amples. In the Bulgarian questions, the element to which ли is en
clitical is found in initial position in 1 116 examples, or 82.1%, 
whereas in 243 examples, or 17.9%, it is preceded by some other 
sentence-element. In 684 Macedonian examples (94.1%) the element 
to which ли is enclitical occurs initially, and in only 43 examples 
(5.9%) is the element preceded by some other sentence-element. The 
proportion of the two positions of the element to which ли is en
clitical in the individual types is very much the same as in the three 
types counted together. 

The conclusion is that in Bulgarian, the element that ли follows is 
very often placed initially, but it is quite possible to let some other 
sentence-element precede it, so that in fact the ли-element has two 
possible positions in Bulgarian. This state of things is the prerequisite 



for the many Bulgarian examples of straight word order in Р+ли-
questions, as well as for the more frequent preposition of secondary 
sentence-elements in certain types in Bulgarian than in Macedonian. 

In Macedonian, on the other hand, the rule is that the element to 
which ли is enclitical should occur initially in the sentence. The 
questions where some other element occurs initially are not, as in 
Bulgarian, examples of another possible though less frequent posi
tion, but rather exceptions to the rule. 

Another important conclusion which can be drawn from the 
structural schemes is that when ли is enclitical to a sentence-element 
other than the P, the P cannot precede that element. 

3.1.9.4 Does the position of ли conform to Wackernagel's law? 

Having now surveyed the position of ли in the P and the NP, as well 
as in the sentence, it is possible to try to answer the question of 
whether this QP occurs according to Wackernagel's law, i.e. whether 
it follows the first stress of the sentence. The facts are somewhat 
contradictory in both languages. 

In a Bulgarian P, ли is always placed after the first stressed element, 
and its position there thus conforms to Wackernagel's law. We have 
seen, however, that the P, or any other element to which ли is en
clitical, can very well be preceded by another sentence-element, in 
which case ли does not follow the first stress of the sentence. Further
more, in NPs ли does not occur according to Wackernagel's law. The 
conclusion is that in Bulgarian ли does not follow this law. This is 
further underlined by the existence of questions where ли is en
clitical to the whole sentence. 

In Macedonian there does indeed seem to be a tendency for ли to 
occupy the place after the first stressed sentence-element. Thus, the 
examples of another element preceding the one to which ли is en
clitical are very few, and they are not found in all Macedonian au
thors. The fact that they nevertheless exist may be a sign that the 
system is breaking up, so as to allow the element to which ли is 
enclitical to occur not only initially, but in other positions as well. 
A reason for this breaking up of the system may be that the position 
of ли within the P sometimes has to violate Wackernagel's law for 
accentual reasons. 



3.2 ДА 

Table 13 (see appendix) shows that да is slightly more frequent in 
Bulgarian than in Macedonian. The reason for this is that non-negated 
да-questions hardly are found at all in the Macedonian material, in con
trast to the Bulgarian material, where they are inferior in number to 
the negated да-questions, but still rather common. A variant of да не 
is да не би да. It is found only in Bulgarian. 

The variations in use in the different authors are more obvious in 
Macedonian than in Bulgarian, the figure for Sirilov being the most 
outstanding. 

As a rule, да is found only in finite questions. The non-finite ex
amples are either non-autonomous or doubtful. 

There are 3 non-autonomous questions in Bulgarian, of which 2 are 
non-finite and 1 is finite. In Macedonian, there are 2, both finite. 

The structural types with subgroups, their number of occurrences 
and percentage of the total number of да-questions are: 

Table 14 

Bulgarian Macedonian 
number % number % 

1. да не + clause — 1 1.3 

2. (да не би + )(Х + ) да + Р( + X) 71 71.7 45 60 
2а. да + Р( + Х) 59 59.6 43 57.3 
2Ь. да не би да + Р( + Х) 4 4.0 — 

2с. X + да + Р( + X) 6 6.1 2 2.7 
2d. да не би + Х + да + Р( + Х) 2 2.0 — 

3. (да не би + )(Х + )S + (X + )да + 
Р( + Х) 18 18.2 10 13.3 
За. S + (X + ) да + Р( + Х) 15 15.2 10 13.3 
ЗЬ. да не би + 8 + да + Р + Х 2 2.0 — 

Зс. complex sentence 1 1.0 — 

4. (да не би + )(Х + )да + Р + (Х + ) 
S( + X) 7 7.1 17 22.7 
4а. да + Р + (X + )S( + X) 6 6.1 15 20 
4b. да не би да + Р + S 1 1.0 — 

4с X + да + Р + S( + X) — 2 2.7 



3.2.1 Type 1. ДА HE + clause 

Да is proclitical to the verb of the P, and this seems to exclude the 
possibility of autonomous, non-finite questions. There is, however, 
1 Macedonian example which I somewhat reluctantly classify as 
non-finite because of the double negation which otherwise would be 
left unexplained: 

M Изгледа предизвикуван»ето успеа. Лицето му светна, погледа 
кон масата каде што седеше жената и рече turno миелите да 
не нема да ja поканам. (JB:H 100) 

I view this question as an ellipse; the full question would be 

Што миелите, да не миелите дека нема да ja поканам? 

Што миелите, да не тоа дека нема да ja поканам? 

3.2.2 Туре 2. (ДА НЕ БИ +)(Х +)ДА +Р( +Х) 

Subgroup 2 а. да +Р(+Х) 

16 Bulgarian and 15 Macedonian examples consist of only the P: 

В — ... Мери Ламур не се интересува от такива като мене и 
тебе. 
— Защо пък? Да не сме грозни? (БР:ГН 88) 

M ... И како да слушав нешто, но и како да не слушав. Да не e 
мртва? (БП:СО 22) 

Secondary sentence-elements follow the P in 43 Bulgarian and 28 
Macedonian examples: 

В — Гледам, учен човек си — обърна се той към Кирил, — да 
имаш някой професор в "Карл Маркс" приятел? (ЛГ:К 149) 

M — ... Ни те скусиле, ниту те ослабеле ... Дане си миел чинии 
во Kyjnama, таму? (ПШ:Ц 63) 

Of these, 16 Bulgarian and 2 Macedonian examples are used with
out negation. 



Subgroup 2 b. да не би да +Р( +Х) 

This subgroup has the same structure as that of 2 a, but the QP is 
used in its expanded variant да не би да. 2 Bulgarian examples con
tain no secondary sentence-elements: 

В Мими. Боже мой, да не би да я харесваш? (ДА:И 66) 

Secondary sentence-elements after the P are found in 2 Bulgarian 
examples: 

В — Защо да не говоря? Да не би да лъжа нещо? — ... 
(БР:ГН 50) 

Subgroup 2 с. Х+ да +Р(+Х) 

3 Bulgarian examples consist of the initial secondary sentence-element 
and the P: 

В — Няма какво да кажа! 
— Нещо да e правил? (НХ:ДР 92) 

Another secondary sentence-element follows the P in 3 Bulgarian 
and 2 Macedonian examples: 

В Павлина. Какво има, мамо? 
Хазайката. Случайно да знает къде ce e дянала мрежата за 
пазар? (ДА:И 54) 

M Kynyeajku денес гроб за неа, да не купив и за него? — ... 
(ВК:НУ 157) 

3 Bulgarian examples are used without negation. 

Subgroup 2d. да не би +X+ да +Р(+Х) 

Here a secondary sentence-element is placed between да не би and 
the P (1 Bulgarian example): 

В — А вие какво? Да не би от една майка да бозаете? ... 
(БР:ГН 90) 

In 1 Bulgarian example another secondary sentence-element fol
lows the P: 

В Да не би сериозно да мислят, че аз съм стрелял в колота? 
(МХ:ГУ 47) 



3.2.3 Type 3. (ДА HE БИ +) (X +)S +(X +) 
ДА + P( + X) 

In this type, the S is explicit and precedes the P. 

Subgroup 3 a. S+(X+) да +P(+X) 

2 Bulgarian and 3 Macedonian examples consist of only the S and 
theP: 

В ... — годишникът e домашна книга: аз за тебе, ти за мене, 
как публикуват хората в Академията, те да не са гении? 
(МХ:ГУ 103) 

M — И Toj ли. Е, убави патишта фатил. Татко му да не беше 
поарен ... apaMuja ... (JE:И 62) 

In 10 Bulgarian and 7 Macedonian examples secondary sentence-
elements follow the P: 

В Виктор. . . .A  mu , другарю заместниче на генерала, да не мис-
лиш, че съм те извикал само да ти устройвам любовни срещи? 
(ТГ:В 82) 

M ... Во зелените очи му светна сомнение. 
— Ти да не мислиш оти jac ... за нетто. (БК:Л 127) 

In 1 Bulgarian example a secondary sentence-element is placed 
between the S and the P: 

В — Tu нещо да не си му сърдит? — ... (ЛГ:К 72) 

In 2 Bulgarian examples secondary sentence-elements are found 
both between the S and the P and after the P: 

В — Tu мен да излагаш пред партийния комитет? ... 
(КС:ХЖ 24) 

4 Bulgarian examples are used without negation. 

Subgroup 3b. да не би +S + да +P +X 

The structure of the preceding subgroup is here expended by да не би 
(2 Bulgarian examples): 

В ... Това няма значение, засичам ги аз. Да не би Спас да e бил 
механик, като се помъкна посред зима да монтира инстала-
циите на Чеира. (КС:Х 57) 



Subgroup 3 c. complex sentence 

This Bulgarian example, which consists of two да-questions, cannot 
be classified in any of the other subgroups: 

В — А да си се обаждала или някой да ти ce e обаждал по 
телефона? (БР.ТН 166) 

Both да-questions are used without negation. 

3.2.4 Type 4. (ДА HE БИ +) (X +) 
AA+P+(X+)S(+X) 

In this type, the S is explicit and follows after the P. 

Subgroup 4a. да +P +(X +)S( +X) 

2 Bulgarian and 9 Macedonian examples consist of only the P and 
the S: 

В — Търсил си ме. Да не ce e случило нещо? (АМ:Н 117) 

M — Што ке биде cera ова, — рекоа лугето подисплашено, — 
да не доага потоп, — ... (ЖЧ:П 159) 

In 2 Bulgarian and 3 Macedonian examples secondary sentence-
elements follow the S: 

В Райна. Да не ce e случило нещо с Найдена? (ТГ:В 48) 

M Да не не мами moj нас со оваа фина прикаска? — ... 
(ВК:НУ 18) 

Secondary sentence-elements between the P and the S are found 
in 2 Bulgarian and 3 Macedonian examples: 

В — Да се не e настанила и при вас войска? (ДГ :Ч 113) 

M — Да не не заспива со лаги moj доктор Чоланче, moj фин 
лажго, како што го вика татко ми? (ВК:НУ 18-19) 

All examples of this subgroup are used with negation. 



Subgroup 4b. да не би да +Р + S 

In the one example of this subgroup, да не би да is followed by 
inverse word order: 

В Катя Да не би новоизбраната царица на бляновете да сте 
eue? (ДА:И 90) 

Although the example has been classified as having inversion, the 
word order is in reality difficult to determine. The copula indicates 
that the S is вие, but the word order and the context indicate that 
новоизбраната царица на бляновете is the S. On the difficulty of 
determining the S and the P in similar cases, cf. Popov (op. cit., 
p. 129). 

Subgroup 4c. X + да + P +S( +X) 

1 Macedonian example consists of the initial secondary sentence-
element, the P and the S: 

M — Ha meojom Ееросим и тебе, да не eu e малку тоа што 
го направивте прекуреката ...? (ПШ:Ц 39-40) 

1 Macedonian example has another secondary sentence-element 
after the S: 

M Сепак, — се праша нетто подоцна додека ja местеше колата 
— да не одам jac од една во другаKpajmcm при оценувашето 
на гробарот? (ВК:НУ 101) 

Both examples are used with negation. 

3.2.5 Preposition of secondary sentence-elements 

Secondary sentence-elements are found in 73 Bulgarian and 45 Mace
donian да-questions. In 8 Bulgarian and 4 Macedonian examples 
they are preposed (11.0% of the Bulgarian and 8.9% of the Mace
donian examples containing secondary sentence-elements). The 
quantitative difference between the two languages in this respect is 
thus small. 

In comparison with other yes/no-questions, да-questions have 
fewer preposed secondary sentence-elements. The reason for this 
may be that да tends to occupy a place of proclise, not only in relation 



to the verb of the P, but to the sentence as a whole. A fact in support 
of this statement is that there are very few examples of да-questions 
where the P is preceded by both the S and a secondary sentence-
element, i.e. by two sentence-elements. 

The preposed secondary sentence-elements are, as in most other 
types of yes/no-questions, mostly adverbials. They are of the fol
lowing kinds: temporal—2 Bulgarian, 1 Macedonian; spatial—1 
Bulgarian; of cause—1 Bulgarian; of manner—1 Bulgarian; случайно/ 
случало—1 Bulgarian, 1 Macedonian; сепак—1 Macedonian ex
ample. The total is thus 6 Bulgarian and 3 Macedonian adverbials. 

3.2.6 Straight and inverse word order 

In Bulgarian да-questions straight word order is predominant, being 
found in 18 examples, or 72% of the 25 examples with an explicit S. 
The Macedonian да-questions have straight word order in only 
10 examples, or 37.0%, of the 27 да-questions with an explicit S. 

In Bulgarian, the way of expressing the S seems to determine the 
word order to a certain extent. A pronoun as S thus usually occurs 
before the P (16 examples as opposed to 4 with inversion), whereas a 
noun as S can occur either before the P (2 examples) or after it (3 
examples). As for Macedonian, connections of this kind are harder 
to find, since pronouns as S occur both before the P (6 examples) 
and after it (8 examples), and nouns as S also occur both before the P 
(4 examples) and after it (9 examples). Both types of word order thus 
occur in Macedonian in what seems to be free variation, although 
inversion is preferred. 

3.2.7 Position of the QP 

Да is a clitic which is always proclitical to the verb of the P. When 
other clitics occur, i.e. the negation не, the short dative and accusative 
forms of the personal and reflexive pronouns and the present tense of 
the verb съм/е, they are all proclitical to the verb/participle/predi
cative, and their relative order is as follows: да + не + (съм/сум + ) 
му+го( + е). 

Note: e stands for the 3rd person singular of the verb "to be", 
and съм/сум stand for all other forms of the present tense. 



4. Summary and conclusions 

4.1 The frequency of different yes/no-questions 

4.1.1 Comparison of the two languages 

The following table shows the frequency with which yes/no-questions 
formed with different QP:s and without a QP are found in the ma
terial: 

% of whole material 

Bulgarian Macedonian 

0 19.9 44.1 
дали 1.7 4.9 
нима/зар (зарем) 1.5 9.5 
нали/нели 10.0 6.4 
а 2.0 1.4 
ли 60.4 30.0 
да 4.0 3.0 
other QP:s 0.5 0.7 

In the case of most QP:s, there are considerable differences between 
the figures for the two languages. Most striking are the figures for 
the questions formed with ли and the questions formed without a QP. 
The ли-questions are the most frequent in the Bulgarian material, 
accounting for more than half of all questions. In the Macedonian 
material they are only half as frequent. In the 0-questions the reverse 
is true. In Macedonian they are the most frequent questions, whereas 
in Bulgarian they are less than half as frequent as in Macedonian. 

The QP дали is more frequent in Macedonian than in Bulgarian. 
The same is true of the Macedonian QP зар (зарем) as compared 
with its Bulgarian counterpart нима. In this case the differences are 



even more obvious. Lexically the two particles have the same meaning 
and the differences in frequency are probably a reflection of different 
stylistic values. According to informants, нима has a bookish charac
ter, and this nuance does not seem to be found in the Macedonian 
зар (зарем). 

The QP нали/нели is more frequent in Bulgarian than in Mace
donian. The frequency tables of types and subgroups of this QP 
(table 8) showed that the number of examples with the QP in final 
position is more or less the same in the two languages. Examples 
with the QP in initial or in medial position, however, are much more 
common in Bulgarian than in Macedonian. 

Only questions formed with да and a have more or less the same 
frequency in both sets of material. The slightly higher Bulgarian 
figure for да-questions is due to the fact that in Bulgarian such 
questions can be either non-negated or negated, whereas in Mace
donian they are as a rule only negated. 

4.1.2 Variations among different authors 

The frequency tables of the QP:s show considerable differences not 
only between the two languages, but also among different authors of 
the same language. To what extent can these variations be assumed to 
reflect different dialects? 

Since Macedonian is a new literary language and as such not yet 
completely standardized, dialectal traits can be expected to be re
flected in the language of different authors. The most striking example 
of variations among different authors in my material is the frequency 
of the QP ли, see table 11. Koneski (1965, p. 100) says that an im
portant feature of the western Macedonian dialects is that simple 
interrogative sentences (yes/no-questions, B.E.) are normally formed 
without ли. This may be why the frequency figures of ли are very low 
in authors who come from the northern part of the territory of the 
western Macedonian dialects, i.e. Casule, Koneski, Nedelkoski, 
Momirovski and Drakul. On the other hand, the authors from the 
southern part of that territory, i.e. Arsovski, Maleski, Cingo and 
Kostov, have a frequency of ли-questions which is equal to or above 
the Macedonian arithmetical average. This might suggest that Ko-
neski's observation is not valid for all western Macedonian dialects. 



It was noted in 3.1 that authors with a low frequency of ли-questions 
usually have a higher frequency of 0-questions than the average, 
and vice versa, which indicates that at least in certain functions 
ли-questions and 0-questions are synonymous. Obviously this is also 
Koneski's opinion, since in connection with the observation mentioned 
he gives a 0-question as an example of a question from the western 
dialects. My material shows, however, that although this is true of 
many authors, not all of them with a low frequency of ли-questions 
have a high frequency of 0-questions. 

Thus, Momirovski is far below the arithmetical average in his 
frequency of 0-questions, and Koneski himself is just below the 
average. These two authors have instead a very high frequency of 
дали-questions, and it seems probable that in their works such 
questions often replace the ли-questions. It is not easy to say whether 
this frequent use of дали is a dialectal trait. The fact that Koneski is 
from Prilep and that neither of the other two authors from that town, 
Casule and Nedelkoski, uses this QP at all, indicates that it is not 
dialectally conditioned. It is not unlikely that the high frequency of 
дали reflects a Serbian influence. 

One Macedonian author, Sirilov, does not use ли at all in the 
excerpted work. Since he is not from the territory of the western 
dialects but from Aegaean Macedonia, it is possible that he has been 
influenced by Greek, in which yes/no-questions usually are formed 
without a QP. This possible Greek influence is not felt in the other 
author from Aegaean Macedonia, Georgievski, who on the contrary 
uses ли more frequently than the average. 

A QP which is found only in authors from western Macedonia 
and thus may be a dialectal trait is не, which is synonymous with 
нели. In the works of the three authors using it, Koneski, Maleski 
and Drakul, it does not replace нели, however, since the frequency 
of that QP is above the average in all cases. The two QP:s instead 
alternate in free variation. 

In Bulgarian, dialectal differences could be expected in the use of 
the QP да in non-negated questions, since these questions are not 
found in the works of all authors. They are, however, used by several 
authors who come from different parts of Bulgaria, and it is therefore 
impossible to say whether they are typical of any specific dialect. 

As for the remaining QP:s, i.e. нали/нели and нима/зар (зарем), 
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there are certainly great variations in their frequencies among dif
ferent authors, but since they have lexical meanings in addition to 
their function as markers of interrogativeness, their frequencies in the 
works of individual authors depend on the function of the question 
rather than on the dialect of the author. One exception to this is 
Radickov, who has only 1 example of нима, but 8 examples of 
мигар and 1 of чунким, both of which have the same meaning as 
нима. His use of мигар and чунким may be dialectally conditioned. 

4.2 Word order 

4.2.1 Position of the QP 

In the investigation, the QP:s have been divided into two groups, 
orthotonic QP:s, i.e. such that take an accent, and non-orthotonic 
QP:s, such that do not take an accent, i.e. clitics. 

The orthotonic QP:s occur either initially, medially or finally. 
Only one QP, нали/нели, realizes all these possible positions. The 
other QP:s occur either finally (а, не, или) or initially and medially 
(дали, нима/зар (зарем)). The latter QP:s usually occur initially. 
The medial position is on the average more common in Bulgarian 
than in Macedonian. 

The non-orthotonic QP:s are the clitics ли and да. Ли is enclitical, 
да is proclitical. Да is always proclitical to the P, whereas ли, al
though it is usually enclitical to the P, can also occur in connection 
with other sentence-elements. 

The element to which the non-orthotonic QP is clitical usually 
occurs in initial position. There are also examples, however, where 
that element is the second, or in rare cases even the third sentence-
element. These instances are, in the case of both ли-questions and 
да-questions, much more common in Bulgarian than in Macedonian. 

In the Macedonian ли-questions, there are so few examples of a 
sentence-element preceding the element to which ли is enclitical that 
we must conclude that ли tends to conform to Wackernagel's law, 
i.e. to occur after the first stressed sentence-element. The investigation 
has shown, however, that although ли tends to follow the first stressed 
sentence-element, because of the Macedonian accentuation system 



it can not always follow the first stress of the sentence. All the same, 
the tendency of the Macedonian ли to conform to Wackernagel's law 
is obvious. The more frequent Bulgarian examples of the element to 
which ли is enclitical being preceded by another element, as well as 
the examples of questions where ли is enclitical to a clause, show that 
in Bulgarian Wackernagel's law does not apply to the position 
of ли. 

Most QP:s thus show a strong inclination to occur either initially 
or together with the first sentence-element. In this respect they 
resemble the interrogative pronouns and adverbs, which in a WH-
question usually occur initially. They can also occupy a medial 
position, however, (Krizkova, op. cit., p. 247), and as we have seen, 
this position is also possible for both the non-orthotonic and most 
orthotonic QP:s. The number of examples of QP:s in this position 
in my material is smaller in Macedonian than in Bulgarian. In the 
case of the orthotonic QP:s the material is not comprehensive enough 
to say whether this reflects the normal state of things or is a mere 
chance. Further research is needed, and attention should then also 
be directed to the position of the interrogative pronouns and adverbs, 
since there is an unmistakable parallellism between their position 
and the position of the QP:s. 

4.2.2 Straight and inverse word order 

The surveys have shown that in both languages and in all kinds of 
yes/no-questions both straight and inverse word order are found, 
but that inverse word order is more common in Macedonian than in 
Bulgarian. 

The word order of the S and the P is to some extent determined 
by the QP, if any, with which the question is formed. In this respect, 
the questions can be divided into three groups: 

a. Questions formed without a QP, questions formed with a QP 
in final position and Bulgarian questions formed with an orthotonic 
QP in initial position; 

b. Macedonian questions formed with an orthotonic QP in initial 
position; 

c. Questions formed with a non-orthotonic QP. 



a. Questions formed without a QP and questions that are formed 
with a QP in final position have straight and inverse word order 
under the same conditions as the corresponding assertions. Thus no 
word order is characteristic of these questions as opposed to asser
tions, and the word order does not signal interrogativeness. The same 
is true of Bulgarian questions formed with an orthotonic QP in initial 
position. 

b. Macedonian questions formed with an orthotonic QP in initial 
position usually have the same word order as the questions under 
a. above, i.e. that of assertions. However, when the P of such a Mace
donian question contains the copula e, inverse word order is pre
dominant. The reason for this is to be found in the accent. The copula 
tends to follow the first stress of the sentence, i.e. in this case the QP. 
In this respect Macedonian differs from Bulgarian, where the copula 
exhibits no such tendencies. This means that the Macedonian copula 
e, just like the QP ли, conforms to Wackernagel's law, whereas this is 
not the case in Bulgarian. 

c. In questions formed with a non-orthotonic QP, the picture is 
not completely homogeneous and to some extent it depends on the 
place of the QP. 

The QP да can only be proclitical to the P. In Bulgarian the word 
order in such questions is usually straight, especially if the S is a 
pronoun. In Macedonian inversion is more common. There is thus 
in Macedonian, but not in Bulgarian, a difference in the word order 
between да-questions and assertions. 

In the ли-questions, the application of Wackernagel's law in 
Macedonian entails only a very small number of examples of straight 
word order in questions where ли is enclitical to the P, which it is in 
most examples. Since this law does not apply in Bulgarian, straight 
and inverse types of word order are here equally common. In com
parison with assertions, however, Bulgarian ли-questions have in
version more frequently. 

Thus, in no kind of Bulgarian and Macedonian yes/no-questions is 
the word order of the S and the P used to show interrogativeness. 
The use of straight and inverse word order generally corresponds to 
their use in assertions. 

If certain questions nevertheless differ from assertions in the word 
order of the S and the P, the reason for this lies in the accent. The 



Macedonian clitics ли and e tend to conform to Wackernagel's law, 
i.e. to occur after the first stress of the sentence. When a yes/no-
question is formed with an orthotonic QP in initial position, the first 
stress of the sentence lies on the QP. If the P contains the copula e, 
it then follows the QP, thus entailing inversion. In a Macedonian 
ли-question, the QP is usually enclitical to the P, which then occurs 
initially. In these questions straight word order is therefore very rare, 
but it is of course quite possible when the QP is enclitical to some 
other sentence-element. 

Wackernagel's law does not apply to the Bulgarian copula съм 
nor to the QP ли. The differences between Bulgarian and Macedonian 
in the use of straight and inverse word order in yes/no-questions are 
thus mainly due to the different accentological status of certain 
clitics in the two languages. 

4.2.3 Preposition of secondary sentence-elements 

Secondary sentence-elements in Bulgarian and Macedonian usually oc
cur after the S and the P. If they precede the S and the P, this usually 
means that they carry the logical accent and are the rheme of the sen
tence or part of it. This is so both in assertions and yes/no-questions. 

Certain secondary sentence-elements, however, namely adverbials 
(especially temporal but often also spatial ones), are usually preposed 
in assertions. In such a case they do not generally carry the logical 
accent. The investigation has shown that the same is true of most 
yes/no-questions, especially those formed without a QP or with an 
orthotonic QP. 

In questions formed with one of the non-orthotonic QP:s ли or да, 
the rules on the position of the QP in the sentence are primary in 
relation to the rules governing the position of the secondary sentence-
elements. Therefore, the adverbials mentioned above often follow the 
P in да-questions and in ли-questions where the QP is enclitical to 
the P. This is especially true of Macedonian, to a lesser extent also of 
Bulgarian. When a secondary sentence-element precedes the P in 
such questions, it is often an adverbial of the kinds mentioned above. 
In Bulgarian P + ли-questions, however, the preposed secondary 
sentence-element is more often an object, and these questions thus 
differ from all other yes/no-questions in this respect. 



4.3 Differences between yes/no-questions in 
Bulgarian and Macedonian 

To sum up the results of the investigation, I will list the differences 
found between the forms of yes/no-questions in Bulgarian and Mace
donian. They are of two kinds, namely those that are peculiar to yes/ 
no-questions, and those that are not in themselves typical of ques
tions but are nevertheless reflected in the question. 

Differences between Bulgarian and Macedonian peculiar to yes/no-
questions: 

1. The high frequency of ли in Bulgarian vs. its low frequency in 
Macedonian; 

2. The low frequency of 0-questions in Bulgarian vs. their high 
frequency in Macedonian; 

3. The more frequent use of дали in Macedonian than in Bulgarian; 
4. Нима, мигар and чунким are used only in Bulgarian, зар 

(зарем), не and али only in Macedonian; 
5. The frequency of the Macedonian QP зар (зарем) is consider

ably higher than that of its Bulgarian counterpart нима; 
6. The use of the QP да in both non-negated and negated questions 

in Bulgarian vs. its use almost exclusively in negated questions in 
Macedonian. 

Differences between Bulgarian and Macedonian not peculiar to 
questions but nevertheless reflected in them: 

1. The application of Wackernagel's law on the position of the 
clitics ли and e in Macedonian but not in Bulgarian; 

2. Possibly a somewhat more frequent use of inversion in Mace
donian than in Bulgarian. 

It is well known that yes/no-questions can have many different 
functions. To account for these functions, however, it is first necessary 
to account for the form of the questions. This has been the aim of this 
thesis. In a forthcoming publication I intend to propose a theory of 
the functions of yes/no-questions and relate it to their form in Bul
garian and Macedonian. 
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Appendix 
Table 1 
0-questions 

Number Non-finite Finite 
(% of total number 

Author author's questions) (%) 

BULGARIAN 

Асенов 66 (23.7) 38 (57.6) 28 (42.4) 
Галина 32 (11.6) 16 (50) 16 (50) 
Генов 89 (37.6) 40 (44.9) 49 (55.1) 
Гулев 15 (10) 4 (26.7) 11 (73.3) 
Мандаджиев 23 (23.2) 2 (8.7) 21 (91.3) 
Мантов 18 (17.7) 7 (38.9) 11 (61.1) 
Радичков 19 (8.8) 8 (42.1) 11 (57.9) 
Райнов 45 (14.7) 26 (57.8) 19 (42.2) 
Странджев 28 (15.6) 16 (57.1) 12 (42.9) 
Хайтов 28 (13.9) 13 (46.4) 15 (53.6) 
Халачев 28 (12.1) 19 (67.9) 9 (32.1) 
Ханчев 98 (53.0) 48 (49.0) 50 (51.0) 

Bulgarian 
total 489 (19.9) 237 (48.5) 252 (51.5) 

MACEDONIAN 

Арсовски 80 (44.4) 24 (30) 56 (70) 
Бошковски 58 (36.7) 22 (37.9) 36 (62.1) 
Г еоргиевски 63 (46.3) 13 (20.6) 50 (79.4) 
Дракул 31 (35.2) 8 (25.8) 23 (74.2) 
1аневски 100 (42.1) 58 (58) 42 (42) 
Конески 43 (42.2) 5 (11.6) 38 (88.4) 
Костов 81 (27.7) 36 (44.4) 45 (55.6) 
Малески 53 (38.4) 22 (41.5) 31 (58.5) 
Момировски 24 (23.8) 1 (4.2) 23 (95.8) 
Неделкоски 72 (90) 20 (27.8) 52 (72.2) 
Пендовски 96 (48.2) 62 (64.6) 34 (35.4) 
Солев 92 (46.2) 31 (33.7) 61 (66.3) 
Ташковски 43 (39.1) 17 (39.5) 26 (60.5) 
Чашуле 185 (66.5) 65 (35.1) 120 (64.9) 
Чинго 11 (9.4) — 11 (100) 
Ширилов 77 (77.8) 3 (3.9) 74 (96.1) 

Macedonian 
total 1 109 (44.1) 387 (34.9) 722 (65.1) 



Table 3 
Дали 

Number Non-finite Finite 
(% of total number 

Author author's questions) (%) 

BULGARIAN 

Асенов 1 (0.4) — 1 (100) 
Галина 2 (0.7) — 2 (100) 
Генов 4(1.7) — 4 (100) 
Гулев 4 (2.7) — 4 (100) 
Мандаджиев 4 (4.1) — 4 (100) 
Мантов 9 (8.8) — 9 (100) 
Радичков 4(1.8) — 4 (100) 
Райнов — — — 

Странджев 4 (2.2) — 4 (100) 
Хайтов 4 (2.0) — 4 (100) 
Халачев 5 (2.2) — 5 (100) 
Ханчев 1 (0.5) — 1 (100) 

Bulgarian 
total 42 (1.7) — 42 (100) 

MACEDONIAN 

Арсовски 1 (0.6) — 1 (100) 
Бошковски 3 (1.9) 1 (33.3) 2 (66.7) 
Георгиевски 2(1.5) — 2(100) 
Дракул 4 (4.5) 2 (50) 2(50) 
1аневски 13 (5.5) 5 (38.5) 8 (61.5) 
Конески 12(11.8) 1 (8.3) 11 (91.7) 
Костов 13 (4.4) — 13 (100) 
Ma лески — — — 

Момировски 21 (20.8) — 21 (100) 
Неделкоски — — — 

Пендовски 26 (13.1) 5 (19.2) 21 (80.8) 
Солев 15 (7.5) 5 (33.3) 10 (66.7) 
Ташковски 5(4.6) — 5 (100) 
Чашуле — — — 

Чинго 3 (2.5) — 3 (100) 
Ширилов 5 (5.1) — 5 (100) 

Macedonian 
total 123 (4.9) 19 (15.4) 104 (84.6) 



Table 5 
Нима/зар (зарем) 

Number Non-finite Finite 
(% of total number 

Author author's questions) (%) 

BULGARIAN 

Асенов 2 (0.7) — 2 (100) 
Галина 18 (6.5) — 18 (100) 
Генов 3(1.3) 1 (33.3) 2 (66.7) 
Гулев 1 (0.7) — 1 (100) 
Мандаджиев 2 (2.0) — 2(100) 
Мантов 4 (3.9) — 4 (100) 
Радичков 1 (0.5) — 1 (100) 
Райнов 2 (0.7) — 2 (100) 
Странджев 4 (2.2) — 4 (100) 
Хайтов — — — 

Халачев — — — 

Ханчев 1 (0.5) — 1 (100) 
Bulgarian 
total 38 (1.5) 1 (2.6) 37 (97.4) 

MACEDONIAN 

Арсовски 10 (5.6) 1(10) 9(90) 
Бошковски 12 (7.6) 1 (8.3) 11 (91.7) 
Георгиевски 13 (9.6) 3 (23.1) 10 (76.9) 
Дракул 19 (21.6) 2 (10.5) 17 (89.5) 
1аневски 7 (2.9) 1 (14.3) 6 (85.7) 
Конески 14 (13.7) — 14 (100) 
Костов 51 (17.5) 7 (13.7) 44 (86.3) 
Малески 5 (3.6) 3(60) 2(40) 
Момировски 17 (16.8) 2(11.8) 15 (88.2) 
Неделкоски 4(5) — 4 (100) 
Пендовски 16 (8.1) — 16 (100) 
Солев 14 (7.1) 1 (7.1) 13 (92.9) 
Тапшовски 34 (30.9) — 34 (100) 
Чашуле 3 (1.1) — 3 (100) 
Чин г о 18 (15.3) 1 (5.6) 17 (94.4) 
Ширилов 3 (3.0) — 3 (100) 

Macedonian 
total 240 (9.5) 22 (9.2) 218 (90.8) 



Table 7 
Нали/нели 

Number Non-finite Finite 
(% of total number 

Author author's questions) (%) 

BULGARIAN 

Асенов 14 (5.0) 1 (7.1) 13 (92.9) 
Галина 35 (12.6) 1 (2.9) 34 (97.1) 
Генов 14 (5.9) — 14 (100) 
Гулев 15 (10) — 15 (100) 
Мандаджиев 11 (11.1) 2 (18.2) 9(81.8) 
Мантов 6 (5.9) — 6 (100) 
Радичков 27 (12.4) — 27 (100) 
Райнов 36 (11.8) 6 (16.7) 30 (83.3) 
Странджев 31 (17.2) — 31 (100) 
Хайтов 16 (8.0) 1 (6.2) 15 (93.8) 
Халачев 26 (11.3) 1 (3.8) 25 (96.2) 
Ханчев 15 (8.1) — 15 (100) 

Bulgarian 
total 246 (10.0) 12 (4.9) 234 (95.1) 

MACEDONIAN 

Арсовски 19 (10.5) 5 (26.3) 14 (73.7) 
Бонжовски 7 (4.4) 1 (14.3) 6 (85.7) 
Георгиевски 4 (2.9) — 4 (100) 
Дракул 8 (9.1) 2(25) 6(75) 
Ланевски 7 (2.9) — 7 (100) 
Конески 7 (6.9) 1 (14.3) 6 (85.7) 
Костов 23 (7.9) 3 (13.1) 20 (86.9) 
Малески 13 (9.4) 5 (38.5) 8 (61.5) 
Момировски 14 (13.9) — 14 (100) 
Неделкоски — — — 

Пендовски 5 (2.5) — 5 (100) 
Солев 5 (2.5) 1 (20) 4(80) 
Ташковски 3 (2.7) 1 (33.3) 2 (66.7) 
Чашуле 35 (12.5) 12 (34.3) 23 (65.7) 
Чинго 12 (10.2) 1 (8.3) 11 (91.7) 
Ширилов — — — 

Macedonian 
total 162 (6.4) 32 (19.8) 130 (80.2) 



Table 9 
A 

Author 

Number 
(% of total 
author's questions) 

Non-finite 
number 
(%) 

Finite 

BULGARIAN 

Асенов — — — 

Галина 1 (0.4) — 1 (100) 
Генов 13 (5.5) 6 (46.2) 7 (53.8) 
Гулев 6(4) 5 (83.3) 1 (16.7) 
Мандаджиев 1 (1.0) — 1 (100) 
Мантов — — — 

Радичков 6 (2.8) 2 (33.3) 4 (66.7) 
Райнов 13 (4.3) 2 (15.4) 11 (84.6) 
Странджев 4 (2.2) 1(25) 3(75) 
Хайтов 1 (0.5) — 1 (100) 
Халачев 4(1.7) 3(75) 1(25) 
Ханчев — — — 

Bulgarian 
total 49 (2.0) 19 (38.8) 30 (61.2) 

MACEDONIAN 

Арсовски 5 (2.8) 2(40) 3 (60) 
Бошковски 3 (1.9) 2 (66.7) 1 (33.3) 
Георгиевски 5 (3.7) — 5 (100) 
Дракул 5 (5.7) 3(60) 2(40) 
1аневски 1 (0.4) 1 (100) — 

Конески 1 (0.9) 1 (100) — 

Костов 2 (0.7) 2 (100) — 

Малески 9 (6.5) 3 (33.3) 6 (66.7) 
Момировски — — — 

Неделкоски — — — 

Пендовски — — — 

Солев — — — 

Ташковски 1 (0.9) 1 (100) — 

Чашуле 1 (0.4) — 1 (100) 
Чинго 1 (0.8) — 1 (100) 
Ширилов 1 (i.o) — 1 (100) 

Macedonian 
total 35 (1.4) 15 (42.9) 20 (57.1) 



Table 11 
Ли 

Number Non-finite Finite 
(% of total number 

Author author's questions) (%) 

BULGARIAN 

Асенов 179 (64.1) 9 (5.0) 170 (95.0) 
Галина 174 (62.8) 8 (4.6) 166 (95.4) 
Генов 102 (43.0) 6 (5.9) 96 (94.1) 
Гулев 106 (70.6) 5 (4.7) 101 (95.3) 
Мандаджиев 55 (55.6) 4(7.3) 51 (92.7) 
Мантов 65 (63.7) 2(3.1) 63 (96.9) 
Радичков 140 (64.5) 20 (14.3) 120 (85.7) 
Райнов 191 (62.6) 21 (11.0) 170 (89.0) 
Странджев 104 (57.8) 13 (12.5) 91 (87.5) 
Хайтов 140 (69.6) 7(5) 133 (95) 
Халачев 162 (70.1) 16 (9.9) 146 (90.1) 
Ханчев 70 (37.9) — 70 (100) 

Bulgarian 
total 1 488 (60.4) Ill (7.5) 1 377 (92.5) 

MACEDONIAN 

Арсовски 62 (34.4) 2 (3.2) 60 (96.8) 
Бошковски 67 (42.4) 7 (10.4) 60 (89.6) 
Георгиевски 49 (36.0) 2 (4.1) 47 (95.9) 
Дракул 17 (19.3) — 17 (100) 
1аневски 110 (46.2) 2(1.8) 108 (98.2) 
Конески 17 (16.7) — 17 (100) 
Костов 104 (35.6) 3 (2.9) 101 (97.1) 
Малески 43 (31.2) — 43 (100) 
Момировски 20 (19.8) — 20 (100) 
Неделкоски 4(5) — 4(100) 
Пендовски 47 (23.6) — 47 (100) 
Солев 69 (34.7) 3 (4.3) 66 (95.7) 
Ташковски 23 (20.9) — 23 (100) 
Чашуле 52 (18.7) 1 (1.9) 51 (98.1) 
Чинго 70 (59.3) 2 (2.9) 68 (97.1) 
Ширилов — — — 

Macedonian 
total 754 (30.0) 22 (2.9) 732 (97.1) 



Table 13 
Да 

Author 

Number 
(% of total 
author's questions) 

Non-finite 
number 
(%) 

Finite 

BULGARIAN 

Асенов 17 (6.1) 2(11.8) 15 (88.2) 
Галина 15 (5.4) — 15 (100) 
Генов 11 (4.6) — 11 (100) 
Гулев 3(2) — 3 (100) 
Мандаджиев 3 (3.0) — 3 (100) 
Мантов — — — 

Радичков 11 (5.1) — 11 (100) 
Райнов 16 (5.2) — 16 (100) 
Странджев 5 (2.8) — 5(100) 
Хайтов 12 (6.0) — 12 (100) 
Халачев 6 (2.6) — 6 (100) 
Ханчев — — — 

Bulgarian 
total 99 (4.0) 2 (2.0) 97 (98.0) 

MACEDONIAN 

Арсовски 3 (1.7) — 3 (100) 
Бошковски 6 (3.8) 1 (16.7) 5 (83.3) 
Георгиевски — — — 

Дракул 2 (2.3) — 2(100) 
1аневски — __ — 

Конески 7 (6.9) — 7 (100) 
Костов 18 (6.2) — 18 (100) 
Малески 4 (2.9) — 4(100) 
Момировски 5 (4.9) — 5 (100) 
Неделкоски — — — 

Пендовски 9 (4.5) __ 9 (100) 
Солев 4 (2.0) — 4 (100) 
Ташковски 1 (0.9) — 1 (100) 
Чашуле 1 (0.4) — 1 (100) 
Чинго 2 (1.7) — 2(100) 
Ширилов 13 (13.1) — 13 (100) 

Macedonian 
total 75 (3.0) 1 (1.3) 74 (98.7) 
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